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ABSTRACT 

Empirical studies confirm the existence of a male-female 

earnings differential in Canada, with females on the average receiving 

about half the earnings that males do. This dissertation attempts to 

develop the most thorough and systematic model of earnings determination 

yet achieved in Canada, and to investigate the potential utility of a 

segmented economy approach to identify sources of male-female earnings 

inequalities. The earnings determination model includes individual 

earnings-related characteristics, background characteristics, and a 

measure of the industrial sector of the economy. The data used are from 

the 1973 Canadian Mobility Study and the Labour Force Survey. Findings 

indicate that women who are employed receive so little compared to men 

partly because they differ in the average levels of their income-related 

characteristics and partly because they differ in the processes by which 

they earn income. Of the two factors, however, the second is by far 

the most important source of income inequality between the sexes. When 

the economy is viewed as composed of three distinct economic sectors 

the core, the periphery and the state, the three sectors do appear to 

differ in the ways in which certain earnings-related characteristics 

are remunerated. Further, it appears as if the differences between 

men and women in their economic returns are not the same from sector to 

sector. The findings support two general conclusions in this regard. 

F:rst, differences in returns for men and women are more frequent in the 

periphery than in either the core or state. Second, while still distinct, 

the processes by which men and women earn income are more similar in the 

x 



state than in either the core or the periphery. In the state, 

men and women receive nearly equivalent economic returns to their 

human capital factors, such as education and experience, while this 

is not the case in the other two sectors. 

xi 
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CHAPTER 1 

THE PROBLE~ IN CONTEXT 

Women in the Canadian Labour Force 

In 1941, only one out of every five WOr.len in Canada \mrkeci for pay 

or prafi t (Armstrong and Armstrong, 1978: 1 i) . 1 Today, almost one out of 

every two women in C~~ada between the ages of l5~65 is in paid enployment, 

and women currently make up some 37 per cent of the labour force (Canada, 

1977). Who, then, are these women, and how do their employment experiences 

compare with those of men? 

Not all women are equally likely to participate in the labour 

force. Participation rates vary with age, marital status, the presence 

and age of children, level of ' education, and other factors as well 

(GlliLderson, 1976:98). Women aged 20-24 are much more likely to be employ

ed than are older women; single women. have ~igher participation rates than 

do ever-married women; and women with children are less likely to work for 

pay than aTe those without. Furthermore, the more formal education women 

have, the more likely they are to be employed. 

Labour force participation rates have not :"r.creased tmiformly for 

all categories of women ·Jver time. In particular, the participation rates 

for older women have increased much mere dramatically than have those f or 

younger ones. To illustrate th~s point, consider that, between 1921 and 

1971, the labour force participation rate for women ~ged 20-24 increased 

by 57 per cent; for women aver 35 years of age, however, it increased by 

1 
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250 per cent (calculated from Gunderson, 1976:Tab1e 4.1). This increase 

in the labour force participation of middle-aged women has meant a marked 

increase in the employment of married women, as well as of women with 

children. Almost no historical data on the labour force activity of 

married ','lOmen exist for Canada, although Ostry (1968) has been able to 

piece together fragmentary data from the Census of Canada which bear on 

this issue. i"ese data indicate that, in 1941 , less than 4 per cent of 

married '"omen were employed; by 1951, this figure had risen to 11.2 per 

cent a.'1d, by 1961, to 22.0 per cent (p. 4). Gunderson (1976:98) repor~s 

a labour force participation rate of 36.3 per cent for married women in 

1971. In thirty years, then, the participation rate for married women 

incTeased ninefold -- far mere rapidly than for women as a whole. Thus, 

it has beer. ~he entrance of older, mar7ied women into the labour force 

which has contributed most significantly to the overall growth in 

women's participation rates. 

Although ~here has been a sharp increase in women working outside 

the home in the past forty years, thesl:! women have not moved into jobs 

ci.istributed t'lenly across the range of industries or occupations. Women 

are disproportionatel y located in the trade, finance, insurance and real 

esta-::e, community, business and personal service industries (s ee 

Gunderson, 1976 :47), and are highly ccncentrated in a relatively small 

number of occupations, most notably as ste!1ogra:phers and typists, sales 

clerks, babysitte=s, maids and rela.ted wcrkers, t a:'loresses, furriers 

and related workers, waitresses, nurses :?nd nurses: assista. .. ts, teac:-.ers, 

telephone cperators , a!1d janitors and cleaners. These occupational cate

gories accounted for 46 .4 per cent of all ::ema.ll:! workers in Canada. i:1 
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1971 (Armstrong and Armstrong, 1975), Data from the 1971 Census of 

Canada show that 35 per cent of working women are employed in just three 

of the twenty-one major occupational categories -- clerical, sal~s and 

services -- whereas males are much more evenly distributed across oc~u-

pational divisions (see Hunter, 1981 :115) . 

While the processes of the concentration and segregation of 

women in particular industries and occupations in Canada are not under-

stood in detail, it is clear that increases in the demand for labour 

involving skills which are extensions into the marketplace of the tradi -

tional female domestic role occurred at a time when increasing numbeTs of 

(especially married) women were available for employment outside the home. 

In 1941, for example, 32 per cent of the labour force in Canada were 

employed in four broad industrial categories: trade, finance and ·real 

estate, connnunity , business and personal services, .and publ i c administra-

tion and defence, ~~d these same four categories employed oveT two-t~irds 

of all women in t he labour force (Gunderson, 1976:78-79) . By 1971 , these 

four indust~ial categories accounted for S4 per cent of the total l abour 

force and over thTee-quarters of all employed women (as calculated f roiD 

the Canada Year Book, 1978-79:363). Parallel to this, women became pro-

gress i vely more available to take on extra-familial ro l es with declini ng 

rates of fertility, decreases in the burden of housework , and changi ng 

at t i tudes to"ward ;narrieci women and mothers working outside the home 

(Oppenheimer, 1970) . 

Gender and Earnings 

~1en and women in Canada differ not onl y in their occupations "nc 

industries of emp l o)~ent. 
? 

They also differ in t heir earnings. - There ;.s 
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a substantial male-female pay differential in Canada, with females receiv-

ing on the average a little more than about one-half of what men receive. 

This is a phenomenon which has received increasing attention in recent 

years from social scientists, who have sought to account for this 

enormous earnings gap. To neoclassical economists, differences among 

people in their earned incomes can be best understood by reference ~o 

differences among them in their productivities, ~~d it is clear that the 

gap in pay between men and women who are comparable to one another in 

terms of such factors as hours worked, labour force experience, age, and 

occupation is much smaller than the overall gap between them (Edgecombe 

Robb, 1978; Goyder, 1981 ) . At the same tine, even the best-designed 

studies taking a large number of such factors into account typically 

report that a not in.consequential earnings gap remains unaccour..t!:d for, 

and the usual conclusion is that hidden productivity differences between 

men and women remain (Gunderson, 1976) . 70 sociologists, the neoclassical, 

"human capital" approach to the analysis of earnings differentials between 

men and women is seen as useful to the extent that objective factors of 

productivity can be shown to be involved, but many are skeotical of 

attributing the unexplained earnings gap to unmeasured productivities in 

ths face of evidence of income -discrimination by gender. Even so, it is 

likewise implausible to identify the male-female earnings gap with dis-

~rimination alone, and it remains to be shown just what the extent of 

. -I' ,. • 3 earnl.ngs 1,;.1.SCrl.ffiJ.natl.On is and precisely what forms it assumes. 

A newly-emergent, "third" approach to the ana.l ysis of the pheno-

mena cf gender earnings differences can be found in a loose body of 

writings by an increasing number of economis~s and sociclogists ',.;ho 
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question certain of the central assumptions of neoclassical economic 

approaches, most notably the assumption of a single, homogeneous market 

in which the buyers and sellers of labour operate in a state of unfetter

ed competition according to the principles of supply and demand (Averitt, 

1968; O'Connor, 1973). Instead, it is more and more frequen~ly suggested, 

there are some sectors of the economy in which the assumption of cpen 

competition is useful in making sense of what happens when labour is 

bought and sold, and other sectors in which what happens makes better 

sense if the assumption of unrestricted competition is relaxed. As yet, 

it is too early to judge if a coherent body of telling criticisms of 

human capital theory will emerge from this new literature, much less that 

a viable, alternative theory is being forged from scraps of the old. No 

single research endeavour will decide these matters once and fOT all. 

The first purpose of this dissertation, however, is to develop the most 

thorough and systematic model of earnings determination yet achieved in 

Canada, so that the best estimates available to date can be made of the 

extent to which male-female earnings differentials can be shown to de

rive from factors relevant to productivity. ~e second purpose is to 

extend this model in an effort to identify more precisely than has been 

done before the nature and extent of gender market discrimination in 

C2nada. And the third purpose is to investigate the potential utility 

of a segmented economy approach for understanding how it i s that equal 

work does not necessarily mean equal pay.4 
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FOOTNOTES 

1 This pattern of increasing labour force participation parallels the 
pattern found in many other co~~tries such as the United States, 
Great Britain and several of the Western European countries,but in 
this dissertation, we refer only to the Canadian experience. 

2 Eal~ings refer here to monetary remuneration for employment in the 
labour force. This includes both salaries and wages. The terms 
income and earnings have been used interchangeably throughout. 

3 Earnings discrimination refers here to that portion of the male-female 
income gap which is not due to gender differences in the average level 
of earnings-related characteristics. 

4 A few selected references on equal pay for work of equal value are: 
M. Gunderson, "Male-Female Wage Differentials and the Impact of Equal 
Pay Legislation", Review of Economics and Statistics, vol. LVII, 4 
Nov., 1973. 

L. Langlois-TrJdel (Labour Canada), A Preliminary Study on the 
Principle of Equal Re~Jneration for Work of Equal Value. June} 1976. 



CHAPTER 2 

A CRITICAL REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE ON DETERMINANTS OF EARNINGS 

Introduction 

In recent years, North American sociologists have been increas

ingly drawn to consider the general issue of earnings determination and, 

in particular, of how it is that earnings vary so much by gender. Tnis 

concern has a counterpart in the continuing interest of many econolnists 

who have studied this same problem from a neoclassical, !!human capi1:al II 

perspective. While economists focus especially on the relationship 

between earnings and h~~an capital investments, such as schooling (see, 

for example, Mincer, 1970), sociologists concentrate primarily on the 

role of occupational status in determining wages and salaries -

specifically, on the ways in which occupational status intervenes between 

education and earnings (see, for example, Duncan, Featherman and Duncan, 

1972; Jencks, 1972; Treiman and Terrell, 1976). Sociologists also stress 

the importance of ascribed characteristics, such as family background, 

et~'icity, and sex, for earnings (see, for example, Featherman and 

~auser, 1976). While the emphasis in this chapter will be on a critical 

review of sociological models of male-female differences in earnings, the 

r.uman capital literature will also be co~sidered. 

The Beginning: The Blau-Duncan Model 

The development of models of earnings determination in sociology 

can be seen to begin with the Blau-Duncan (196i) model of status attain-

7 
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ment. The basic Blau-~Jncan model is a causal analysis of how the social 

standing of a person's present occupation can be shown to be the consequ

ence of the social standing of the person's first job and level of 

educational attainment, and how all three of these variables are to some 

degree determined by one or more parental status attribu~es most often 

the level of educational attainment and occupational status of the father. 

A continuing concern in research on status attai~~ent is the 

existence of other factors which might substantially modify the conclu

sions drawn from the basic model. Blau and D~can began this tradition 

by considering the effects of factors such as race, region, national 

origin, and farm backgrolli,d on educational ~,d occupational attainment. 

Following in their footsteps, sociologi sts, both in the U. S. and in 

other countries, have considered and reconsidered these and other 

factors thought potentially to modify the model. Of particular note here 

are the findings when women are compared to men with respect :0 status 

attainment. The original Blau-Duncan study and its 1973 replication (see 

Featherman and Hauser, 1978) sampled only males and, consequently, the 

female status attainment data reported in the~e studies are based on 

men reporting about their wives. A nlli~ber of recent studi es in the 

United States allow a compa:r'ison of male and female intergenerational 

(DeJong , Bra~er and RODin, 1971) and int~agenerational 

occupaticnal mobility (Tr~iman and Terrell, 1975). McCle:ldon (1976) 

employs the basic Blau-Duncan :nodel f or 'the U.S., as does Boyd el g79} 

for Canada , and the ;:1.a j o'!" conclusions f rom t hese studies and ·.:hose 

cited above are that the male and female occupat i onal status attai~ment 

s·truc-:ures a.re very much alike, and that respondent' 5 edur:aticn is t he 
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most important determining factor for allocating both males and females 

to positions in occupational status hierarchies. l 

The Income Attainment Model 

In 1972, the status attainment model was extended for males to 

include income as a final dependent variabl~, with education, present 

occupation, and the three background variables of father's education and 

occupation and number of siblings as causes of income (Duncan, Featherman 

and Du.'"1can, 1972) and, in a later version of the "income attainment 

model", these authors also added a measure of intelligence at age 12. 

This extension of the Blau-Duncan model to income, however, was only a 

modest start in the development of a model of earnings determina~ ion, as 

the basic model explains only some 11 per cent of the variance in earn-

ings, as compared to 25 per cent of the variance in present occupational 

status , and it omits a number of variables which have subsequentl y been 

found to be important determinants of earnings. 

Jencks, et al.' s Inequality: A Reassessment of the Effects of 

Family and Schooling in America (1972) reanalyzes an enormous body of 

prior research in an attempt to discover the roots of social and economic; 

i nequality and the role of education in these. Their model is, in ess-

ence, an extension of the status attainment model to cons i der the rela-

tionships ar.1ong inequality in school facilities, family background , 

cognitive skil ls (as measured by childhood I. Q. and adult I.Q) and 

educational, occupational and income attainment. With respect to earn-

ings, the general conclus i on is: "Neither family background, cognitive 

ski ll, educat i onal at tainment, nor occupational status explains much of 

the var i at Lm i n men ' s income" (p. 5) . Tney attribute the bulk of the 
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variation in income to "luck", and proceed to argue for programs of income 

equalization. Inequality has been criticized on a number of different 

grounds, with the luck hypothesis a major target (see Levine and Bane, 

1975). In a sequel to Inequality, entitled Who Gets Ahead?, Jencks, 

et al. (1979) estimate that the combined effects of family background, 

cognitive skill, noncognitive traits and education explain S5 to 60 per 

cent of the variance in status, and at least one-third of the variance 

in earnings. Again, Jencks introduces the notion of luck to account for 

the unexplained variance, but this time he offers a further elaboration 

of what he means by luck. It refers to labour market imperfections or 

structural features of the economy which cause identical workers to have 

unequal status and earnings, although he cannot imagine a research design 

that would measure these imperfections directly. 

The status attainment model has been severely criticized as an 

explanation of earnings determination. The major critique -- sometimes 
7 

labeled "The Great R- Debate" -- centers on the large ar.lount of variance 

left unexplained by the model, where a number of authors (see C~owder , 

1974; Levine and Bane, 1975) argue that, in addition to the factors 

considered in the status attainment model. other important determinants 

of earnings must also be included in the model. In response to this 

critique, the model has been expanded to include such earnings-related 

characteristics as years of experience, hours worked and age (Featherman 

and Hauser .• 1976). 

Male-Female Differences in Models of Earnings Determination 

As previously noted, women earn much less than men overall , and 

women also earn less than men, even when the sexes are equa-ced in teTmS 
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of their levels of educational attainment and occupational status, al-

though the gap between is reduced when education and occupation are taken 

into account (seeTreiman and Terrell, 1975; Featherman and Hauser, 1976; 

Bibb and Form, 1977; Goyder, 1981). What then might account for the fact 

~nat employed men earn measurably more than employed women do? 

Male-female differentials in earnings derive from one or the other 

or some combination of: differences between the sexes in t heir average 

levels of certain earnings-related attributes, and differences between 

them in the precesses by which they earn income. To assess how these 

differences relate to male-female earnings differentials, sociologists 

typically compare results from income attainment models rJn separately 

for women and use one or another version of a special technique (see, 

for example, Duncan, 1968). It will serve us well to describe this 

technique -- the decomposition of differences -- before reviewing the 

sociological literature on male-female earnings differentials. 

First, a regression equation model is defined and is estimated 

independently from data in several subgroups. This model takes the 

partial regression coefficients as representing the social processes of 

income attaifunent. 

Second, the me~~ values of :he independent variables for one 

group are then substituted into the equation for the other group. Wnen 

-:his is done, it is possible to estimate: what the average vaLle on the 

deFendent variable would be for the second group, if that group did not 

diffez from the first in terms of their mean values on the independe:lt 

variables. So, if separate regression equations for men and women are 

comput~d, i~ which amo~!t of earnings (the dependent variable) is pre

dicted from some earnings-related characteristics (a set of independent 



variables) for each group, and the mean values for these char;; 

for men are substituted into the equation for women, it is possible to 

estimate what the average income of the women might be if they did no~ 

differ from the men in these characteristics. For example, Fuchs (1974), 

in the first major study which examined the differences in hourly earn

ings between men and women, substitutes t:he male means into the female 

regression equation in an attempt to account for ~he earnings different

ial between men and women in the 1960 U. S. Census. He finds that 

women earn on the average about 60 per cent: as much as men in hourly 

income; however, this figure increases to 61 per cent when the data were 

adjusted for colour, schooling, age and city size, and to 66 per cent 

when marital status, class of worker, and length of the work trip were 

also taken into account. 

Third, the regression coefficients for the independent variables 

for one group are then substituted into the equation for the other group 

(or alternatively, the mean values on the independent variables for the 

"other group" are then substituted into the equation of the original 

group). When this is done, it is possible to estimate what the average 

value on the dependent variable would be for the original group, if that 

group earned income by the same processes as the other did. So, if the 

male regression coefficients were substituted into the female equation, 

this would allow an assessment of how much the male-female earnings 

differential would be reduced if women eaned income 0Y the same pro

cesses as men do. 

One final note on technique: the equations are often calcul~ted 

in both standardized and unstandardized form, and the interpretation of 
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each provides answers to separate questions. The standardized ("beta") 

ccefficients allow, primarily, an assessment of the relative importance 

within each gender of the determinants entered into the model. For 

example, Goyder (1981) employing standardized regression coefficients, 

finds that the single most important determinant of earnings for females 

is hours worked. The unstandardized regression ("b") coefficie:lts allow 

an assessment of the relative importance of determinar.ts between the 

sexes. For example, in a comparison of the uns~andardized regression 

coefficien~s from the male and female eq~ations, Goyder concludes that 

occupational status converts into income at a higher rate for males than 

for females. 

In a study which serves as a proto"C),pe for a number of more 

recent analyses, Suter and Miller (1973) match samples of each sex in an 

effort to compare the wage cr salary incomes in 1966 of women 30-44 years 

of age in the U.S. to those of men in the same age group , classified 

according to ed~caticn, occupational status and work experience. This 

study attempts to estimate the combined and independent effects of fact ·· 

ors that influence women!s income as against similar effects for men by 

comparing separate regression equations for men1s and women's income. 

Suter and Miller observe that, on the average, women exchange educational 

level or occupational status for income at less than half the rate 

received by men. When they exa.mine the payoffs to education and occ:lpa

tional status for income for a select group of career women, they find 

that the coefficients for career women are in fact closer to those for 

men but they, too, are far from equal. Thus, they conclude, "women are 

unable to change education and occupational status into earnings at the 



same high rate as men even when women are full-time workers wit 

able lifetime work experience" (P. 971). Suter and Miller also introduce 

maTital status and presence of children as additional factors affecting 

L.come level in the model, but find that once women's occupational status 

and work experience are known, marital status and presence or absence of 

children does not significantly improve the ability to predic~ income. 

With three independent variables--educational attainment, occupational 

status, part-time versus full-time employrnent--Suter and MilleT's model 

explains 29 per cent of the variance in income for men and 49 ?er cent 

for women. This higher per cent of vari~nce explained for women is due 

largely to the greater importance for women of the full-time versus part-

time factor in the model. Suter ~.d Miller also estimate the proport i on 

of the overall disparity in inco~e that is attributable to mala-female 

differences in de'terminants of income. Their data reveal that mean 

female income reached only some 62 per cent of the male average, even 

after adjustments for the effects of education, occupation, career dis-

continuity, and part-time versus full-time work . They note tha.t the 

remaining 38 per cent represents the portion of male/female incotie 

differences produced by all other factors that have ~ot been taken into 

account in this study . 

Treiman and Terrell (1975) extend Suter and ~!iller' s anal ysis as 

part or an investigation into "Sex and the Process of Status Attainmentll. 

They compare the processes of educational , occupat i onal and inco~e 

attainment for tvorking women aged 30-44 a.Tld their husbands, utilizing 

data from a more recent representative national U. S. sampl e (Parnes , et . -
al . , 1970) . As expected, the processes and levels of educational and 
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occupational attai~~ent are found to be virtually identical for women and 

men, but women are found to earn less than half as much as the men ; and 

when differences in hours worked per year, per cent of years worked, and 

number of children are controlled for, the female-to-male income ratio 

rises from 42 to 67 per cent. 

Following Suter and Miller's ex~~ple, Treiman and Terrell also 

consider differences in the specific determinants of income. They, t00, 

find that the income advantage of additional education is about one

fourth for wives of what it is for their husbands, while the pa.yoff for 

each additional hour of work is twice as large for women as for men. The 

far greater importance of amount of time spent working as a determinant 

of the earnings of wives is reflected in the differential ability of the 

model to predict earnings for wives and husbands. Over half of the 

variance in the ea-=nings of wives is attributable to variations in edu

cation, occupation, ~~ount of time spent working, and work experience, 

whereas the same variables account for only about one-fifth of the vari

ance in the earnings of husbands (R
2 

_ .. 531 vs. .197). Also, t~1~ number 

of children has no signific~.t effect on earnings for either husbands or 

wives. 

Treiman and Terrell also examine differe:nces in earnings and the 

determinants of earnings of single and ever-married women. T!1eir findings 

suggest that single women earn substanti~lly more than married W0~en 

(although much of this discrepancy is due to their higher educational 

and occupational status, longer working hours, greater work experience 

and fewer children) , but still :nUC:1 J.ess than men. In addition, the 

det erminant s of earnings for single women are more similar to those of 
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men than are those of ever-married women. 

The work of Featherman and Hauser (1976) is a development of the 

earnings determination model used by Suter and Miller (1973) and Treiman 

and Terrell (1975). It includes a number of additional social background 

variables, such as number of siblings, father's occupation, and farm back

ground, as well as hours at work in the year prior to the survey, an 

estimate of years of work experience, and experience squared to represent 

the decay or deterioration of human capital as a function of age. The 

latter two factors, they admit, are especially problematic for ~he female 

sa~ple, as they are based simply on age, and do not take into consider

ation career interruptions. They employ data on husbands and wives aged 

20-64 from the original Blau-Duncan sample and its 1973 replication. The 

data on women may be suspect because they originate in information 

provided by men about their wives. 

Featherman and Hauser's data indicate that the ratio of female to 

male earnings ",as .39 in 1962 and .38 in 1973, despite similar ave1.'age 

levels of educational and occupational status for men and wemen. Income 

differences are reduced by only 15 per cent (from $4,815 to $4,100 ) in 

1962 and 16 . 1 per cent (from $6,942 to $5,825) in 1973 when mean differ

ences between ~he sexes in the determinants of earnings are controlled . 

This should not be surprising, they note, given the virtually equal 

C'.omposi1:ion of the sexes wi-:h respect to family factors, education and 

occupational status. 

The separate multiple regTessioI' equatiop..:. in Featherma.'1 and 

Hauser ' s anal ysis decu.'1lent the different processes by which t he earnings 

of hllsbands and wi'/es are generated. The maj or factors for men arc the 
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countervailing effects of the accumulation of occupational experience 

and the deterioration of capacity--both associated with aging. Education, 

occupation, and hours worked in the previous year follow in order of rel

ative importance as income determinants for men in both 1962 and 1973. 

Family origins playa rather minor role in the determination of men's 

earnings, although the effects are statistically significant, even among 

men of equal age, schooling and occupat .ional status. By contrast, family 

background has no appreciable bearing on earnings for women, except for 

the flcast" of farm origins. At both survey dates, time in the labour 

force is the most important influence on women's earnings. But, as 

Featherman and Hauser note, experience and experience squared have rather 

doubtful interpretations for women. 

As reported in other studies, Featherman and Hauser also find 

that women receive lower net returns to education and occupational status 

than men, despite the apparent equality of educational ~~d occupational 

status between the sexes. The ratio of female to male net returns to 

education is 0.25 in 1962 and 0.38 in 1973. The ratio of female to male 

net returns to occupational status in the full model is .66 in 1962 and 

.48 in 1973. Similar to those in other studies, Featherman and Hauser's 

model explains more of the variation in earnings for women than for ~en, 

largely due to the appreciable compositional differences between the 

sexes associated with work experience and time in the labour force. 

Goyder's (1981) analysis is the first sociological study in the 

Canadian literature that estimates the importance of education, occupa

tion, career continuity, and part-time versus full-ti!!le \>lark for men's 

and women ' s ea:;:-nings. The data in this study are taken from t he 
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Canadian Mobility study, which was a supplement to the July, 

1973 Canadian Labour Force Survey. This study was similar in scope and 

design to the original Blau-Duncan study and its 1973 replication 

(Featherman and Hauser, 1978); however, the Canadian study includes 

females as respondents, rather than simply asking husbands questions 

about their wives. First, examining the means and standard deviations, 

Goyder points out that, while female incomes are on the order of only 

46 per cent of male incomes, women have slightly higher occupational ~~d 

educational statuses than males (a finding dissimilar to U.S. findings, 

but see Lyon , et al., 1982), that males work considerably more hours pe~ 

year than did females, and that males are far more likely than females to 

have uninterrupted careers. Second, using the substitution of means 

technique, he estimates that, if women aged 30-44 worked the same amOU1'1t. 

of time each year, the same proportion of years over the career as males, 

and held the same education and occupational status, their average earn

ings would be about 64 per cent of the male average. 

Goyder examines the determinants of income by sex and, con-

sistent with findings from the U.S. (see Suter and Miller, 1973; and 

Treiman and Terrell, 1975), he reports that there is a greater payoff to 

occupational status for males than females, and that the factors of hours 

worked and career continuity are more important for women's incomes than 

for men's. Marital status and number of children are of negligibl e 

importance when added to the model incorporating career continuity and 

hours worked. Contrary to U.S. studies, Goyder does not find greater 

income returns to educaticn for males than for females. Rather, for the 

30-44 year old sample, the converse is true and, for the full sample, t he 
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payoffs to each additional year of education are essentially the same for 

males and females when occupation, hours worked, and continuity are in

cluded in the model. 

In this review of the sociological literature on the determinants 

of income, a number of consistent patterns can be seen. First, in both 

Canada and the U.S., women earn at best about half of what men earn, al

though the female-to-male earnings ratio appears to be somewhat lower in 

the U.S. than in Canada. When differences in such income determinants as 

education, occupational status, hours worked, experience, etc., are con

trolled, the income disparity between the sexes is somewhat reduced, but 

a large earnings disparity remains. Second, the data indicate sharply 

different processes by which the earnings of men and women are generated. 

In all studies, males are found to receive more income for each unit of 

occupational status than do females and, with the exception of Goyder's 

research (1981), the s~~e is true of years of education attained. For 

women, the most important determinant of earning3 is hours worked per 

week bm:, since this predictor has very little ':ariance in the male 

s~~ple, it has virtually no effect as a determinant of earnings for men. 

~1arital status and number of children are not important earnings deter

minants, net of other factors for either males or females, while family 

background factors app~ar to playa small role in the determinution of 

income for males, but not for females. 

The Economics Literature 

The study of income inequaEty transcend.s disciplinary boundar

ies. At the same time ~s sociologists have been studying male-female 

differences in earnings, economists have also been investigating income 
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inequalities between the sexes. These two approaches share many similar

ities, but differ in a number of important ways. In this section, the 

major approach to studying individual earnings in economics will be out

lined; the major findings by economists on sexual discrimination in earn

ings in Canada will then be revie\~ed; and, finally, similarities and 

differences between the sociological and economic approaches will be 

identified. The chapter will then end with a critical review of tradi

tional models of earnings determination. 

The study of the determinants of earnings by economists has 

largely been done in the context of ~eoclassical economic theory, 

especially that application of neoclassical economics known as human 

capital theory. Human capital theory is an extension of neoclassical 

economics to explain the "investments" which people make in themselves 

(hence, "humanfl capital) in relation to the rewards which they receive in 

return, the principal author of which is Becker (1957). Briefly, human 

capital theory views people as choosing to acquire productive capacities 

(e.g., general education, specific training, on-the-job experience, etc. ) 

so as to maximize their long-run (monetary and no~~onetary) benefits for 

that part of their time which they prefer to devote to paid employment 

(Cain, 1976) . It is assumed that these choices are made intell igently, 

within the limits of people's abilities and their educat i onal and occu

Fa~ional opportunit2es (Mincer, 1970), and that people are paid t he i r 

marginal products, i.e., the incremental market value of their contribu

tion to production, by pro f it-maximizing employers operating i n open 

compet i tion with ethers of their kind. 

In the neoclassical theory of earnings determination, a wage rate 
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is generated in a labour market as a result of the interaction of the 

supply of and dem~~d for labour. Demand for labour is determined by the 

demand for products, as reflected in their monetary value, and the link 

between wages and the value of products is established through the con

cept of marginal productivity, ~s profit-maximizing firms will be in 

equilibrium when the value of the marginal product equals the marginai 

cost or price of labour as a factor of production (Sorensen and Kalleberg, 

1982:54). 

Differences in skills and, hence, in "productivities", according 

to human capital theory, result in different wage rates and earnings. 

From this perspec'!:ive, the distribution of earnings is determined by the 

distribution of productivities--those factors which aff,;ct a worker I s 

productivity, such as education, on-the-job training, experience, and 

even motivation (see Mincer, 1974). Thus, the basic preposition derived 

from neoclassical theory is that differences in earnings reflect differ

ences in the productive capacities of persons as a result of their train

ing, education and experiences. There may be transient variations in 

earning, but the basic source of inequality in earnings is uJ"1equal endm'l

ment.s in productive capacities of individuals. In the words of Sorensen 

a.Tld Kalleberg (1982: 55) "identical persons are assumed to obtain almost 

identical earnings, regardless of the characteristics of the jobs they 

are in." 

A Review of Economic Studies on Discrimination in Earnings 

Studies by economists of male-female earnings in Canada rely on 

techniques which are very similar to those described above. Briefly, 

earnings is regressed on a number of income-related characteristics 
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separately for males and females to estimate the causal importance of 

each, and other variables, such as industry, occupation or region are 

often included (typically in dummy variable form) in order to control for 

their effects (see, for example, Oaxaca, 1973; Edgecombe Robb, 1978). 

Then, using the substitution of means and regression coefficients tech

niques, the extent and sources of earnings discrimination are identified 

(see Ostry, 1968; Holmes, 1976; Edgecombe Robb, 1978).2 

In a review of these s~udies, Agarwal and Jain (1978) point to 

two major conclusions which emerge from the data. First, similar to the 

findings reported in the sociological literature, the earnings different

ials between men and women are considerably narrower after controlling for 

differences in occupation (see Ostry, 1968; Holmes, 1976, Edgecombe Robb, 

1978) and experience (see Ostry, 1968; Edgecombe Robb, 1978 ) . Agarwal and 

Jain note that the extent of discrimination in earnings revealed in these 

surveys ranges from 8 to 44 percentage points, the average being 23, 

and they conclude that certain occupational groups tend to have somewhat 

lower male-to-female earnings ratios, such that, within high level occupa-

tional categories there are above average earnings differentials between 

the sexes (see Ostry, 1968; Gunderson, 1975). 

The findings reported by economists concur with the conclusions 

reached in the sociological literature that the processes by which men 

and women earn income are very different. Mal ·es are rEwarded more highly 

than females for comparable education (see Holmes, 1976; Edgecombe Robb, 

1978) , and experience levels (see Edgecombe Robb, 1973), and the most 

important determinant for women is weeks worked per year (Holmes, 1977). 

The fi~dings with regard to marital status ~re quite interesting. 
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Edgecombe Robb (1978:358) reports that the market appears to reward 

married males more than single males, but that the opposite is true for 

females--a result which she finds uninterpretable. 

Gunderson's (1975) study of the impact of equal pay legislation 

is quite unique. He is able to match males ~~d females in occupations 

within establishments to assess the extent of discrimination in earnings 

against females. His findings indicate that male wages exceed female 

wages by 22 per cent in jobs with identical job descriptions. Turning 

his attention to possible sources of discrimination, he finds that unions 

are effective in bargaining for equal pay, with a male-female pay differ

ential 10 percentage points smaller in unionized than in nonunionized 

establishments and, as well, firms with incentive-pay systems have a 

smaller female-male pay differential than do firms with no such system. 

His findings also indicate that there is a large male-female wage differ

ential in the trade sector, that discrimination against females ~ends to 

be strongest in skilled jobs, and that the earnings differential is 

smallest in large cities. 

As we have seen, sociologists and economist.5 share a common in

terest in the processes that. produce variation in individual earnings. 

In addition, they employ similar :research designs and statistical pro

c~dures, and their findings tend quite consistently to reinforce one 

another. At the same time, the intellectual histories which have led 

sociologists and econo~ists to stud, these labour market processes are 

quite different. Sociologists can trace the origin of their interest in 

the determinants of ea~ings to a concern with explaining status attain

ment, while economist.s have evolved an int.e~est in empirical research 
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on earnings out of developments in neoclassical economic theory, 

especially that extension of the theory known as human capital theory. 

While the theoretical underpinnings of the status attainment 

model are not as explicitly laid out or developed as those in neoclass

ical economics, both share many of the same basic assumptions. 3 Both 

sociologists and economists, for example, focus on the in~ividual and 

his or her earnings, that is, on issues of supply. Both groups include 

as determinants in their models those income-related characteristics 

which an individual brings to a job, such as education, on-the-job train-

ing, experience and motivation. Neither group gives much attention to 

factors that structure the demand for labour. Both groups recognize that 

earnings differentials also capture variations in ability, where ability 

refers to such characteristics as I.Q. (see Jencks, 1972, 1979), 

motivation and creativity (see Hincer, 1974). 

One major difference between the sociological and economic 

approaches to studying individual earnings seems to be the emphasis given 

by sociologists to the role of a worker's occupation in determining earn

ings and, in particular, to the ways in which occupational status inter

venes between earnings and education and measured I.Q. Also important to 

the sociological model of earnings determination are social background 

characteristics which operate both directly and indirectly (through thei~ 

influence on education) to determine earnings , Economists, by contrast , 

tend to focus on the role of education and other factors that influence 

productivity, such as on-the-job training and experience, as determinants 

of income, and typically pay little attention to the role of occupational 

status or social background characteristics. 
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A Conceptual Critique of the Neoclassical/Human Capital Approach 

The human capital theory adaptation of neoclassical economics has 

an attractive, formal simplicity. It has found application in a wide 

variety of seemingly unrelated problem areas in social science outside 

of economics as such, and it has generated a voluminous empirical litera

ture. At the same time, questions can be raised as to the adequacy of 

certain central assumptions involved in it, and it provides a conceptual

ization of labour market phenomena which is incomplete in several import

an't respects. 

What, then, are some of the problems in the assumptions of human 

capital theory? First, how viable is the assumption of perfect competit

ion in the labour market? In practice, neoclassical economists acknow

ledge that competition in real-world markets is "imperfect", so that the 

basic disagreement revolves about the usefulness of treating markets as if 

they were freely competitive. Proponents of the ~eoclassical position 

argue that existing market imperfections (e.g., labour unions, employer 

monopsonies, certain kinds of government legislation, etc.) do not in

validate the theory in the long run (Cain, J.975,1976; Sahota, 1978). 
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Opponents claim that there are departures from perfect competition which 

are significant enough systematically to confound the predications of neo

classical theory (Gordon, 1972; Bowles and Gintis, 1975; Blaug, 1976; 

Kalleberg and Sorenson, 1979). The problem here is that important aspects 

of the deductive power of the neoclassical theory are lost when the 

assumption of open competition is relaxed, and that no very satisfactory 

theory of the distribution of economic rewards exists for markets that are 

neither perfectly competitive nor entirely monopolistic. 

Second, how plausible is it to assume that people are paid their 

marginal products? For one thing, marginal productivity theory is 

ambiguous and, therefore, difficult to test because of such ol.ltstanding 

questions as the time period (e.g., insta."'1tanecusly? weeks? months? 

years? lifetimes?) over which product payments are made, and whether 

it is individuals or groups who are paid their marginal products 

(Tnurow, 1975: Appendix A). 

Third, human capital theory purports to deal not unly with 

people's monetary returns from investments, but also theil' nonmonetary> 

or "psychic", returns. Since we do not know how psychic benefits (e.g. 

intrinsic job satisfaction, pleasures derived frem living in a particular 

neighbourhood, city or province, etc.) may compensate for monetary returns, 

the theory is strictly testable only under the assumption that the desire 

for psychic benefits does n01: differ from person to person nor from 

job to job (Osberg, 1981: Chapter 7). 

Hlli~an capital theory per se can also be seen to present an 

inco~plete conceptualization of certain labour market phenomena. First, 

i t largely ignores the role of occupation fer earnings and the earni ngs 

determination process, even though we know that labour markets are seg-
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mented along occupational lines, i.e., that electricians compete 

with electricians and sociologists with sociologists, but not electricians 

with sociologists, etc. Further, having an occupation is the means through 

which a person receives earnings, and both the amount of earnings 

and the processes by which they are received differ across occupations 

(Stolzenberg, 1975). Second, it is primarily a theory of labour supply, 

and little effort has been made to incorporate demand factors into the 

model.
4 

Third, human capital theory tends to emphasize the importance of 

such easily measurable, individual-level factors as amount of formal 

education and specific vocational training, and the length of on-the-job 

experience, to the relative neglect of the often more elusive elements 

of family social background influences, ability, preschool and informal 

experiences, type of education or training, and attitudes as possible 

determinants of productivity and, hence, of earnings. 

In general, most economists and sociologists recognize some gender 

earnings discrimination in the labour market, and a number of "theories of 

discrimination" have been developed to explain this phenomenon. First, the 

male-female earnings gap has been explained by economists as a result of 

discriminating attitudes on the part of employers, of male employees or 

of customers. Such "tastes" for discrimination form the basis of the 

"theory of discrimination" advanced by Becker (1957). 

Briefly, he argues that neoclassical economics is based on the 

assumptions that workers seek to maximize their earnings and employers 

their profits by means of rational decisions made under conditions of free 

competition . However, employers who discriminate against women by 

paying them less do so at a risk of profits foregone. For example, if 

they decline to hire women, some of their competitors will hire them at 
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a reduced rate of pay and reap the benefits of cheap labour. If they 

hire women but pay them a lower rate of pay, some of their competitors 

will lure them away with offers of higher wages. In either case, 

employers who discriminate will pay for the privilege and discrimination 

will exist only as a short-run market imperfection. Thus there are 

reasons within this theory to expect such earnings differentials to be 

el i minated in the long-run through the operation of natural market forces. 

The second theory of discrimination offers perhaps the best 

explanation of gender earnings discrimination. According to the model of 

statistical discrimination, if employers, either righ-cly or wrongly, believe 

that one category of people, i.e., women, are less productive than some 

other grou?, i.e., men, profit maximizing behaviour may lead them t o 

discriminate against women in the labour force. They may pay a woman with 

the same productive capacities less than a man with the same product ivities 

or they may fail to hire her at all for a specific job . Thus women may 

suffer from "statistical discrimination" because of the objective 

characteristics of the gender to which she belongs, although she, herself, 

is satisfactory. However, if men and women are, on average, equal in 

abilities, etc., then the same argument applies here as in the case of t he 

neoclassical model. If there are profits to be made while everyone else 

is discriminating by not doing so, ~hose firms who do not discriminate 

will drive the others out of business. 

How viable is the assumption that the labour mal'kets are moving 

towards equilibrium, such that "imperfections", e.g., earnings discrim

i nation by gender, are but a transient phenomenon which will tend to 

disap?ear in the long run? In the case of earnings discrimination, there 



is some evidence to suggest that, far from decreasing, the income gap 

remains constant (Carroll, 1980) or is in fact increasing over time 

(Ostry, 1968; Gunderson, 1976; McDonald, 1975). 

Other Sources of Earnings Differences 
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Neoclassical economists argue that not all (and some argue that 

"none") of the earnings differences between the sexes is due to 

discrimination. Some, like Block (1982), contend that the institution of 

marriage creates advantages for men and disadvantages for women in the 

market, making it appear as if there is employer discrimination, whereas 

there is not. Others admit to some earnings discrimination :n the labour 

market, and a number of additional "theo::-ies" have been developed to 

account for it. 

Firstly, the human capital approach has been used to explain the 

earnings gap in terms of ~he differential work exp~rience of men and 

women (Mincer and Polachek, 1974 and Gunderson, 1976). Gunderson (1975) 

claims that females will have lower productivi~ies than males for a namber 

of reasons. First, women tend to stay in the labour force for shorter 

and more intermitter.t periods when they engage in household activities , 

especially child-raising. He writes that, "Because of this weaker commit ·· 

ment to the l abour force women in general do not acquire as much labour 

market experience as men. In many cases, women and their employers have 

been unwilling to make substantial i~vestments in training and labour

market-oriented education, i n case the wcmen leave the l abour force and 

n01: use the training" (p . 119). To a certain extent, productivity differ

ences are captured by some of the explanatory variables included in the 

models. Hcwever, it is impossible to measure and include many of these 
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hidden productivities in the model. Productivity differences, regardless 

of source, he says, will influence earnings because they affect perform-

ances, which is the employer's principal concern. In answering the 

question as to what are the reasons for the differences in earnings, he 

concludes: 

The extent of the differential that can be attributed to 
discrimination depends on the extent to which productivity 
differences themselves arise from sex discrimination. If 
one argues that current productivity differences are due 
to past discrimination, then all of the unadjusted wage 
gap can be attributed to discrimination. Alternatively, 
if one argues that current productivity differences reflect 
rational choices, especially with respect to household 
responsibilities, then only a small portion of the wage gap 
can be att=ibuted to discrimination. But even if we use the 
more conservative productivity-adjusted wage gap, a sub
stantial differential of approximately 10 per cent still 
exists. (Gunderson, 19i6:120; emphasis Inyown.) 
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In Summary 

In this chapter, an ~ttempt has been made to review research which 

measures gender discrimination in earnings in the Canadian labour force. 

Both sociologists and economists have attempted to arrive at quantitative 

estimates of the extent of discrimination in earnings, controlling for 

those characteristics on which men and women differ and, as we have seen, 

these estimates range from 8 to 44 percentage points, depending on the 

factors controlled. This still leaves about half of the earnings differ

ential unexplained. iVhat, then, could account for the unexplained 

discrepancy in earnings? 

There are at least two possible answers to this question. First, 

the model may be either misspecified or simply incomplete, in that all of 

the individual characteristics or marginal product.ivities which determine 

earnings have either not been properly included in the model O~ have not 

been included in the !!lodel at all. What, for example, is the role of 

~otivation in determining income! Second, notwithstandir.g the attempts 

by sociologists to include occupational status in their ~odels, little 

effort has been made to take account of "demand" factors or "structural 

variables". Attention is not paid to the manner in which industries 

structure the occupational distribution, or to the fact that many charac

taristics of occupations, such as earnings, vary by industry. Gordon 

(1972:38), in criticizing the human capital model, notes that, "even when 

industry is a unit of observation, industrial characteristics are stan

dardized by the 'skill mix' in the industry to escape t~e necessity of 

explaining variation among industries ir. occupational structures". So, 

too, with earnings: models of the determinants of earnings concentrate on 
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describing the marginal productivities that a worker brings to a job as 

the crucial factor determining earnings. rather than focusing on the ways 

in 'which institutions may tend to define and limit the income available. 

A number of conceptual criticisms have been made of the status 

attai~ent and neoclassical/human capital models of earnings determina

tion. It is these models which provide the theoretical basis for the 

empirical research on earnings differences in Canada. These criticisms, 

if valid. may partly explain why these models do not explain the persist

ent male-female wage disparities. A number of attempts have been made in 

recent years to address these criticisms. and the next chapter reviews 

one of the more important of these--segmented economy theory. 
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FOOTNOTES 

1 These studies can be criticized, however, for employing socio-economic 
index or SEI scores (Duncan, 1961) constructed from male data for both 
men and women, and for not considering the very different distributions 
of men and women in the occupational structure. 

2 Edgecombe Robb, for example, estimates earnings functions for both 
males and females using the one per cent 1971 Census tape. These 
results are used to calculate the percentage of the logarithmic earn
ings differential attributed to discrimination. 

3 The status attainment research (which includes its extention to earn
ings) is an outgrowth of the structural function perspective on social 
stratification (see Davis, Kingsley and Wilbert E. Moore, "Some 
Principles of Stratification," American Sociological Review, 10(1945 ) 
242-249), 

4 For an example of a neoclassical economic study that does incorporate 
demand factors into the model, see Freeman, 1976. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE THEORY OF THE SEGMENTED ECONOMY AND· ITS EFFECT ON EARNINGS 

Introduction 

A major development in research on income inequality in recent 

years has been the call for sociologists to incorporate institu-:ional and 

structural variables into the socioeconomic achievement model. It is 

possible to identify at least three separate, but related, responses to 

this call. These include: (a) the incorporation of variables measuring 

aspects of occupation in addition to socioeconomic status (see, for 

example, McLaughlin, 1978; Hunter and Manley, 1982), (b) the inclusion of 

variables that measure Marxist class membership (see, for example, Wright 

and Perrone, 1977; Kalleberg and Griffin, 1980; Lord and Falk, 1980), and 

(c) the incorporation of variables that capture economic segmentation 

(see, for example, Stclzenberg, 1975, 1978; Spi1erman, 1977 ; Bibb and 

Form, 1977; Beck, et aI, 1978, 1980) . While the first and second approach

es have both been shown to make import~~t contributions to understanding 

earnings inequalities, this chapter is mainly concerned to develop the seg

mented economy model and to include segmented economy measures in earnings 

determination models. 

The Tneory of the Dual Economy 

The predominant segmented economy approach in sociology i s t hat 

of the dual economy. Despite its frequent and increasing use in st udies 

on earnings, however, dual economy theory remains in a relatively un

developed state. In one of the first attempts systematically to layout 
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a well-defined theoretical model of the dual economy, Hodson and Kaufman 

(1982) have identified four basic elements involved in it: 

a dual economy which represents the organizational 
structure of capital; a dual labor market which 
represents the organization of labor within capital 
structures; a set of outcomes for workers which 
result from their participation in the labor market; 
and a social division of labour in terms of racial, 
ethnic, and gender groups (pp.728). 

The following analysis of dual economy theory elaborates upon each of the 

four elements identified by Hodson and Kaufman. 

Capital Structure 

In dual economy theory, economic sectors are conceptualized as 

structural entities which derive frem the nature of modern industrial 

capitalism. This theory posits, in part, that the industrial economy has 

evolved into a dualistic structure, in which one sector is characterized 

by oligopolistic capitalism and the other by competitive capitalism 

(Averitt, 1968; Baran and Sweezy, 1966; Beck, et al., 1978, 1980; Bibb 

and Form, 1977; Bluestone, et al., 1973; Cain, 1976; Edwards, ~t al., 

1975 , 1979; Fusfeld, 1973; Gordon, 1972; Harrison, 1974; Hodson, 1978 ; 

Kalleberg and Sorensen, 1979; Reich, et al.: 1973; Galbraith, 

1973; Wallace and Kalleberg, 1981). These sectors have been given various 

labels; "core" vs. "periphery" (Beck; Hora.'1 and Tolbert, 1978, 1980), 

"monopoly" vs. "competitive" (O'Connor, 1973), "centre" vs. "periphery" 

(Averitt, 1968) and "planning" and "market" systems (Galbraith, 1973) . 

Although there is no consensus with regard to the names given to the two 

sectors, there i s basic agreement on ~hat the key characteristics are which 

distinguish them from one another, namely: financ~al size, influence, 

scale of emplcyment, conglomerate organization aJld long term planning 
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Specifically, core firms are identified as being monopolists or 
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oligopolists in their product markets, while periphery firms are competitors 

(Hodson and Kaufman, 1982). The core sector is characte~ized by a 

relatively small number of large oligopolistic firms (typified in Canada 

by the automobile manufacturers and iron and steel mills (Marfels, 1976)). 

Their organizations are corporate and bureaucratic, and they tend to have 

high product market concentration, product diversification, high profit 

margins, capital intensiveness, inelastic product demand and high public 

visibility (Bluestone, et al., 1973:28-29). Their assets are substantial 

and they generally- employ a very large labour force. By contrast, the 

periphery sector is composed of a large number of small firms, often family 

owned and operated. In Canada, the periphery can be associated with firms 

in the trade and personal service sectors, and in such manufacturing indus

tries as kn i tting mills (Marfels, 1976). Firms in the periphery are charact

erized by low product market concentration, low profit margins, few assets, 

labour intensity, low productivity, elastic product demand and strong product 

market competition (Bluestone, et al., 1973:28-29). Periphery firms are noted 

for low job skill needs, low wages, minimal on-the-job training and high 

worker turnover. The degree of market concentration or, conversely, 

market competition determines the ability of a firm to administer prices, 

rather than having them determined chiefly in the market. In the peri -

phery sector, product market competi: ion is fierce because a ~ arge 

number of small firms compete with each other , none of which can gain 

control of the market. Other th i ngs being equal , productivity i ncreases 

in periphery industries tend to mean lower corr~odity prices, i nstead of 
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higher profit margins or higher wages. In the core sector, because of 

greater market concentration, prices are not primarily determined by 

market forces or directly tied to the cost of production, but rather 

accord with a desired level of profit (O'Connor, 1973; Galbraith, 1973). 

What are the origins of the dual economy? Theorists from this 

perspective suggest that there has been an historical trend toward the 

development of a dichotomous industrial structure. Various features of 

the economic and social organization of production have been identified 

as responsible for this duality. (See Wallace and Kalleberg, 1981 for a 

detailed discussion of the origins of the dual economy). Among these, 

three particular causes are frequently singled out. The first was the 

ability of some firms to adapt successfully to a changing environment 

through a ~echnical evolution of production (Averitt, 1968; Galbraith, 

1973). This involved capital investment in modern machinery and equip

ment, so that production demands could be met in a more technically 

efficient way. In manufacturing industries, for exa~ple) this resulted 

in the assembly-line method of production. The second factor is the 

accumulation and centralization of capital in a relatively small number 

of dominant corporations (Averitt, 1968; Wallace and Kalleberg, 1981). 

As more investment was made in capital equipment, firms were able to 

recognize economies of scale and to grow (in terms of assets ) , preventing 

smaller, less capital intensive firms from competing successfully in their 

marke~. As a result, some firms developed a high degree of market power 

--concentration--in their industry. The third factor is the development 

of bureaucratic contro l . As some firms became larger in size and more 

centralized in their product market, it was no longer possible for a 
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single person to oversee directly the entire production process. The 

result was the development of a policy of bureaucratic control that has 

been pervasive in core firms since World War II (Edwards, 1979). In the 

periphery, control tends to be personal in nature, with authority vested 

in a single person or, in larger firms, in layers of foremen or super

visors in a hierarchical structure. In the core, control is generally 

vested in the formal structure of the firm, rather than in personal 

relationships between owners and workers. Because core firms can administer 

prices and are not bound by the short term profit maximizing constraints 

of periphery ones, they are Detter able to make long range planning 

decisions (Galbraith, 1973), and to minimize worker unrest by responding 

to the demands of labour for better wages and working conditions. 

Organization of Labour 

The dual economy model is linked to that of dual labour markets, 

and the manner of articulation and the degree of overlap be~ween the two 

models are topics of recent debate. Dual economy theorists typically 

argue that corresponding to the core a~d periphery sectors are two 

distinct--, even separat~-labour markets: a primary and a secondary one. 

As well , it is often suggested that 'internal labour marketsl ' are character

istic of core industries, but net of periphery industries. Before turning 

to the debate over the relationships between economic sectors and l a.bour 

markets, however, the literature on dual~ labour markets will be reviewed. 

As noted previously, debate surrounds the quest ion of the use

fulness of the assumption in theoretical anal yses of a perfectly competit

i ve labour market. While it is generally agreed that imperfect i ons do 

exist in labour markets, not everyone agrees that there are enduri ng 
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features of these markets which must systematically be taken into account 

and given explanation. Some, however, do. These include, most notably, 

a group of labour economists in the U.S. whose position began to take 

shape in the 1960s (the chief spokesman being Piore, 1968, 1969, 1970, 

1973, 1975). In their view, deviations from the perfect market assmnpt

ion of orthodox economic theory are not seen as mere imperfections, but 

rather as pointing to the existence of multiple, isolated labour markets. 

Within this emergent tradition, there are two clearly identifiable 

approaches: one which assumes that the national labour market is segment

ed into two (sometimes three) distinct markets with barriers to mobility 

between each--often labeled the "segmented", "multiple", or, in a. very 

popular version, "dual labour market" perspective; and a second which 

emphasizes the specific institutional setting for labour market processes, 

and makes a fundamental distinction between external and internal markets-

often labeled the "internal labour market" perspective. 

The dual labour market approach is largely descriptive i:1 nature, 

and was initially proposed as an attempt to understand the labour force 

problems of the disadv~~taged in the U.S., par~icularly black workers in 

urban, core areas. The basic hypothesis is that the labour market is 

divided into two distinct sectors, termed the "primary" and the "secondary", 

based on the characteristics of jobs in each sector. The distinction 

between the two sectors is fundamentally bet'Neen "good" and "bad!' jobs. 

The primary sector offers (good) jobs with relatively high wages, favour

able \vorking conditions, chance:.; for ac.vancp,ment, equity and due process 

in the administration of work rJles and, above all, emplo~rment stability. 

The secondary sector, by contrast, provides (bad) jobs which are often 
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low paying, with ~~favourable working conditions and little chance of 

advancement. These (bad) jobs are characterized by considerable in

stability, high labour force turnover, and highly personalized relation

ships between workers and supervisors which leave wide latitude for 

favoritism and arbitrary work discipline (Piore, 1975:126). Piore 

further distinguishes between upper-tier and lower-tier primary jobs in 

terms of such characteristics as status, pay, opportunities for promotion, 

and autonomy. The most important characteristics distinguishing jobs in 

the primary sector from those in the secondary sector appear to be the 

behavioural requirements of ~he work force, particularly 

employment stability (i.e., regularity and punctuality). Edwards (1975) 

points out that stable work habits can also be seen as a consequence of 

the organizational context of jobs in the secondary sector. Employe:s 

in this sector offer little incentive to workers to stay on the job; 

workers respond by switching jobs frequently. Fur~her, Piore argues, the 

behavioural traits associated with the secondary sector are reinforced by 

the process of working in secondary jobs and living among others whose 

lifestyles are acco~~odated to that type of emplo}~ent. 

A central hypothesis of the dual labour ma .... ket approach is that 

there is little mobility between sectoral divisions within the labou .... 

force. The available empirical evidence, however, does not lend strong 

support to this prediction (see Ka:leberg and Sorensen, 1979:367 for a 

survey of these studies). A more promising approach seems to lie in 

Piore's (1975) conception of "mobility chains". He argues that t.he 

threefold divis i ons between a secondary and a primary sector, with the 

latter split into an upper and a lower-tier, reflect differences in 
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"mobility chains", and it is these differences which are each sector's definin g 

characteristics (p.128). Mobility chains are the lines of progression 

or sequences of jobs that people hold. Thus, the critical distinction 

between the primary and secondary sectors is that the mobility chains of 

the former constitute some kind of career ladder along which there is 

progress toward higher-paying and higher-status jobs, whereas those of the 

latter do not. This is true in both the upper and lower tiers of the 

primary sector, and constitutes the rationale for speaking of the two as 

comprising a single sector. In the secondary sector, by contrast, jobs do 

not fall into any regular progression of this kind; they are held in more 

or less random fashion, so that, for example, a worker coming into a job 

may take the place of another person moving to the job which the first 

worker just left. Piore Sltggests that the underlying determinant of the 

division into different types of mobility chains is the structure cf 

technology. In particular, he distinguishes between a specialized, 

capital-intensive technology and a more general technology in which the 

work is less finely divided into a set of individual, carefully defined 

tasks. In the second type, considerably less capital equipment is employed 

in production. He identifies several factors that determine the type of 

technology employed, including "stabilityH, "certainty of demand for the 

product", and the degree of "standardization". The capital-int:ensive 

technology dictates a core of jobs that lend themselves to the building of 

lower-tier mobility chains: the jobs at the bottom of these mobility 

chains can, but need not, be detached and formed into a secondary sector. 

The capital-i~tensive technology whi~h generates the core jobs also re-

quires a much smaller complement of workers, which lends itself to the 
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establishment of upper-tier mobility chains. The more general technology, 

Piore argues, is typically translated into secondary sector jobs (1975: 

141-143). 

The concept of internal labour markets was first developed by 

institutional economists in the 19505. It refers to "the complex of rules 

which determine the movement of workers among job classifications within 

administrative units such as enterprises, companies or hiring halls" 

(Dunlop, 1966:32). These markets are distinguished from "external labour 

markets", where pricing, allocating, and training decisions are controlled 

directly by market forces. 

In contrast to the dual labour market tradition, the empirical 

literature on internal labour markets has no~ sought to classify the 

economy as a whole into sectors; instead, it has taken a more disaggregated 

approach and examined specific internal labour markets, such as those in 

manufacturing plants, union hiring halls, scientific institutions, and 

banks. A general model of how internal labour markets relate to the oper

ations of the economy as a whole has not, as yet, been developed very far. 

Internal labour markets are generally seen to be of two major 

types. In the first, (Kerr, 1954), the internal market is usually equa!ed 

with a particular firm. Entry is controlled by the firm, and workers 

tend to be promoted from the entry job classifications to higher-level 

jobs in the firm along orderly lines of progression. In the second, 

(Doeringer and Piore, 1971), the internal market comprises a particular 

occupation group, usually a craft occupation. Here, entry is general ly 

controlled by members of the occupational group. In this l atter kind of 

market, the job security derives not from the individual employer, but from the 
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occupation's skill, the competitive supply of which is controlled by the 

occupational group. 

Traditional views of labour markets focus on external markets, 

in which competing (potential) employers face competing (potential) work-

ers. But the pervasiveness of large corporations with internal markets 

makes this view incomplete. According to Edwards (1975), internal labour 

markets exist in "big firms", and the analysis of these markets views the 

social relations in the workplace, in part, as a system of labour exchange 

within the firm, regulating promotion, job placement, the setting of wage 

rates, and so forth. In some cases, workers may have the right to !Ibid" 
• 

for jobs when a vacancy occurs; in most cases, however, placement and 

promotion is based on seniority. More generally, firms establish promotion 

ladders. New workers are recruited from the "external" labour market 

primarily into bottom-rung jobs, and most higher vacancies are filled 

ninternally" from the pool of workers already employed by the firm. In 

this case, the worker's work record and recommendations from supervisors, 

as well as his or her formal training, skills, and seniority, determine 

whether he or she gets the job (p.5,6). 

Althauser and Kalleberg(198l) ar~le that theLe is a need to re-

define labour market types as there are many inconsistencies in research-

eLs' attempts to operation~lize the original, broad definitions of them. 

In particular, the original definitions tend to be multidimensional, 

including employment outcomes, such as earnings, along with worker labour 

market characteris~ics. Althauser and Kalleberg prefer to redefine inter-

nal labour markets so that j obs would be included in an inteYnal labour 

market, if and only if they "form a ladder, with entry limited to the 
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bottom and where movement upward is accompanied by progressive development 

of skill and knowledge" (pp.145). Furthermore, these authors distinguish 

two subtypes of internal labour markets: firm internal labour markets and 

occupational labour markets. Finally, they identify three types of exter-

nal labour markets: (a) occupational labour markets, which are character-

ized by specialized skills, but an absence of movement up an occupational 

ladder; (b) firm labour markets, which contain jobs whose occupants enjoy 

vertical tenure, although these jobs are not arranged on any job ladder; 

and (c) secondary labour markets, which lack the elements that define the 

other markets, namely job ladders, development of skill or knowledge, 

significant investment in training by either employer OT employee, limited 

entry or notable entry requirements, and options for firm-specific tenure. 

While Althauser ar.d KallebeTg's redefinition of internal labout markets hold 

some promise for future research, it needs yet to be empirically tested or 

evaluated. 

Dual Economy and Dual Labour Market Theories 

There appea:-s to be some confusion in the literature as to the 

conceptual distinctions and theoretical linkages between labour markets 

and economic sectors. Where some theorists and researchers tend to ~reat 

labour markets as corresponding quite directly to sectors of the economy 

(for example, see Tolbert, et al ., 1980), others argue for a less-than-

perfect correspondence between output markets and labour sectors, i.e., that 

the two should be conceptualized independently of one another (see, for 

example, Piore, 1977; Hodson and KaufJr.an, 1982; Althauser and Kulleberg, 

1981). This tendency to confuse the two constructs with one another has 

led to seme unsuccessful operaticnali:ations of the dual economy, in which 

industrial characteristics are combined with labour force characteristics and 

outcome variables (such as earnings) to produce a s~~ary measure of the 
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dual economy (see, for example, Oster, 1979; Tolbert, et al., 1980). 

An examination of the theoretical relationship between the dual 

economy and dual labour market models may help to clarify the connections 

between them. Two points seem clear. First, economic sectors are products of 

the histor ical development of industrial capitalis~, and can be viewed as 

logically prior to labour market categories, which are aspects of job conditions . 

The economic characteristics of the sectors have an important impact on 

the characteristics of jobs which are located there. For example, firms 

in the core sector are characterized by a bureaucratic control structure 

and a capital intensive technology, resulting in more primary sector and 

internal labour market jobs. The secondary labour market represents a 

continuation of the characteristics of a more competitive, small business 

capitalism (Edwards, 1975). Second, there is an imperfect empirical cor

respondence between economic sectors and labo~r markets, although the 

actual degree of overlap between the two remains an open question (Honson, 

1979; Edwards, 1975; Piore, 1977; Althauser and Kalleberg, 1981; Hodson 

and Kaufman, 1982). Specifically, the literature suggests that most 

secondary jobs are located in the periphery, although there are some in 

the core, and most primary jobs are located in the core, although there 

are some in the periphery. Likewise, most internal labour markets are 

described as being in the core, although there are also some in the peri-

phery, and most external labour markets are described as being in the 

periphery, although there are also some in the cere. 

If the core sector differs from the periphery in the dispropor -· 

tionate numbers of primary and internal labour markets jobs which the 

former com:air.s, ~hen what can be said more precisely about the 
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characteristics of jobs in each of these two sectors? The labour market 

literature suggests that the most important characteristics that dis-

tinguish primary from secondary jobs are working conditions, opportunities 

for advancement and, above all, job stability. That is, jobs in the core 

sector can be distinguished from those in the periphery by their better 

working conditions, opportunities for advancement, and job stability. ... '" .I. I 

this is true, then what can be said about the characteristics of workers 

hired to f ill the jobs in the core and periphery sectors? Gordon (1972) 

argues that employers in the core attempt to hire workers with those 

characteristics valued most highly in the job--stability and tenure or 

job experience. Being tuiable to measure these things adequatel y , howe'ler, 

employers rely on educational credentials as screening devices, on the 

assumption that diligence at work depends upon the same characteristics as 

success in school. Thus, formal education in the core sector is widely 

used to mediate individual access to different job ladders. 

The segmented labour market approach has been the subject of 

considerable debate because of its essentially descriptive nature and the 

claim that it is not neoclassical. It has been laheled as "sketchy" , 

"vague tr and "diverse", with descriptions and taxonomies prevail i ng over 

theoretical model development. Cain (1976) argues that labour marke~ 

theories "are st.ronger in their criticism of neoclassical theory than t hey 

are in advancing a coherent self-contained theory as a replacemen't:" 

(p.1224 ) and, in lengthy cri tique, he argues that there are fewer 

disagreements between neoclass i cal economics and the l abour market 

approach than proponents of the latter have suggest ed. Rosen (1974 ) 

also emphasizes the similarities between the segmented labour 

market approach and t he basic post.ulates of economi c 
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theory, and Wachter (1974) argues that many of the findings upon which it 

is based can be accommodated to the neoclassical framework. At the same 

time, Wachter argues some of the findings are not supported empirically. 

For example, he finds considerable mobility between primary and secondary 

sectors. Further, he argues that, even though different parameters 

characterize the populations in each labour market, it has not been established 

that different economic processes occur in different labour markets. 

Worker Outcomes 

The third element which Hodson and Kaufman (1982) identify in the 

dual economy model is a set of outcomes for workers which result from their 

participation in the labour market. Specifically, they identify three sets 

of outcomes for labour--the likelihood of mobility between sectors, the 

condition of labour in terms of various tangible and intangible rewards, 

such as earnings, and the consciousness of workers (pp.730). The follow

ing discussion will focus on the second of these outcomes, and more 

particularly on earnings. 

The core sector is generally described as being distinguished from 

the periphery by the relatively higher earnings paid to workers. If this 

is true, then what factors might account for the relatively greater 

capacity of core firms to pay their workers high wages and salaries? 

O'Connor (1973:19) argues that earnings in the periphery are determined by 

"total demand in the economy as a whole". Increases in periphery 

sector money wages are attributable to inflation, not to technical pro

gress or improvements in productivity. By contrast, the core sector is 

composed of large, oligopolistic industries which can often set prices 

without fear of open price conflict. Thus, wage increases can be passed 
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along at rates equal to productivity, while the competitive firm is often 

forced to lower prices, rather than to increase profits or wages. In some 

cases, the oligopolistic firm may be forced to raise wages even above 

productivity gains, (e.g., responding to a union's demands for a pay 

raise) paying for them by cutting mnto monopoly profits or by boosting the 

price of their products. The highly competitive firm is rarely in such a 

position (Bluestone, 1973:99). 

Bluestone (1973) notes that a highly concentrated industry per se 

is not a necessary and sufficient condition for a higher wage scale, for 

there is nothing inherent in the size of a firm or in the absence of pro

duct market competition which accounts for better wages. Instead, oligo

poly provides a "permissive economic environment", within which other 

forces can generate higher wages. This environment consists of 

capital-intensive production possibilities, the ability to set prices 

based on product demand conditions, high-public visibility, low firm 

entry, and the opportuni~y for strong unionism (p.99). 

Unionism plays a central role in determining inter-sectoral wage 

differentials. A number of studies have shown that higher wage rates are 

associated with (1) a relatively high degree of oligopoly, (2) high profit 

rates, and (3) strong unions (see, for example, Bowen, 1960). These 

forces, however, do not act independently of one another. According to 

Bluestone, "higher product market concentration and high profits provid~ 

the footing for a permissive economic environment in which strong unions 

can reap economic and social rewards for th~ir members!! (1977 :101 ) . 

Through collective bargaining and the th~eat af strike action , these 

unions can transform the capacity of inGust~ies to pay higher wages into 
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real wage advances for their members. Likewise, O'Connor (1973) argues 

that ultimately it is the collective power of organized labour that wrests 

higher wages from monopolistic corporations. 

In the periphery sector, unions tend to be weak and ineffective, 

if they exist at all. In contrast to the core, the periphery to some 

extent represents the end result of a "repressive economic environment" 

(Bluestone, 1973:101). When industries are marked by easy entry, fierce 

national and international competition, highly elastic product demand, low 

profits and low productivity, union org~lization is stymied and the press-

ure for higher wages is low. In fact, the ability of many low-wage ind-

ustries to pay adequate wages without drastically cutting employment is 

open to question. 

According to Kalleberg, et al. (1981), good reasons exist for ex-

pecting unions to locate in the core sector. They write: 

Unions are more likely to organize in firms with a large 
number of employees than in small firms. Further, once 
industrial markets become concentrated, unions often col
laborate with powerful employers to create higher entry 
barri ers for nonunion sources of labor. High volumes of 
profits , assets, and sales (i.e., economic scale) encour
age unionization by creating a larger economic pie for 
employers and workers to divide, thus providing an incent
ive for worker organization. Unions are also important 
mechanisms for ensuring that workers benefit economically 
from increases in productivity which may be due to more 
capital intensive forms of production. Finally, industries 
t hat engage in state-sponsored production are likely to be 
unionized because of the existence of a relatively stable 
supply of labor in those industries, a precondition for 
effective organization. (pp.658) 

Although the l iterature is inconclusive as to the importance of llilionism 

for inter-sectoral wage differentials, Kal l eberg, et al. conclude that the 

effects of economic segmentation on wages must be interpreted in light of 
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differences among the economic sectors in the strength of their unions. 

Related to the overall earnings advantage posited by dual economy 

theorists for workers in the core sector, it may also be that core work

ers tend to be remunerated according to somewhat different principles than 

periphery workers. Specifically, it is frequently argued that workers in 

the core tend to be paid in some relution to their employment character

istics, such as education, training, experience, seniority and employment 

stability, whereas workers in the periphery are not. Gorden (1972:50) 

suggests that, in the periphery, hourly wages are largely independent of 

individual characteristics, and that workers respond to this by switching 

jobs frequently, as they suffer little or no economic consequences for 

doing so . 

Social Division of Labour 

The fourth element involved in the dual economy model which is 

identified by Hodson and Kaufman (1982) concerns gender, age, and racial/ 

ethnic divisions in the labour force, i. e., the social division of labour. 

Since the core sector requires a workforce that is stable and trainable, 

while the periphery requires one that will accept inferior working condit

ions, lower pay and a higher risk of work instability, the suggestion is 

that those persons who belong to social categories which have historically 

occupied the weakest positions in the labour marke~ will tend disproport

ionately to be recruited into the core sector. Beck, et al. (1980) , for 

example, argue that, for this reason, women, the young , and members of 

racial/ethnic minorities tend to be drawn into ~he peri?hery , and that 

being employed in the periphery further weakens a ,ojorker t s labour market 

position, since workers there are less likely to have stable employment 
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histories or to have acquired substantial skills as part of their work 

experience. 

By what mechanism do members of different gender, age, and racial/ 

ethnic categories tend to be allocated to different economic sectors? One 

argument is that this occurs in a process of "statistical discrimination," 

whereby persons belonging to social categories whose labour market posit

ions have been relatively strong in the past tend to be preferred for the 

better, i. e., primary, jobs. According to this '/iew, persons who possess 

certain highly visible attributes thought to be associated with employment 

stability and trainability (e.g., being male, relatively young, white, 

fairly well educated, well groomed, high paper-and-pencil test scores, 

etc.) tend to be selected first for primary (and, hence, core) jobs, leav

ing the rest more likely to be selected for secondary (and, thus, periphery) 

jobs. Tnis happens, the argument continues, because it is a relatively 

inexpensive way to make hiring decisions, not Out of any universal or 

strong conviction that men always perform better than women, that the 

prime-aged always perform better than the middle-aged or elderly, etc., 

although the result may turn out to be much the same. So, women ~ end dis

proportionately to be assigned to secondary (periphery) jobs at the begin

ning of their careers or upon re-entry to the labour force and , once the]~e) 

it becomes even more difficult for them to move into primary (core ) j obs . 

Discrimination may t hus operate to some extent by assigning individuals to 

"bad" context , rather than by overt means (Kalleberg and Sorenson, 1979: 

370 ) . 

Piore (1977:95) argues that discrimination of any kind increases 

the size of the captive l abour f orce i n the secondary sector, and thus l owers t he 
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wages which their employers must pay. This gives such employers an 

economic stake in its perpetuation. Primary wODkers also have a stake in 

discrimination, as it limits their competition and raises their wages. 

Discrimination is not generally of economic value to employers of primary 

workers, since it forces them to pay higher wages. Through statistical 

discrimination, however, these higher wages are at least partly compen

sated for by the reduced cost of screening job candidates and the 

perceived higher work quality achieved, so that the interest of primary 

workers in such discrimination tends to be shared by employers generally. 

The State Sector 

While the dual economy has been the predomin~~t conceptualization 

employed by U.S. segmented economy theorists , there are a number of reasons 

why it might be useful to treat the state as a sector separate from the 

core in Canada. First, while under 20 per cent of the labour force 

in the U.S. is employed by the state (Hodson, 1979) t he corresponding 

figure is closer to one-quarter in Canada (Sta:tistics Canada, 1978). 

Second, government ownership of business enterprises (e.g., crown corpor

ations) is much more extensive in Canada, with crown corporations domi na

ting much of the utilities ane transpor~ation industries, as well as 

operating the mail service. Third, men and women are differentially 

allocated to ·he state sector in Canada. Boyd and Humphreys (1979:44) find 

that, of native born full-time paid workers, 12.6 per cent of the males 

and 25.9 per cent of the females are in the s~ate sector. 

To da1:e, very little theoretical work has been done which treats 

the state as a sector distinct from the cere and the periphery. In Canada, 

the servi ces provided by government are diverse in nature, and are carried 
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out by various administrative bodies. It is possible to distinguish two 

separate, but related, government components involved in the production of 

goods and services that are organized by the state--(a) public administra-

tion, defense, and government services, and (b) state-regulated government 

enterprises. The first covers establishments primarily engaged in act-

ivities that are basically governmental in character. This includes those 

arms of federal, provincial and local governments which are primarily 

engaged in public administration, such as enacting legislation, enforcing 

and administering the law, collecting public revenues, and controlling 

the disbursement of public funds (Canada, 1970a :42-43). Also 

included are government services, such as health, social welfare, and 

education, which are usually financed .out of ardinary revenue. \fuile 

nominal fees are charged for some general community services, for the most 

part there is no direct relationship between the taxes and levies paid by 

an individual and the use or benefit the individual derives from this 

service ( Canada, 1973a:17). The second is composed of state-

regulated government enterprises involved in 

the production of economic goods and provision of services 
for sale, at a price to the consumer which is intended to 
compensate wholly or largely for their costs and in some 
cases yield a profit. These activities are usually carried 
out by a crown corporation or special agency of the govern
ment having specific powers and being subject to varying 
degrees of financial control by the government and of 
public accountability (Canada, 1973a:17). 

These enterprises were established by' political decision-making bcdies, 

and operate under a separate and clearly defined mandate. They were 

ini tially created as monopolies in response to a popular demand for 

services, such as telephones, electric power, transportation, etc., ~~der 
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circumstances where private enterprise could not be expected to do so in 

a way that did not conflict with the public interest. In the last two 

decades, however, Berkowitz (1979) notes that crown corporations, especially 

in the west, have begun to expand into new spheres of activity or to increase 

the scale of their activities in old areas to the point that they have 

started to operate in direct competition with private enterprise. 

How can the state be then characterized? On the whole, it is comp

arable to the core in many important ways. It has large bureaucratic 

structures, sophisticated internal labour markets, stability of employ

ment, job security, and high rates of unionization. There are, however, 

important differences between the public administ=ation and service com

ponents on the one hand, and the state-regulated component on t he other 

hand. In the former, the ratio of capital to labour is relatively low, 

and production growth depends mainly on increased employment. Tnus, 

production depends on budgetary priorities and the government's ability 

to mobilize taxes (O'Connor, 1973). In the latter, the activities of 

crown corporations and other government regulated enterprises are of ~L 

outright commercial or industrial nature, whereby goods or services are 

produced for sale on the open market at a price related to the cost. 

These enterprises maintain an "independent system of accounts, have a 

relat i vel y autonomous management in the conduct of routine, day-to-day 

operations, and are staffed by personnel not normally subjected to the 

sta~utory requirements governing emplo)~ent in the general public service, 

such as norms that govern hiring, promot i on, transfer and other personnel 

decisions" (Canada, 1973a:17). Despite this , and unlike most 

businesses i~ the private sector, they are subject to state regulation 
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with respect to the overall conduct of their affairs and the prices they 

can charge. For example, utilities and railroads must 

all have government approval for rate increases. Thus, their profits are 

controlled. 

Earnings in the State Sector 

In the dual economy model, the state has typically been treated 

as a component of the core with average earnings comparable to those elsewhere 

in the core. At the same time, the factors that determine earnings in the 

state may differ from those in either the private component of the core or the 

periphery. For one, O'Connor (1973:30) maintains that, in the U.S., there 

is a general tendency for state earnings to be driven up to the level in 

the core (which he treats as separate from the state). First, workers 

employed by state contractors and state agencies typically receive union 

pay scales, as in the core. Second, many state and local government 

employee associations and unions have considerable bargaining power, and 

seek to enforce wage and salary scales commensurate with those in the 

core . As for the state vs. the periphery, market forces do not determine 

earnings i n the state. According to O'Connor, earnings in the state are 

determined politically, and a floor is thus placed on the average pay 

scales--a floor that is absent in the periphery sector. 

Gunderson (1979:230) argues that, in Canada, the basic difference 

between the public and private sectors in the factors which determine 

earnings i s that, in the former, the profit constraint is replaced by an 

ultimate political constraint. He identifies a number of pol i tical forces 

that influence public sector earnings indirect l y through institutional 

channels which ultimately affect the fr~~ework within which bargaining 
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occurs. These include such matters as the right to organize, the allowable 

number of bargainable issues, appropriate dispute settlement procedures, 

civil service re~~lations, comparability earnings surveys and appropriate 

earnings criteria and Gunderson suggests that these impart an upward bias 

to earnings. In addition, other factors , such as wage-price guidelines, 

reduced intergovernmental transfers, and decisions to curb the growth 

of the public sector, can affect public sector earnings. 

Ynere is no empirical research for Canada which permits any very 

satisfactory comparison between state a~d core sector earnings. There is 

evidence to suggest, however, that public administration employees earn on 

the order of 5-15 per cent more than private sector employees (see 

Gunderson, 1977. 1978, 1979). This difference comes about , Gunderson 

ar~les , partly through a pure earnings advantage in the publ i c sector , and 

partly through differences between the underlying earnings determination 

processes of the two sectors. For example, pub1i~ administration employ

ees have greater returns to education than do employees in manufacturing, 

and this fact accounts for a major part in the over-all earnings differ

ential between the two (Gunderson, 1979) . Further, the earnings advantage 

tends to be larger in the junior levels withi n ~~ occupation, and smal l er 

(or even negative ) at the more senior levels (Gunderson, 1977 , 1979) , and 

is greater for fe~al es than for males (Gunde~son , 1979; Smith, 1977b ) . 

Segmented Economy Theory and Earnings Discriminat i on 

This review of segmented economy t heory suggests that it is not 

sufficiently wel l developed to be considered a satisfactory alternat i ve to 

neoclassical economi c theory. The model i s sketchy, poorly specified, and 
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suggests only vague hypotheses which might be tested. Perhaps it will not 

ultimately come to be seen as an alternative approach, but rather as a 

critique of the neoclassical model. Regardless of its role in economics, 

however, it is potentially use~Jl to sociology. For one thing, it leads us 

to consider that analyses of earnings determination which assume homogeneous 

market conditions and estimate the earnings returns to individual character

istics, such as education, social background, and work experience, may produce 

results which are misleading or inaccurate, because of misspecification 

of the economic structure. For another, it suggests that, by incorporating 

structural variables, such as economic sectors, into a model of earnings 

determination, we should be able to explain better how it is that women 

earn much less than men. It is from this perspective that our research 

program proceeds. 

This research has a twofold pu~pose. The fi~st is to develo? a 

model of earnings determination for all males and females in the Canadian 

labour force, which will include human capital variables, social back

ground variables, occupational status, a measure of unionization and a 

measure of sectoral attac~ment. Using this model, it will be possible to 

arrive at an estimate of the extent of gender discrimination in earnings 

in Canada. The second purpose is to use the approach suggested by 

segmented economy theory to explore a more structural interpretation of 

discrimination. Segmentated economy theory suggests that sex differences 

in earnings and in the earnings attainment processes of men ana women are 

inflUenced importantly by their sectoral attac~~ents. 

As previously discussed, the argument froln neoclassical economics 

is that dis~rimination in the labour force represents a short-run imper

fection in an otherwise open, competitive system of reward allocation. In 
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marked contrast, the view from segmented economy theory is that a~ least 

some discrimination is embedded in the structure of production in capit

alist society. How, then, might this latter assumption contribute to a 

further understanding of the earnings gap between the sexes? As outlined 

above, segmented economy theory suggests that the economy consists of two 

or three economic sectors which differ in the average earnings of their 

employees, such that the average level of earnings in the state will 

equal those in the core, and that the average earnings in both of these 

will be substantially greater th~~ those in the periphery. Further, it 

is suggested that the sectors differ in the processes by which earnings 

are determined. In the core and state sectors, for example, the expect

ation is that workers will be more likely to be rewarded for their human 

capital factors (such as education , training, seniority, experience and 

stability) than are workers in the periphery. In particular, the differ-

ential returns to educa~ion across economic sectors has been the focus 

of several recent studies of economic segmentation (see, for example, 

Stolzenberg. 1978; Beck, et al., 1978). Also, Kalleberg, et al. (1981) 

suggest that ll.'1ions a~e better able to bargain for higher wages and 

salaries in the core and state than in the periphery . 

There have been a number of recent attempts to include structural 

characteristics of labour markets in models of earnings determination 

(see Stolzenberg, 1975, 1978; Bibb and Form, 1977) . Beck, et al.(1978 } 

are the first to campare the process by which earnings are determined in 

the core and peripher:r sectors in the U.S. 1 They find sectoral differ

ences in the processes by 'tlhich earnings are determined. In particular, 

their analysis indi::ates that "schooling, net of degree levels, has an 

important pcsitive effect on annual earnings in the periphery, tut no 
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significant effect in the core. In contrast, the net effects of level of 

degree attainment are significant and positive in the core but not in the 

periphery." In a later study, however, Beck, et al. (1980) find that both 

males and females have greater dollar returns to schooling and experience 

in the core than in the periphery, and that the difference in rates of 

return appears to be greater for males than for females . For Canada, 

Boyd and Humphreys (1979), with a subsample of native-born, full-

time workers, find that the income attainment process of males in the core 

does not differ from that of males in the periphery, whereas females in 

the core receive a higher rate of return for their years of experience 

and education than do females in the periphery. 

While fragmentary, and not entirely consistent, there is evidence 

to suggest that earnings returns to human capital investments differ 

across economic sectors . If this is the case, then what does this mean 

for the male-female earnings gap? Beck, et al. (1980) argue that the 

male-female earnings gap would be reduced if all females and m~~es were 

evaluated at an homogeneous rate, noting that the ratio of female to male 

earnings would increase from .43 to .51 if all fema l es and mal es were 

remunerated according to the criteria used for each in ~he core sector. 

So, they suggest that segmentation exacerbates the earnings inequality 

between the sexes. 

Segmented economy theori sts argue t hat t here are two po i nts at which 

discrimination occurs : differential al l ocation of the sexes to sectors, 

and different earnings determination processes for each sex within each 

sector (Beck, et al ., 198 0). Using a dual economy approach, Beck , Horan 

and Tolbert (1980 ) find evidence in the U.S. of the differential allocation 
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of minorities to sectors. For example, they report that bei~g female 

reduces the likelihood of being in the core ~y 24.5 percentage points. 

Is this differential assignment due to direct labour market discrimination 

or to past discrimination which results in minorities having lower levels 

of human capital? They reason that, if differences between the sexes in 

human capital factors, such as schooling and experience, are taken :nto 

aCCOQ~t, and the gender effect remains undimi~ished, ~his is evidence of 

discrimination in the assignment of minority labour to eco~omic sectors. 

If the gender effect disappears, however, then they argue that this is 

evidence that minorities aTe channelled into different sectors on the ba3is 

of differences in human capital factors. When they take these differences 

into account, ~sing a U.S. Sample, the gender effect Temains, suggesting 

that there is differential assignment to sectors on the basis of sex alone. 

They then attempt to estimate the cost of this differentia.l 3.ssignment by 

computing an adjusted earnings level for each group, by estimating the 

average earnings of males and females in each sector under the assumptiop. 

of no differential assignment to sectors. that, '.<lith no different:'2.1 

~ssignment, males would experience a net loss in earnings, while femal~s wculd 

:lalle a ne: galn. They cOr!cluce that: 

I= males and females were distrib~teci proportionally across 
both economic sectors--without change in the relative si:e 
of the sectors, ',dthout change in -.:ht:; average hu.-nan capital 
investment of the groups--anc: "t!ithot:t cheLl.ge in the :-ates 
of rett:rn to hUillan capital, tr.ere would be eLl. increase of 
about 9 per cent in the earnings of females and a corres~ 
pending decrease in the earnings of males. Thus, different
i~l sectoral allocation does ?lay an imporrrult part in 
earnings discrimination (BeCK, et ~l., 1930:119) 

In an examination of the alloca~ion of the sexes to economic 

secr.ers in ':::inada, Boyd and HllID?hreys (l9i9) fbe. ::0 differential alloca-
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tion of the sexes to the core and periphery sectors. iihen they distinguish 

between core and "public administration", however, they find disproportion

ately more males in the former and more females in the latter. Since their 

sample consists only of native-born, full-time workers, however, it is 

impossible to generalize their findings to the labour force as a whole. 

Discrimination in ea~ings may also occur through the different

ial evaluation of human capital for males and females within each sector. 

In C~apter 2, it was demonstrated that the earnings determination process 

differs by gender (see, for example, Featherman ~~d Hauser, 1976: 

Treiman and Terrell, 1976; Goyder, 1981). Segmented economic theory 

takes this one step further and argues that there is a differential 

evaluation of workers' credentials by gender within each sector of the 

economy, and there is some support for this in the li teratm·e. Boyd ~~d 

Humphreys (1979) find that the differential evaluation of characteristics 

by gender within labour sectors is a major source of the lower income of 

women in Canada. rnree specific findings emerge from their work. First, 

across all industrial sectors, full-time native-born women get lower rates of 

return to their years in the labour force than do full-time, native-born 

men. Second, women in the periphery and in the core receive lower 

returns to thei:r current occupational status than do men. Third, in 

contrast to workers in the core or the periphery, men and women in public 

administ:ration tend to have similar returns to their education 

and current occ~pation status. Beck, et al. 's (1980) findir.gs on the 

differential evaluation of huma.1'l capital for males and females within 

sectors are similar. Using a substitution of maans technique, they cal

culate the expected earnings for females on· the assumption that they are 

remunerated on the same basis as males within each sector. They find that 
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in the U.S., for females there is a $3,103 cost to being female in 

the core and a $2,153 cost in the periphery.2 Both Boyd and Humphreys 

and Beck, et. al. suggest that discrimination is more severe in the 

core than in the periphery. 

This review of the segmented economy literature suggests several 

possible sources of male-female differences in earnings. One purpose of 

this research is to consider a number of hypotheses which are part of 

segment ed economy theory and, in particular, to address the following 

questions: 

(a) How do economic sectors differ in their employment characteristics 

and in their labour force compositions? 

(b) Are males and females differentially allocated to the three sectors 

and, if so, what is the consequence of this for male-female 

differences in earnings? 

(c) How do the sectors differ in the ways in which worker characteristics 

are remunerated? Specifically, are workers in the core and state more 

likely to receive economic returns to their human capital factors 

(such as education, seniority and stability) than are workers in 

the periphery? 

Cd) Finally , within each sector, are males and females differentiall y 

rewarded for their earnings-related characteristics, and if so, 

to what extent does this contribute to male-female differences in 

earnings? 
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FOOTNOTES 

1 Data are from the 1976 Current Population Survey (March Supplement). 
From the overall CPS sample, Beck, et al. selected a subset of workers 
who were civilians, 16 years or older, and employed either part- or 
full-time or, only recently unemployed. 

2 However, they do not control for occupation or hours worked in their 
earnings determination model, as they argue that it is partly through 
differential occupational placement and differential access to full
time employment that discrimination in the labour force exists. If 
they control for these, they argue, they would restrict the analysis 
and censor estimates of the differential returns to human capital, 
thereby reducing the apparent extent of discrimination against minority 
labour in the marketplace. 



CHAPTER 4 

METI-IODOLOGY 

Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter and the next is to describe certain 

important methodological aspects of this disse~tation. One of these is 

the systematic evaluation of different solutions to the problem of miss

ing information in the data set; another is the measurement of the 

variables employed in this inves~igation (including a number of import

ant "new" variables, namely economic sector, unionization and career 

interruption which, to date, have not been considereci as sources of male

female earnings inequalities in Canada). Chapter Four begins with a 

description of the data set to be used here, and devotes considerable 

attention to procedures for dealing with missing information--a ma j or 

problem with the data set. Chapter Four also describes the measurement 

of the variables to be employed in this investigation, except for economic 

sector. Chapter Five deals solely with the attempt to develop a measure 

of economic sector. 

The Data Set 

The data for this investigation come from a national survey con

ducted to study social mobility in Canada. Tne Canadian Mobility Study 

(CHS) was funded by a Canada Council research grant to Professo~s Frank 

Jones and Peter Pineo at McMaster University , John Goyder at t he Univ·· 

ersity of Waterloo and Monica Boyd, Hugh McRoberts and the late John 

Porter at Carleton University . The survey was administered by Statistics 
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Canada as a supplement to their July, 1973 Monthly Labour Force Survey 

(LFS) , and the data were coded and edited by Sta~istics Canada and 

released to the principal investigators as a set of individual records. 

In the approach taken and the type of data collected, the CMS is 

comparable to the 1962 and 1973 studies of occupational attainment in 

the United States (see Blau and Duncan, 1967 ar.d Featherman and ~auser, 

1976). Respondents were asked about their backgrounds (parental birth

place, number of brothers and sisters, their ordinal position in the 

family, where they were living at age 16, the cur=ent occupation of the 

head of the household, and their parents' levels of education) and their 

own social, educational and occupational characteristics (marital status 

and age at first marriage, educational attainment J nature of first full

time job and when it was begun, length of time in the armed forces, job 

in 1962-63 and present job and income in 1972). There are a number of 

ways , however, in which the Canadian study differed significantly from 

its American counterparts. First, the Canadian experience of continued 

immigration and its traditions of bilingualism and multiculturalism 

necessitated the inclusion of additional questions on languages spoken, 

ethnicity and immigraticn background. Second, while most occupational 

attainment mobility studies have sought only to investigate the occupatio~al 

attainment of males, females were included in the CMS, and this necessitated 

the re-working of some standard status attainmen~ questions and the addition 

of others (questions on career interruptions and children, for example.) 

For a copy of the G1S interview schedule, see Appendix A. 

The Sample Design 

The Labour Forc~ Survey sampling procedures determined the 
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population and sample for the CMS and, so, the sample design for the LFS 

will be described in some detail. l The target population from which the 

LSF sample is drawn is the civilian non-institutional population of 

Canada, excluding the Northwest Territories and the Yukon, who are 14 

2 years of age and over. The sample is a multi-stage stratified proba-

bility sample of this population. The basic unit of the sample is the 

household, and approximately 35,000 households were sampled at the time 

of the CMS. Participating households are divided into six panels, with 

each panel remaining in the sample for a period of six consecutive months. 

Each month, a new panel rotates into the sa~ple, and the panel in its 

sixth month rotates out. 

The Labour Force Survey sample is drawn in two parts: Self-

Representing Units and Non-Self-Representing Units. Each will be briefly 

described below. Non-Self-Representing Units are those units which l ie 

outside Census Metropolitan Areas and other cities over 15,000 population , 

where it is considered impractical to draw a sample 

due to the time and cost factors involved in interviewing. Thus, a four-

stage sampl i ng design is employed. At the first stage, the area is 

divided into strata and then into primary sampling units (PSU) . These 

are then sampled, and those PSU's selected are said to "represent tf other 

ui"'li ts which were not, hence the term "non-sel f-representing". At the 

second stage, the selected PSU's are divided into segments composed of 

one or more Census Enumeration Areas. At the third stage, the Census 

Enumeration Areas are sampled, ru1d those segments chosen are broken down 

into clusters of four to five households. At the fourth stage, households 

within clusters are selected. Tne Self-Representing Units are urban areas 
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with populations of 15,000 persons or more, or areas of unique or special 

interest. The boundaries of these areas are the same as those used for 

the met=opolitan areas in the Census. In the larger cities (units), the 

city is broken down into segments which, in turn, are sampled independ

ently within each sub-unit. Households are then selected from each 

chosen. segment. 

The basic design of the Labour Force Survey is such that the data 

are self-weighting by province; however, due to the very large differences 

in population size among the provinces, each province is sampled at a 

different sampling ratio. In order to make inferences to ~he country as 

a whole, then, it is necessary to weight each case by the inverse of the 

provincial sampling ratio. Statistics Canada also uses three other 

weights in order to arrive at an overall weight for the cases in the 

sample. The second weight is a "balancing for non-response" weight, ar.d 

is calculated using "balancing units", which are urban or r.lra1 pcrtions 

of primary sampling units or sub-units (compact areas of about 15,000) 

within self-representing units. The third and fourth weights are the 

"urban··rural factor" and the "age-sex factor", the computations of which 

are complex and will not be described in detail here. Basically, sample 

proportions are compared with census population estimates in order to 

create correction factors for "population slippage", which refers to 

changes in the population occurring since the basic design of the sample 

was eS1:ablished. The final weight placed on each record is the product 

of the above four weights. 3 

Field Procedure 

Tne CMS survey instrtunent was dropped off at the time of the July, 1973 
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Labour Force survey interview and picked up later in the week by the 

enumerator. At the time of the drop-off, all those eligible for the CMS 

survey (18 or over and not a full-time student) were left a questionnaire 

to complete. At a prearranged time, the enumerator called back to pick 

up the questionnaire. Up to three call-backs were made, except in remote 

areas (where a stamped return envelope was left with the respondent). 

Also,if the family was not found at home, copies of the instrument and a 

stamped return envelope were left for all family members. 

It is particularly fortunate for this research that Statistics 

Canada also made available the LFS data on respondents who had answered 

the CMS questionnaire. This results in additional data on respondents, 

such as a variety of 1973 labour force characteristics, including employment 

class of worker, full- or part-time work, and the occupational 2-digit Major 

group a.nd industrial classification of the job held by the respondent. 

The "Gainfully Employed" 

In this dissertation, an attempt is made to include all men and 

women employed outside the home--not just those with lminterrupted 

careers who work full-time (see, for example, Boyd and Humphreys, 1979). 

The basic reason for this is that the overall difference between the 

sexes in their earnings may have importantly to do with prior differences 

between them in their career patterns, and whether they are employed full

or part-time--points which are stressed in the segmented economy l it era

ture. No assessment of the gender earnings differential in the context 

of a segmented economy model, then, \-/ould be complete · .... ithoU1: a thorough

going analysis of gender differences in patterns of employment. 
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In the eMS there are 23,049 women and 21,820 men, for a total 

s~~ple of 44,869, although many of these women and men are not employed 

in paid labour outside the home. Since this dissertation is about dis

parities between the sexes in paid labour, it is necessary to eliminate 

from the analysis those women and men who do not work for wages or 

salaries. Thus, a subset of the sample, called here the "gainfully 

employed", is selected for analysis, including only those who report 

either a job in the reference week (as reported in the LFS), a present 

occupation, or income from employment in 1972. This selection results 

in a sample which contains 49.7 per cent of the females and 89.4 per 

cent of the males, for a total of 30,945 gainfully employed respondents. 

Unfortunately, it is not possible to use all those "gainfully 

employed" in the analysis of the determinants of earnings which is at the 

centre of this dissertation, as the questionnaire was mistakenly designed 

with improper "skip patterns", such that al1 those who had never had a 

ful1-time job or who had experienced a "single period of one year or more 

when you were not working for payor profit" and returned part-time 

were skipped past the question on present occupation in the eMS 

(see groups 2, 4 and 6 in Table 4-1). Furthermore, a number of respond

ents, although employed in 1973 in the reference week, were not employed 

in 1972 and gave no income from employment for that year (see groups 5 

and 6 in Table 4-1). It is also necessary to include in the anal ysis of 

earnings determination a measure of economic sector location, and this 

is only available for those respondents who were employed in the refer

ence week, as our measure of sectoral location is based on the question 

on industry of employment which was asked in the LFS (see group 3 in 
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TABLE: 4-1 

The Sample of the Gainfully Employed by Type of Information Available 

DATA AVAIL~BILITY 

Occupation Present 
Income & Industry Occupation 

Group in 1972 From LFS From CMS 

1 Present Present Present 

2 Present Present Absent* 

3 Present Absent Present 

4 Present Absent Absent* 

5 Absent Present Present 

6 Absent Present Absent * 

Total 

* Due to improper skip patterns. 

** Per cent of gainfully employed. 

WOMEN MEN 

** ** 
Number Per cent Number Per Cent 

5,993 52.40 14,528 74.51 

1,069 9.34 1 , 717 8.81 

1,544 13.49 493 2.53 

1,011 8.83 271 1.39 

805 7.03 1,427 7 .32 

1,025 8.95 1,062 5.45 

11 ,447 19,498 
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Table 4-1). As a result, the analysis of the determinants of earnings 

presented below is limited to those who r~ported an income in 1972, who 

were also in the labour force in 1973 and who reported an occupation and 

industrial location for that year--that is, those groups 1 and 2 in Table 

4-1. 

There is a further problem related to using those persons in 

group 2 in the earnings determination analysis. These respondents (9.34 

per cent of the women and 8.81 per cent of the men) reported no present 

occupation in the CMS, due primarily to the improper skip patterns out-

lined above. It seemed imperative, however, that this group be salvaged 

for analysis, as it contains those persons whom the theory predicts will 

be located in the secondary labour market in the peripheral sector of 

the economy. To salvage them, it is necessary to arrive at some measure 

of their current occupational status, and the attempt to do so is present-

ed later in this chapter. 

Missing Data 

It is ar~~ed here that it is necessary to keep all those who are 

employed in the labour force in the analysis of earnings differentials 

between the sexes. Most resea~chers, especially those with large samples, 

run their analyses using a listwise deletion of cases, eliminating all 

those respondents who have missing values on any of the variables of int-

erest. While this technique has a number of advantages, there are also 

certain disadvantages attached to it} nct the least of which is that the 

presence of non-triv:'al amounts of missing data could mean that the 

sample of cases created through listwise d31e'tioi1 is not representative 

of the larger s~~ple of which it is a part. Consequently, it may not be 
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possible to make inferences about the population based on sample data 

when listwise solutions are run. 

The use of list\dse deletion is problematic for the CMS data, as 

there are very high rates of non-response for part-time workers on critic

al questions. Boyd and Humphreys (1979:20) point out, for example, that 

"the rates of non-response to the current occupational question in the 

Canadian National Mobility survey for full-time and part-time workers were 

12.7 and 20.6 per cent respectively for native-born males age 2S-64 and 

20.0 and 42.0 per cent for females respectively!!. To include only those 

persons in the labour force with no missing data (as in a listwise dele

tion) could severely bias any results obtained. 

What, then might be the best solution to the problem of missing 

data in the present analysis? Kim and Curry (1977) campara the relativ~ 

advantages and disadvantages of a number of alternative procedures for 

handling the problem of missing data in multivariate analysis, ~d the 

logic of their arguments will be applied to arrive at some solution to 

the problem of missing data here. There are basically three approaches 

to handling missing data; listwise deletion, pair\;rise deletion and ::-e

placing missing values with some estimate from available information . 

Of these, listwise and pairwise deletion are the simplest. In pairwise 

deletion, when a value is missing, that case is eliminated from cal~u

lations involving that variable only. Whereas, in listwise deletion, 

when a valu~ is missing, that case is eliminated from calculations invol

ving all variables. The basic problem with listwise deletion originates 

in the relatively greater loss of data as cOffipared with what happens 

with the other two methods, whereas pairwise del~tion gives rise to 
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potential problems of inconsistency in the correlation and covariance 

matrices in multivariate analyses (Kim and Curry, 1977:216). 

If listwise deletion can be ruled o~t as an adequate means of 

handling missing information, what, then, about pairwise deletion as a 

useful procedure for handling the problem of missing data? Kim and Curry 

suggest that pairwise deletion with a large data set with medium-sized 

correlations and random missing values need not bias the results, and is 

clearly the preferred method of handling missing data (p. 227). The data 

set clearly meet the first two criteria (i.e., large data set, medium

sized correlations) and, if it could be shown that the missing data are 

randomly distributed, then the pairwise procedure for handling missing 

data might be an adequate solution to the problem here. 

Is the pattern of missing data in the CMS random? Cohen and 

Cohen (1975) suggest that it is convenient to represent the existence of 

missing data with d~~y indicator variables (that is, for each variable 

create a bivariate code, present-absent). Using these, there are two 

tests for random missing data that can be made. The first, and less 

critical of the two, involves an examinaticn of the correlation matrix 

for the set of missing-data indicator variables, which serves as a way of 

ascertaining whether there is any unusual clustering between missing 

values for pairs of variables. Correlations between any two present

absent dummy variables may indicate non-random missing data and, as can 

be seen in Table 4-2, there is a clustering of missing values between 

first and present occupation, and between each of these two variables and 

years in the labour force. This is not surprising, as all three variables 

were skipped if a respondent had never worked full-time in the labour 
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TABLE: 4-2 

Correlation Matrix of Dichotomous Missing Indicator Variables** 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 Present 1.000 .612* .091 .158 .459* .093 .127 .152 
Occupation 

2 First 1.000 .113 .118 .530* .119 .073 .069 
Occupation 

3 Hours Worked 
Per Week 1.000 .376* .073 -.020 .053 .075 

4 Weeks Worked 
Per Year 1.000 .129 -.002 -.043 .080 

5 Years in the 
Labour Force 1.000 -.020 .169 .142 

6 Education 1.000 -.008 .1l5 

7 ~1ari tal Status 1.000 .109 

8 Career 1.000 Interruptions 

N = 2,162 

* Denotes non-trivial cl ustering of missing values. 

** Based on a 10 per cent sample of the Gainfully Employed. 
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force. There is also clustering of missing values between weeks worked 

per year and hours worked per year, as persons who had not worked any 

weeks in 1972 were instructed not to answer the question on hours worked 

per week. Thus, the first test shows possible clustering among missing 

values of the independent variables. 

The second, and more important, test of the randomness of miss

ing values involves regressing the dependent variable, income, on each 

of the independent variables (each dummied with respect to present-absent). 

In this test, the regression coefficient indicates the magnitude of the 

difference in income j those with and without data on the independent 

variable missing, an,- F-ratio can be used to test for the signific-

ance of this difffren~. Table 4-3 shows that there is a pattern of 

missing data b0tween income and first and present occupation, years in 

the la~~ur force and career interruptions (based on a strict criterion 

of significance of .001).4 

Kim and Curry (1977:222) suggest that, if the pattern of missing 

data does not deviate significantly from the random model, the ea~iest 

op~ions to consider are listwise and pairwise deletion of missing data 

(see also Donner, 1982). However, it has been shown that the missing 

data in the CMS violate the assumption of randomness, so that the third 

procedure suggested by Kim and Curry--the replacement of missing informa-

tion with an estimate of its true value--shoald be considered. The 

simplest example of this technique is when the (arithmetic) mean value 

for a variable is used in place of a missing value on that variable. 

This will have the general effect of reduc i ng the variances of variables 

treated this way and, typically, of reducing their correlations with one 
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TABLE: 4-3 

Regression of Income on Selected Dummy Data Indicator Variables 

on a Ten Per Cent Sample of the Gainfully Employed * 

Present Occupation 

First Occupation 

Weeks Worked 

Years in the Labour Force 

Education 

Marital Status 

Career Interruptions 

Regression 
Coefficient 

1881.868 

1144.110 

1417.539 

1582.399 

1316.534 

701.977 

1421. 219 

F Statistic 

58.319 

16.498 

8.769 

32.967 

2.441 

.349 

15.261 

* This was done using single variable regression 

Significance 
Level 

.000 

.000 

.003 

.000 

.119 

.555 

.000 
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another and with other variables. 

Table 4-4 presents correlation coefficients for income with a 

number of variables important to this study ~~der three different proced

ures for handling missing data. Where the correlation between missing 

values is small, differences in the correlations, especially between the 

pairwise and substitution of means solutions are minimal. Wnere the 

correlation between missing values is greater than.16, substitution of 

means results in a somewhat greater reduction in the correlation coeffi

cient. In general, the listwise correlations differ substantially from 

the other two, as a consequence of the clustering of missing data caused 

by the improper skip patterns previously discussed. 

As a solution to the problem of missing data in this data set, 

based on the prior analysis, three things are suggested. Firs~, missing 

values will be replaced with means on those variables which 1) do not 

appear to cluster on missing values, 2) do not show substantial income 

differences between present-absent cases and 3) do not have more th~L 

about five per cent of the cases missi:1g. Second, for those variables, 

such as first ~Ld present occupation and years in the labour force, which 

have more than five per cent of cases missing, show clustering of missing 

values and have income differences bet"ween '.:hose with codes presen"t and 

absent, means will not be used t~ replace missing values, but rather 

mi ssing values will be replaced with estimates based on related info=ma

tion i n the data set . These solutions will be discussed in more detail 

in the foll owing sections of t he chapter. Third, f or those variables 

which are to be entered into the regress ion equation as sets of dummy 

variables (i.e ., career interruptions ) , one of these variables will 
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TABLE: 4-4 

Correlation Coefficients of Income with Selected Independent Variables 

Under Three Procedures for Handling Missing Values* 

Listwise Pairwise (N) Substitute Means 

Correlation between Missing Values Large (i. e. > .16) 

Present Occupation .482 .470 (1350) .433 

First Occupation .360 .363 (1392) .352 

Years Worked .134 .117 (1389) .117 

Correlation between Missing Values Small (i. e. .16 or less) 

Education .367 .360 (1517) .360 

Weeks Worked Per Year .355 .393 (1536) .392 

Hours Worked Per Week .128 .156 (1536) .156 

Career Inte~lptions .131 .188 (1449) .184 

(1213) (1536) 

* Based on the 10 per cent sample of the Gainfully Employed. 
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represent the category of missing information. For a complete descript

ion of how missing values were handled for each variable see Appendix B. 

Estimating Present Occupation for Those With Improper Skip Patterns 

The measure of present occupational status used here (for reasons 

to be discussed in a later chapter) is the Pineo, Porter, McRoberts! 

scale (1977), which is a classification of the four-digit CCDO codes 

(Canadian Classification and Dictionary of Occupations) into sixteen 

occupational status categories. This variable, which is taken from the 

CMS, has many missing values, since those persons who had never worked 

full-time or who had experienced a major career interruption in their 

lives were instructed to skip past the present occupation question. This 

meant that, in our sample of the gainfully employed (N=30,954), 6,154 

persons did not provide information on their present occupation on the 

CMS schedule. Of these, 4,839 did respond to occupation in the reference 

week on the LFS, but the remaining 1,315 reported no occupational in£ol~a

tion at all. 

Is it possible to estimate a value for present occupation on the 

GiS from information on occupation contained in the LFS? The answer is 

"yes", but the problem with doing this is made difficult by the coding 

of occupation in the LFS. Here, occupation in the reference week was 

coded into both the 1961 and 1971 major groups of the Census and there 

is no simple way to convert either of the ma j or group codes into the 

Pineo, Porter, ~!cRoberts I scale. 

The strategy employed to estimate missing values for present OCC~1-

pation involves a number of steps. First, using information from the 

1961 and 1971 major census groups codes in the LFS, a "new" measure of 
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occupation is created for all those with information on both present 

occupation and occupation in the reference week. "New" occupation is 

divided into three occupational status categories--upper white collar, 

clerical-sales-service and craft-trades-manua1 (see Pineo, Porter, 

5 McRoberts, 1977:95). Second, to determine how good this new three-

category measure of occupational status is, present occupation was re-

gressed on "new" occupation. The equation for males and females respect-

ively are: Y = 3.0486 + 2.8997 (X), Y = 2.4102 + 3.5789 eX) where Y is 

present occupation and X is "new" cccupation. The resulting correlation 

is .61 for males and .69 for females (in a 10 per cent sample of the 

gainfully employed). This indicates a moderate to fairly strong rela-

tionship between the two, and provides a basis for using these regression 

equations to estimate the missing values for present occupation. Third, 

a value of "new" occupation is computed for all those respondents who 

were improperly skipped past the question on present occupation on the 

CMS, using information from the 1961 and 1971 major census groups on the 

LFS. This value on "new" occupation is then substituted into the regress-

ion equations presented above, as a means of estimating respondents' 

scores for present occupation. Table 4-5 shows the frequency and percent-

age distribution of Pineo, Porter, McRobert scores with the substitution 

of estimated values for missing information. 

How good is the measure of present occupation wi~h the substitu-

tion of values estimated from the regression equa-cion of present occupa-

tion on "ne\,," occupation? Table 4-6 shows the correlations between 

education, income and present occupction , with a~d without estimated miss-

ing values included. It can be seen that the correla~ions between 
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TABLE: 4-5 

Distribution of Present Occupation Including the Substitution of Values 

Into Missing Categories, Males and Females* 

Males Females 

Occupational Categories Frequency Per cent Frequency Per Cent for Present Job 

Sel f Employed Professional 10 .7 38 6.0 

Sel f Employed Professionals 91 6.0 2 .3 

Hi-Level Management 33 2.2 59 9.4 

Semi-Professions 36 2.4 8 1.3 

Technicians 30 2.0 14 2.2 

Missing Replaced 29 1.9 4 .6 

Middle Management 37 2.4 41 6.5 

Supervisors 80 5.2 1 .2 

Foremen 88 5.8 113 17.9 

Missing Replaced 19 1.2 32 5.1 

Skilled-Clerical-Sales 42 2.7 9 1.4 

Skilled-Crafts-Trade 259 16.9 2 .3 

Farmers 88 5.8 137 21. 7 

Missing Replaced 165 10.8 43 6.8 

Semi-Skilled Crafts 168 11.0 38 6 . 0 

Unskilled-Clerical-Sales 28 1.8 32 5.1 

Semi-Skilled-Clerical-Sales 80 5.2 55 8.7 

Unskilled Labourers 213 13.9 2 . :;; 
Farm Labourers 33 2.2 

Total 1529 100.0 630 100.0 

* BaSed on 10 per cent sample of Gainfully Employed 
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TABLE: 4-6 

Correlations of Income and Education With Present Occupation 

With and Without Substitution for Missing Values, Males and Fema1es* 

Present Occupation 

Males Females 
Substitution for Substitution for 

Missing Data Missing Data Missing Data Missing Data 

Income -.448 a -.443 -.534 -.534 

Education -.504 -.476 -.487 -.482 

N (Sample) 1316 1529 529 630 

* Based on a 10 per cent sample of the Gainfully Employed 

apresent Occupation is scored with a low number representing high 
stat~s and a high number representing low status. 
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occupation and education and income are not especially affected with the 

use of the more complete occupation variable. In conclusion, estimating 

missing values on present occupation utilizing information from major 

census categories of occupation, then, does not seriously compromise the 

measure of present occupation, adds more detailed information than the 

mere substitution of means for missing values and allows a retention of 

that important subset of wage earners in our analysis that would be 

sacrificed through the use of listwise deletion of missing values. 

Estimating Missing Values on First Occupation 

First occupation also suffers from non-random missing values due 

to improper skip instructions. The best estimate or "best guess" of 

first occupation might be the respondent's present occupation, with the 

correlation coefficient between these two variables moderately strong at 

.59 and .69 for males and females respectively. Therefore missing v~lues 

on first occupation are estimated by substituting the corresponding value 

. 6 on present occupatlon. 

Measuring Experience in the Labour Force 

A major strength in the CMS data is the information available on 

labour force experience. Most analyses of determinants of earnings have 

been done employing data designed to study other areas of interest, which 

have not contained direct measures of labour force experience. As a 

result, in studying determinants of earnings, researchers have had to 

rely on proxies of labour force experience in their analysis. Common 

estimates of years in the labour force are, for example, "age" or "age 

minus years of completed schooling minus a constant, 6" (see Featherman 
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and Hauser, 1976:465). For men, these estimates of work experience 

appear to be reasonable proxies for increments to human capital via on

the-job training; their use for women, however, is much more problematic, 

given the more frequent discontinuities in their labour force experience. 

One solution to this problem is for investigators to study only those 

women most like men in their labour force experiences, such as single 

women, thirty years of age or older (see Edgecombe Robb,1978:3Sl). 

The CMS data do not suffer from the exclusion of questions de

signed to measure the labour market experiences of men and 'Nomen directly. 

Respondents were asked, "From the beginning of your first full-time job 

until now, in how many years have you worked full-time for payor profit?" 

Further, there are a number of questions designed to capture discontinu

ities in the labour force experiences of women. The addition of these 

questions helps make the eMS data the "best" available to study earnings 

inequalities between the sexes in Canada. 

There are a number of labour force experience variables employed 

in the data analysis . The first is, of course, the number of years wo~ked 

for payor profit. As noted earlier, about ten per cent of the respond

ents had missing values on number of yea~s of work for pay or prafi~ 

(also called years of experience). Rather than assigning all missing 

cases to the mean, years of experience is estimated separately for males 

and females, using the equation age mi.nus years of educa.tion rn:'nus 5 (see 

Feathe1~an and Hauser, 1976) . For those with no full-time work experience 

a value of zero is assigr.~d to years in the labour force. This method 

reduced the amount of missing data subs·;:antially on this va.riable. For 

example, for males, the number of missing cases is reduced from 1401 to 
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250, and these few were then dropped from the analysis. 

The relationship of experience to earnings is not a linear one,7 

but rather curvilinear, such that the rate of monetary returns to ex

perience begins to diminish after a certain number of years in the labour 

force (Featherman and Hauser, 1976; Mincer, 1974). This decreasing rate 

of return to experience is measured in the analysis by the term (years in 

the labour force) squared. 

That women have very different labour force experiences than men 

is clearly shown in the data. In the sample of "gainfully employed", 

76.8 per cent of men report ~~interrupted career lines (defined as one 

year or more not working after first full-time job), while this was true 

of only 47. 4 per cent of women. Further, while 67.9 per cent of males 

had never experienced a period of three months or more of not working 

since the beginning of their first job, this was true of only 45 per cent 

of females. Even more striking is the fact that, while the mean number 

of periods of not working for three months or more for men is 1. 67 , the 

mean for women is 3.59. 

An attempt is made to measure the impact of career interruption 

on earnings determination. Utilizing a series of questions on the year 

the period of unemployment began and ended (see Questions 11 to 14 in 

Appendix D for specific recoding instructions), a third experience var i 

able is constructed which measures the length of time i n the labour force 

since the last major career interruption occurred, and which separates 

cut those who never worked full-time or never returned full-time t o the 

l abour force. Table 4-7 presents a percentage distribution of this 

"measure of the impact of career i nterruptions". 
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TABLE: 4-7 

Percentage Distribution of Measure of Impact of Career Interruptions 

of Gainfully Employed by Sex 

Career Interruption Categories Males Females 

1 Never out 79.2% 48.9% 

2 Out, back 10 years or more 4.5 8.4 

3 Out, back 5-10 years ago 1.4 6.0 

4 Out, back 2-5 years ago 1.4 6.2 

5 Out, back less than 2 years ago 2.5 8.0 

6 Never returned full-time 2.3 10.4 

7 Never worked full-time 8.8 12.2 

Missing 1153 824 

N 19497 11457 
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Measuring Unionization 

There are two major reasons for including a measure of unioniza-

tion in the data analysis. First, unionized workers earn more on the 

average than non-unionized workers do, and women have a much lower ra~e 

of unionization in Canada than men do, so that it could be argued that 

one possible source of the wage disparity between the sexes is their 

differential rates of unionization'. Second, as argued in the previous 

chapter, one source of the marked differences in average earnings across 

the economic sectors of production aTe the differential rates of unioni-

zation among the sectors. To date, there has been no sociological 

study of the determinants of earnings in Canada that includes a consider-

ation of the effect of unionization on the earnings of males and females. 

An attempt is nlade in this dissertation to include a measure of 

unionization in the model of earnings determination. Neither the LFS nor 

the CMS included 'a question on union membership and, therefore, it is 

necessary to develop some measure of unionization based on external scur-

ces of information. It was possible to obtain union membership figures 

by three-digit Standard Industrial Classification codes (SIC) compiled 

by the Labour Data Branch of Labour Canada. The basic data on national 

and international unions and their local~ or branches are obtained by 

Statistics Canada through the operation of the Corporation and Labour 

8 Unions Returns Act, and then made available to Labour Canada through 

a co-operative arrangement. The data used here were collected in 1974 

from unions on the extent of their membership in 1973, and were aggrega-

ted into three-digi~ SIC codes by Labour Canada. 

To arrive at the rate of unionization fer each three-digit SIC, 
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the number of unionized workers is divided by the total n~~ber of employees 

per three-digit SIC according to the 1971 Census of Canada. These per

centage values were then grouped into quartiles, reflecting the degree of 

unionization ranging from very low, low, medium-high to very high, as 

Statistics Canada was unwilling to provide more detailed information, 

(the per cent unionized for each 3-digit SIC). 

In the request to Statistics Canada to recode the three-digit SIC codes 

collected in the LFS into fifteen new industry codes (to be discussed in 

detail in Chapter five ) ,it was also requested that each new industry code 

be subdivided into four categories, reflecting the proportion of three-

digit SIC within that industry group having very low, lQw, medi~~-high 

and very high levels of unionization. I t was then possible to construct 

a series of dummy variables representing degrees of unionization. Tab l e 

4-8 shows the resulting breakdown of industry by level of unionization 

f or males and females. 
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TABLE: 4-8 

a 
Industry by Level of Unionization, !-I.a1es and Females 

Unionization 

Industry Very Low Low High Very High Total N 

!. f !. f !. f !. f om f 
AgTiculture, Forestry 82.5% 98.5% 17.5% 1.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1615 2.'59 and Fishing 

Mines, Quarries and 14.9 21.7 23.1 35.3 46.4 36.0 15.5 6.9 396 21 Oil Wells 

Manufacturing Very 7.0 24.0 22.4 29.1 37.1 27.8 ~3.5 19.1 1044 154 Concentrated 

Manufacturing Medium 
7.9 9.5 33.6 45.5 ~4.3 37.1 14.2 8.0 1529 538 High Concem:ra-:ion 

Manufacturing Medium 6.4 10.5 39.5 64.2 15.4 8.4 38.7 16.9 :097 317 Low Concentration 

Manufacturing Low 12.5 9.8 50.9 35.2 36.0 54.7 .6 .3 1191 535 Concentration 

Construction 16.8 13.3 0.0 0.0 83.: 86.7 0.0 0.0 1918 96 

Public Utilities 11.3 .5 1.6 !. .. 3 42.4 68.6 44.:- 29.6 :296 327 

Private Utilities 17.5 22.2 53.5 29.5 19.4 42.2 9.6 6.1 895 103 

Wholesale Trade 100.0 6.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1134 290 

Retail Trade 79.9 80.2 20 . 1 19.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1757 1290 

Finance Insurance 
and Real Estate 100.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 57'2 763 

Government Regulated 20.7 24.5 24.9 46.1 46.4 29.4 0.0 :J.O 1136 1988 
Servic~s 

Private Services 100.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1613 1589 

Public Administration 7.1 10.0 0.0 0.0 66.3 51.3 26.5 38.7 1483 489 

Total N 7576 4787 3306 1902 5699 1755 2122 421 

a Source: 1973 eMS data 
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FOOTNOTES 

1 Much of the information outlined here is based on an unpublished paper 
by Monica Boyd and Hugh McRoberts, entitled "Design of the 1973 
Canadian National Mobility Study on Occupational and Educational Change 
in a Generation". 

2 Additional information on the sample design can be found in the 
publication Methodology: Canadian Labour Force Survey, D.B.S. 71-504: 
1966. 

3 This weight is used throughout the data analysis in order to make the 
sample representative of the population of Canada. 

4 A strict criterion of signific~~ce of .001 is used because of the large 
sample size. 

5 This "new" measure of occupation is based on a combination of the 1961 
and 1971 major census groups in the LFS as a combination of the 1961 
and 1971 CenslIs unit groups makes an aggregation of the census major 
groups into categories that more closely correspond to a similar 
aggregation of the Pineo, Porter, McRoberts categories. For example, 
by cross-tabulating the Pineo, Porter, McRoberts' scale and the two 
major groups census categories, it became apparent that the "se:-vice 
occupations" best belonged with the craft ~"ld trade occupations 

6 This may have the consequence of decreasing the effect of present occu
pation on earnings and increasing the effect of first occupation on 
earnings. 

7 ine relationship of years of experience and earnings was found to be 
significantly non-linear using an F test. 

8 These figures underestimate the number ~"lionized in each three-digit 
SIC, as CALURA did not send questionnaires to small unions. 



CHAPTER 5 

CLASSIFYING ECONOMIC SECTORS 

Introduction 

The present chapter will describe the development of a classifi

cation of industries which is designed to reflect distinctions in the 

sectors of production made in the segmented economy literature. This 

industrial classification will allow estimates to be made of the degrees 

of oligopoly/competition across industrial divisions, as well as a group

ing of industries into three economic sectors--core, periphery and state. 

The organization of the chapter is as follows. First, a number 

of recent attempts to operationalize the concept of economic sector are 

critically reviewed, and it is argued that none of these is adequate for 

Canada. Second, a number of indices of oligopoly/competition are com

pared, and the matter of the most appropriate unit of analysis for these 

is discussed. Third, two recent attempts to measure oligopoly/competition 

for the industrial divisions of the C~~adian econo~y are presented, one of 

which--Marfels (1976)--is used as a basis for tr.e industrial classifica

tion developed here. Fourth, since Marfels' measure is not sufficiently 

detailed to allow a division of industries into economic sectors, his 

industrial classification is refined further. Fif'th, the classification 

of industries developed here is then presented and compared with earlier 

attempts to measure economic sector. 
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Recen~ Attempts to Operationalize Economic Sector 

There have been at least four recent attempts by sociologists in 

the United States to operationalize the concept of economic sector 

(Bibb and Form, 1977; Beck, Horan and Tolbert, 1978; Tolbert, Horan and 

Beck, 1980; Hodson, 1979). The earliest of these, by Bibb and Form, 

grouped major Census industries into core and periphery sectors. To 

allocate industries to sectors, Bibb and Form relied on verbal descript-

ions in the literature of the defining characteristics of the core and 

periphery. To the core, they assigned durable goods manufacturing, 

mining, construction, transpor~ation, public utilities and government. 

Tb the periphery, they assigned services, wholesale and retail trade and 

finance. Selected nondurable goods manufacturing were classified in the 

core or the periphery on the basis of Averitt's five-factor classifica-
, 

tion of manufact~ring industries (Averitt, 1968) . .1. Beck, e~ al. also 

present a two-way classification of economic sectors but base it on 

Bluestone , et al. 's (1973)2 analysis of the distinction between the co~e 

and periphery sectors. For Beck, et al., core ind~stries are those which 

exhibit high levels of capital intensity, strong unionization, large 

assets, high profit margins, product diversification and market concentra-

tion, while periphery industries are labour intensive and not highly 

unionized, with few assets, seasonal and other variations in product 

supply and demand, and small firm size. Accordingly , mining, construction, 

some durable and nondurable manufacturing, transportation, communications, 

utilities, wholesale trade, finance, professional services and public 

administration industries are allocated to t he core, while agriculture, 

portions of durable and nondurable manufacturing, retail trade, business 
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and repair, and personal and entertainment services are allocated to the 

periphery (p.709). There is a good deal of consensus between Bibb ~id 

Form and Beck, et al. on the allocation of industries to sectors; however 

there are a number of important disagreements between them. Beck, et al., 

for example, placed wholesale trade, finance and professional industries 

in the core, while Bibb and Form located these in the periphery. 

In a later study, Tolbert, et al. (1980) attempted to produce an 

empirically-grounded classification of economic sectors. Three categories 

of indicators were used: 

1. measures of oligopoly in an industry, such as market concentration 

and economic scale, including assets, receipts and number of workers; 

2. measures of oligopolistic behaviour in the product marke~, such as 

levels of advertising expenditures, political contributions and 

profits; 

3. measures of oligopolistic behaviour in the labour market, such as the 

size of the administrative work force, unionization, wages, fringe 

benefits and short- and long-run job stability (Tolbert, et al., 

1980:11). 

These authors aggregated three-digit Standard Industrial Classification 

codes (SIC) to produce a set of 55 industries. Professional and public 

administration industries were omitted from the analysis due to the 

absence of information on many of the ind~cators. 

Arguing that dual economy theorists expect that there is a common 

dimension underlying this set of indicators, Tolbert, et al. factor 

analyzed t he data. Tne factor solution for 17 variables produced an 

oblique (promax) solution with two factors, accounting for 72.0 per cent 
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of the variance, with the first factor dominated by the economic scale 

and product market variables and the second by market concentration. 

Since the two factors were correlated at .40 and a number of the variables 

were weighted on both of them, the authors concluded this was not a satis

factory solution. A second factor solution was sought using a reduced 

set of variables, in which redundant variables were eliminated by select

ing single variables to represent clusters of highly intercorrelated ones. 

This solution was unidimensional, as "industries with large values on the 

economic concentration and scale variables exhibited characteristics 

associated with product and labour market power as well" (Tolbert, et al., 

1980:110S).Factor scores computed from this solution yielded a measure of 

the level of competition/oligopoly in the various industries. The authors 

categorized the top half of the continuum as core and the bottom half as 

periphery. The public administration ~~d professional services industries 

were then a.ssigned factor weights ba.sed on their sta.~dardized median in

comes and assigned t o the core sector on grounds that their str~cture 

effectively insulates them from competition (p.16). Tolbert and his 

colleagues then attempted to demonstrate the validity of their i ndex as 

both a continuous and a dichotomous variable in a simple model of indiv

idual earnings detennination. 

The research of Tolbert, et al. has bee~ described at some 

length, as serious issue can be taken with the strategy ~sed to build an 

index of competition/oligopoly. At issue is the use of both measures of 

the "capa.city for oligopoly i n an industry", on the one hand, and "meas

ures of ol igopol i stic behaviour in the industrial labour market " , on the 

other. To combine these t wo sets in one construct can be seen to 
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confound the idea of economic sectors with that of labour market segment-

ation (a distinction that the authors themselves make in an earlier paper; 

see Beck , et al . , 1978:p.i06). As Tolbert, et al. note, dual economy 

theorists argue that internal labour markets are a "direct offspring of 

the consolidation of monopoly capitalist power and the consequent imposit-

ion of bureaucratic control" (Edwards, 1975:21). If one is concerned to 

study the characteristics of labour markets (the process of earnings 

determination being one of these) which are viewed as consequences of 

the social and economic organization of production within economic 

sectors, however, one cannot define economic sectors using information on 

labour market characteristics. Specifically, it seems questionable to 

define an economic sector partly by the average level of wages within it 

and then to investigate the hypothesis that wages vary across industrial 

sectors (see Tolbert, et al., 1980; Beck, et al., 1978). It may be that 

all they have found is that higher paying industries pay higher ~ages. 

Hodson and Kauf~ants (1981) recent critique makes a similar point and Tolbert , 

et al. 's (1982) response seems a weak reply. They argue that the inclusion 

of median personal annual income, job tenure, and frequenc y of terminations 

create "circularity" in the definition of l abour market segmentation . 

They write: 

It is somewhat surpr1s1ng and unfortunate, then, that 
Tolbert, et al. contaminate their operationalizat i on of 
economic segmentation with measures of key labour market 
outcomes. Tnat is, included in the indicators that they 
use to define sectors are measures of important labour 
market outcomes which should be considered only as depend
ent variables. Their inclusion of median per~onal annual 
i~come > job tenure and frequency of job termination in 
the definition of economic segme,1tation renders t he 
resul ting operationization unusable for the testing of 
hypotheses concerning labour market outcomes (e.g . , wages 
and job stability) (1981 :882) 
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Hodson (1979) followed O'Connor's (1973) conceptalization of 

the economy as three sectors of production; two private capital sectors, 

the "monopoly" and the "compel:itive", and a third, public sector, the 

"state". The monopoly sector, according to Hodson, is defined by large, 

centralized capital and characterized by monopoly pricing, high union

ization rates, technological progressiveness and high productivity. The 

competitive sector is defined by small, decentralized capital and charact

erized by wage and price competition, lack of unionization, labour inten

sive production and low productivity. The state sector is defined as 

public administration (federal, state and local), state-contracted pro

duction, plus all gas and electric utilities, and the ordnance industry. 

State workers, Hodson argues, are highly organized, although they often 

lack basic rights of unionization, such as the right to strike, which is 

guaranteed to private sector workers (p. 432). 

Hodson classified U.S. industries into sectors using data for 

three-digit 1960 Standard Industry Classification titles. Information on 

the size of capital, economic centralization and state contracting was 

collected for each title. Quantitative cut-off points were then chosen 

for each indicator, such that "industries we know to be dominated by 

centralized and concentrated capital" were separated "from industries we 

know to be dominated by decentralized and unconcentrated capital ll (1 979: 

443 ) . Fin~1 1y , each industry was placed in one sector or another on the 

basis of its overall sel: of ratings. 

Of the 150 industrial titles Hodson used, 131 could be allocated 

unambiguously. The placement of the remaining 19 was less clear, so 

Hodson assigned them to the sec'tor where h~ fel t they belonged . So, for 
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example, financial industries, including banking, credit, insurance and 

real estate, were placed in the monopoly sector, and textile mills in the 

competitive sector. Agriculture was excluded altogether from the analysis 

while construction was analyzed separately from the others (p.444). 

The above studies have all employed U.S. data. Canada, however, 

has an economy which differs in some important respects from those of the 

United States and other industrial countries (see the Report of the Royal 

Commission on Corporate Concentration in Canada, 1978:3-4), so that a 

classification of industries to economic sectors developed for tne U.S. 

may not be appropriate for this country. For example, financial institu

tions, such as banks, clearly fall in the core sector in Canada, while 

this is not obviously true in the U.S. (but see Hodson). 

In Canada, there has been at least one attempt to classify indust

ries into economic sectors. Humphreys, in an Appendix to Boyd and 

Humphreys (1979), used aggregate statistics on market concentration of 

Canadian industries released by the Royal Commission on Corporate Con

centration (see Marfels, 1976:80) to group industries into core or 

periphery sectors, and then to separate the state from the core. Based 

on these data, Humphreys described the core sector in Canada as composed 

of utilities, transportation and communication, finance, insurance and 

real estate, mining, public administration and the more highly concentra

ted manufacturing industries. She described the periphery sector as 

composed of trade, construction, personal , business and community services, 

agriculture, forestry and fishing and t he less highl y concentra~ed indust

r ies. To the state, Humphreys assigned publ i c administration (federa l , 

provincial and local administrations ) , the military, the domestic police 
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force, the judiciary, education and health and welfare services. 

The source used by Humphreys to classify industries to sectors of 

production--Marfels (1976)--uses special tabulations from Statistics 

Canada to present measures of concentration for eight industrial divis-

ions of the Canadian economy, along with concentration statistics for 

the twenty major manufacturing industrial groups. Thus, it permits the 

classification of industries to sectors of production on the basis of a 

quantitative estimate of the level of concentration in each industrial 

division, as well as a further classification of manufacturing industries 

to core , and periphery sectors on the basis of product market concentra-

tion. As a source for classifying industries to sectors " however, it can 

be faulted on a number of counts. First, it does not differentiate public 

from private industries within each of the divisions. Second, within the 

twenty major manufacturing groups, there is great variation in the level 

of concentration in the minor groups, so that any classification of 

manufactu=ing major groups to sectors contains substantial errors. 3 

Humphreys~ classification of industrial sectors appears basically 

sound, but she l acks the data adequately to assign respondents to the 

industries dist in~lished by Marfels. She attempts to assign =espondents 

from the CMS using the Blishen-McRoberts (1975) scale, a version of the 

two-digit SIC codes and Canadian Cl assification and Dictionary of 

Occupa'\: ions codes to locate respondents in ~he core or periphery sector. 

Boyd and Humphreys (1979) then proceed to use both this measure of 

economic sector and the Blishen-McRoberts measure of occupa~ional status 

in a model of the i ncome attainments of t he full-time, native-born labour 

force. 
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Humphreys' attempt to assign respondents in the GiS to economic 

sectors, although perhaps the best she could do with the data at hand, is 

a very crude attempt to delineate sectors of production. She, herself, 

labels it an "Industrial Labour Market Classification for Canada" which, 

ironically, points to the confusion in her classification scheme, whereby 

industry and occupation have been confounded with one another. Economic 

sectors do have different occupational distributions (see Hodson, 1979 

and Chapter 6 of this dissertation), but labour market characteristics, 

such as occupational distributions, are probably better seen as outcomes 

of the sectoral structure than as defining features of it (Beck, Horan, 

Tolbert, 1978:706; Hodson and Kaufman, 1981:882; Edwards, et al. 1975:4). 

Recently, researchers working with the segmented economy model 

have been critical of the assumption of "unidimensionality" in the economic 

structure (see, for example, Kalleberg, Wallace and Althauser, 1981; 

Wallace and Kalleberg, 1981; Hodson and Kaufman, 1982). They argue that 

the various components of a segmented economy do not cluster together 

sufficiently well to be conceptualized as one factor or dimension of 

economic structure which can be rendered into a single dichotomy of core 

vs. periphery. Wallace and Kalleberg (1981), for example, examine three 

dichotomous measures (Beck, et a1., 1978; Bibb and Form, 1977; Hodson, 

1978) and Tolbert, et al.'s (1980) continuous measure of the dual economy, 

all of which assume tha~ the dual economy can be represented in a single 

dimension. They find that each measure is only moderately correlated 

wi th the others. They then examine the relatior.ships between each of 

these dual economy measures and sets of economic organizat.ion and labcur 

market variables. They find that, while a.ll four measures appear to ta.p 
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index, the role of the state as a purchaser of goods, they actually 
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appear to tap very different aspects of the dual economy. Wallace and 

Kalleberg write, "the definitions of both Beck, et al. and Tolbert, et al. 

are heavily influenced by some of the labour market variables, especially 

training and work experience. Bibb-Form reflects earnings, sexual 

divisions in the labour market, and the impact of unions. Hodson's 

definition shows a positive effect of job stability and a negative impact 

of union" (1981:105). Also, Kalleberg, et al. (1981) find that concentra

tion, state intervention, and establishment size all have net positive 

effects on income, so that the relationship between dual economy and 

income inequality becomes difficult to interpret when a unidimensional 

measure of the industrial structure is employed. Evidence is beginning 

to emerge, then, which suggests that economic segmentation is multi

dimensional, not unidimensional. 

While the research of Oster (1979), Tolbert (1980) and Wallace and 

Kalleberg (1981) can be seen to test the assumption of dual economy theory 

that capitalist economies tend to bifurcate over time into core and peri

phery sectors, the approach which they adopt, i.e., a factor analysis of 

a set of indicators designed to capture the distinction between these 

two sectors, provides, at bes~, only a very indirect test of this. Dual 

economy theory is not primarily intended as an explanation of how it is 

that certain variables implicated in the distinction between core and 

periphery tend to converge or diverge historically and coalesce in 

distinct clusters. Instead, dual economy theory can be better seen as an 

attempt to explain how it is that certain industries tend to cluster 
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together over time in what has been identified as the economic core, 

while others tend to cluster in what has been described as the periphery. 

If one is interested in examining the structure underlying a number of 

indi cators which describe aspects of a set of units, then a factor 

analysis of the correlations between these indicators across these units 

can be employed. If, however, the concern is to analyze how a number of 

units are structured relative to one a.'1other in terms of a set of indica

tors, then a factor analysis of the correlations between these units across 

these indicators (or, perhaps, some variety of profile analysis) is more 

in line with what the logic of the problem requires. 

Unfortunately, the data and resources required to test for the 

existence of the dual economy in Canada are not presently available , so 

that it is necessary to proceed on the basis of theoretical distinctions 

dra\~ in the literature, rather than on the strength of empirical test. 

If these distinctions can be shown to make a difference in terms of the 

processes of income attainment for men and women, then this will give us 

some confidence in their empirical reality and theoretical importance . 

If, however, they appear to make no difference, then it will be necessary 

to question the utility of making them in the first place. In this 

section, we have presented a critical review of a number of attempts to 

classify economic sectors. With the exception of H~~phreys', these 

classifications were developed for use in t he U.S. The one approach so 

far developed for Canada has been found unsatisfactory for present pur

poses and, consequently , it will be necessary to develop a new one. 

Indices of Oligopol y/Competition 

Economists in Canada have for many years studied oligopoly/ 
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competition in the market, and their research on industrial concentration 

provides a benchmark to use in delineating economic sectors. A pioneer-

ing study by Rosenbluth (1957), entitled Concentration in Canadian Manu-

facturing Industries, utilized data from 1948. A later study, Concentra-

tion in the Manufacturing Industries of Canada, published by the Canadian 

Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs in 1971, employed data from 

1965, and Statistics Canada has both expanded and kept this report up to 

data biennially since 1972 (see, Statistics Canada, Industrial Organiza-

tion and Concentration in the Manufacturing t-1ining and Logging Industries, 

1972, 1977). Most recently, Marfels (1976), in a report prepared for the 

Royal Commission on Corporate Concentration, presents concentration dat~ 

based on special tabulations from Statistics C~iada on all aggregate 

industrial divisions. As well, Clement's (19i5) study of The Canadi~~ 

Corporate Elite presents an alternative approach to those mentioned above 

in assessing the degree of concentr~tion of major industries. 

Industrial concentration measures have frequently been used by 

economists to measure the extent to which an industry approximates com-

petition or monopoly conditions. 

Concentration data on an industry-by-industry basis provide 
an indication of competitive conditions in the many separ ate 
markets within the economy of a country. ~Vhere ar. industry 
consists of a number of firms such that no single one cr 
single small group can exert a dominant influence on pric i ng, 
t hen the structural basis for a reasonable competitive market 
mechanism exists. On the other hand, where a small group of 
firms, such as the largest four or the largest eight in the 
i ndustry, account for a dominant sh~re of output , then the 
possibility of modifications of the competitive process must 
be taken into account. Of course, no single structural test 
is conclusive in this regard. In particular instances such 
factors as foreign trade, the existence of substitute products 
from other industries and the relations among the dominant 
firms would have to be considered as well. Nevertheless, 
concentration measures do provide an extremely useful indica
tor of the degree of competition in the economy . (Department 
of Consumer and Corporate Affairs, 1971, page 2) 
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The concept of concentration as it has been used in the literature is 

associated with two measurable criteria: number and size distribution of 

firms, or "fewness" and "inequality". These measures represent attempts 

to assess the degree to which an industry is structurally compe~itive in 

its product markets. 

Measures of Industrial Concentration 

There are a n~~ber of measures of concentration employed by econo

mists, all of which display similar patterns, but with varying degrees of 

emphasis on the importance of large firms in a firm size distribution. 

Basically, these are of two types: summary measures ~~d discrete 

measures. Summary measures of concentration take all firms in an industry 

into account and, in so doing, give weight to both small and large firms. 

The most common measure of this sort is the H-index (Hirschman-Herfindahl 

index), which is the sum of squares of the market shares of output re

sources or some other criteria of each corporation. Other summary meas

ures are the Rosenbluth index, the E-index and the Hovarth index (see 

Marfels for a discussim~ of each and their computing formulae, page 4). 

Discrete measures of concentration emphasize the importance of 

the largest firms in an industry. The discrete measure considered here 

is the concentration ratio, defined as "the fraction of activity (output, 

value added, employment , profits) or of the stock of productive resources 

(assets) accounted for by a group of the largest firms" (Royal Commission 

on Corporate Concentration, 1978:32). The group sizes most often used 

are 4, 8, 20, 50 and 100, with the 4-firm the most common. 

Problems with Concen~ration Ratios 

There are a number of problems with concentration ratios which 
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tend to bias them in one direction or another. As outlined in Marfe1s 

(1976:7,8), these are: (1) The cumulation of market shares in a top firm 

(e.g., 4 or 8) ratio disguises the dominant firms and can lead to misin-

terpretations in interindustry comparisons. Consider, for example, two 

industries in which the top four firms acco~~t for 50 per cent of manu-

facturing shipments. In one, the largest firm may account for 40 per cent 

of the value of shipments and the three remaining for 10 per cent, while, 

in the second, each of the four may account for 12.5 per cent of the value 

of shipments. (2) The nature of non-largest firms is ignored by ~he 

concentration ratio. Thus, for example, when the largest four firms have 

60 per cent of the value of shipments, there is no indication of whether 

there are 10 or 100 firms left to share the remainder, whereas this may 

be important for the competitiveness of an industry. (3) Concentration 

ratios published by Statistics Canada exclude foreign trade imports, ~~d 

assume that Canada is a closed economy. This has the effect of signi-

ficantly overstating concentration levels. (4) Published concentration 

ratios refer to the national market as a whole and, thus, "real" market 

conditions are ~~derstated for industries with separate regional or, 

even, local submarkets (Canada, Department of Consumer and Corporate 

Affairs, 1971:40). 

In summary, Marfels wTites: 

concentration levels are overstated to the extent that 
( I ) unincorporated businesses are omitted (II) exports 
are i ncluded (sales concentration only) and ( III ) imports 
are excluded (sales concentration onl y) . On the other 
hand, concentration levels are understated to the extent 
that ( I) corporations are on an unconsol i dated basis and 
are not combined to ownership complexes according to 
majority control and (II) regional concentration could 
not be taken into account. (1976:8) 



Nevertheless, he does conclude that: 

despite the aforementioned deficiencies there can be no 
doubt that concentration ratios represent a highly useful 
device to assess market power. The case for concentration 
ratios gains momentum from a pragmatic point of view when 
merits and demerits of 'competing' summary measures of 
concentration are taken into account. (1976:8) 

The Choice of an Index 
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Economists commonly employ concentration ratios in their studies 

of oligopoly/competition. These measures, along with the H-index, are 

most readily available in published statistics. Beyond this, there 

appears to be no index, either concentration ratio or summary measure, 

that stands out as superior to the others. In choosing an index, then, 

it is important to consider how much one's results might depend upon the 

particular index involved. Rosenbluth (1955), in a series of comparisons 

among several different concentration indices, conc l udes that "the use of 

anyone of the indexes (considered here) results in substantially the same 

ordering of observations as any of the others. Analytically, results that 

rest on the ordering of observations will not greatly be affected by the 

index used" (p. 69). 

The Dimensions of Concentration Measurements 

In the preceding section, some alternative concentration 

measures, along with their strengths and weaknesses, have been discussed. 

Equal ly important, however, are the problems concerning what Rosenbluth 

(1955) has labeled the "dimensions of measurement". First, what is the 

appropriate business ~~it for the measurement of concentration ? The 

establishment ? The enterprise ? Secondl y , what degree of corporate con-

trol should define this unit of anal ys i s? Unconso l idated? Consolidated? 
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Third, how should size be measured? By assets? By sales? By some other 

variable? Traditionally, economists have sought to measure industrial 

oligopoly in terms of the market power concentration in an industry. 

Also, from the perspective of sectoral economy theory, the appropriate 

unit of analysis is the industry, not the individual firm. As Tolbert, 

et al. (1979) note: 

Despite some variation in terminology, there is considerable 
consistency in the dual economy literature regarding the 
choice of industry as the appropriate unit of ~~alysis. 
Bluestone and colleagues (1973) discuss the sectoral dis
tinction in terms of industries while Averitt (1978) focuses 
on 'fi~s' which he defines in terms of the 'business organ
ization of industries'. Shepard (1970:34) notes that 
'market power is held by firms but it is exercised in markets, 
'while Spilerman (1977:579n) suggests similarities in tech
nology, organization and demand make industry the appro
priate unit of analysis in the study of internal labour 
markets'(1979:l0). 

The practice in Canada and in most countries is to collect and 

tabulate industrial data on the msis of the "establishment". An estab-

lishment is defined as, "the smallest unit that is a separate operating 

entity capable of reporting all elements of basic industrial statistics" 

and "the main purpose of using the establishment as a statistical unit is 

to provide a unit small enough to permit a high degree of industrial dis-

aggregation of data into relatively homogeneous industry classes ... ~. 

while maintaining the capability of collecting all the essential elements 

of industrial statistics without gaps or duplication for the economy as a 

whole" (Standard Industrial Classification Manual, Ottawa, 1970:9). Each 

establishment may then be assigned to the industry of major activity for 

purposes of classification. An establishment is usually closely equival-

ent to a factory, plant or mill, store, etc. 
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Measures of oligopoly/competition differ from most other indust-

rial indices in using enterprises as the tabulating unit, while preserving 

the establishment as the basic statistical unit from which these tabulat-

ing lli'"li ts are built up . "That is, the data are presented for aggregations 

of commonly controlled establishments and related units rather than for 

the basic statistical units themselves" (Statistics Canada, 1977:6). The 

enterprise is a company or a family of companies which, as a result of 

common ownership, is controlled or managed by the same interests. "'The 

presumption is that in this manner the data can be tabulated according to 

meaningful decision-making entities, that is, the enterprises" (Sta.tistics 

Canada, 1977:6). Most enterprises are individual companies. However, in 

some cases, companies in widely different industries are associated with 

one another through common management or control. For example, the 

Canadian Pacific group controls companies which include railways, steam-

ship lines, airlines, hotels and an investment compa.ny. 

The enterprise or group of commonly controlled establishments can 

be treated as two different types of tabulating units. As unconsolidated 

enterprise data, 

only the commonly controlled establishments that are coded 
to this industry are grQn~ed into an enterprise. Therefore, 
for example, in measuring concentration in the Slaughtering 
and Meat Processor Industry, SIC 1011, the commonly owned 
establishments of Canada Packers that are coded to the 
Slaugh-cering and Meat Processing Incius::ry are grouped into 
an enterprise. The other establishments of ~ he Canada 
Packers enterprise that are coded ~o other industries are 
treated as separate enterprises in the industries in which 
they occur. Thus on this basis, Canada Packers, because it 
operates establishments in several different industries, is 
treated as a separate enterprise in each of the industries 
in which it operates. 

As consolidated enterprise data, 



the object is to study the complete enterprise and for this 
purpose the val ue added of the enterprise is measured in 
each of the ... i ndustries it operates in within the universe 
under study and the whole of the enterprise is assigned to 
the ... industry that accounts for the largest proportion of 
its value added. Therefore, on this basis following our 
earlier example, all the establishments of the Canada 
Packers enterprise within the universe under study are 
assigned to the Slaughtering and Meat Processing Industry 
since this is the industry that has the greatest proportion 
of the value added of the enterprise. (Statistics Canada, 
1977:8) 
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Economists tend to agree that the most appropriate type of tabu-

lating lli~it for concentration measures is the unconsolidated enterprise 

(see for example, Rosenbluth. 1955:84; Marfels, 1976:13,91; McVey, 1979), 

rather than one which would group all activities of a firm into the same 

industry. Our interest in separating out industrial sectors is really in 

the enterprise, and this is particularly true in oligopolistic industries, 

where production is very large in scale and markets are normally national 

or international in scope. It is the conglomerates that represent the 

size of the working capital pools, not the smaller establishments of which 

they are composed. 

Concentration measures are intended to represent the market struc-

ture in which the worker is employed, not necessarily a characteristic of 

speci fic establishments. Thus, it is preferable to measure concentration 

at the level of the establishment aggregated to the enterprise as the 

basic tabulating unit. In fact, establishments and enteorprises are i n 

most cases one and the same thing . Only four per cent of manufacturing 

establishments in 1972 were multi-establishment enterprises, but t he 

importance of these to t he man~£acturing section is enormous; these four 

per cent accounted for 54 per cent of the manufacturing value added 

(see Marfels, 1976, Table 13 ) . For purposes of describing market structure, 
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it i s preferable to employ establishments or corporations assigned to 

industries on ~! unconsolidated basis, although this necessitates double 

counting in some cases, as the enterprise may appear as a separate entity 

in more than one industry, depending upon the classification of its estab

lishments. Consolidated enterprises would appear in only the industry of 

their major activity and 50, are not appropriate to the study of specific 

detailed industrial sectors, but more to the study of corporate control 

(see Clement, 1975:398). 

Although it has been ar~ued that the enterprise is the better 

tabulating unit for measures of industrial concentration, it is worth in

quiring as to the relat i onship between levels of enterprise and establish

ment concentration. In a given industry, establishment concentration is 

generally lower than enterprise concentration, and can only equal it if 

there are no multi-establishment enterprises in an industry. Beyond a 

difference in level then, what is the relationship between them? Rosen

bluth, ~sing similar concepts--the plant and the firm--demonstrates that 

the "ranking of industries by firm concentration index is very similar to 

the ranking by plant concentration index. The Spearman correlation coef

ficient for the two rankings is .947" (1955:85). More recently, Harfels 

(1976) examined establishment and enterprise concentration data for 1972 

in manufacturing, mining and logging. He finds that the Spearman rank 

correlation for the rankings of the top 20 industries in each category 

was .87. This reduced coefficient was, perhaps, partly due to the result 

of a high rate of establishment top-4 ratios "withheld" for reasons of 

confidentiality (pp.129,130). 
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Measures of Business Activity 

Concentration statistics are calculated on various measures of 

business activity. These include such activities as output, employment, 

fixed assets, sales and value of shipments for manufacturing industries. 

Each of these measures of business activity taps quite distinct aspects 

of corporate power and, for this reason, each yields somewhat different 

results. For example, sales or operating revenue are indicators which 

measure the degree of control exercised by a particular corporation in an 

industrial market. Thus, they give more weight as a measure of concentra-

tion to production-oriented companies. Assets measure corporate power in 

terms of the "resources" that a corporation has at its disposal and, 

because of this, give more weight to finance-oriented companies. Used 

comparatively, assets are more readily comparable across sectors than 

sales (Clement, 1975:398). Given the separate dimensions tapped by 

measures of concentration based on assets and those based on sales, some 

composite measure may be preferable. 

Rosenbluth analyzed the relationships among a set of concentration 

indi ces based on various measures of business activity--output, asse~s and 

employment. He found that: 

in general concentration in terms of fixed assets exceeds 
output concentration, which in turn exceeds employment 
concentration, the ordering of industries by concentration 
level is much the same, no matter which standard of size 
is used, so that the results of cross-section analysis 
based on one measure will also be applicable to the others. 
(1955:92) 

Ideally, in employing concentration measures to assess the level 

of oligopoly/competition in an industrial sector, it would be desirable 

to choose among the alternatives discussed for the optimum set of dimen-
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sions but, as Rosenbluth notes, "the set of dimensions actually used will 

depend onl y partly on what is most appropriate and very largely on the 

statistics that are available. In every empirical study of concentration 

the investigator will have to substitute what he can for what he would 

like" (1955:84). 

In this section of the chapter, it has been demonstrated that the 

several measures of concentration produce much the same ordering of in-

dustries. Furthermore, while economists agree that the most appropriate 

type of tabulating unit for concentration measures is the unconsolidated 

enterprise, concentration measures based on establishments produce similar 

rankings of industries. Too, while assets and sales are typically the 

measures of business activity used to calculate concentration statistics, 

other measures of business activity also produce similar orderings of 

industries by concentration level. 

Ideally, it would be desirable to locate a source which publishes 

a concentration ratio based on some composite of assets and sales for 

enterprises assigned to all 3-digit SIC's on an unconsolidated basis as a 

basis for operationalizing sectoral economy theory. Apparently, however, 

no such data source exists. At the sume time, there have been a number 

of recent studies by economists of the degree of ol i gopoly/competition in 

the marketplace, and these provide a basis for measuring economic sector. 

Recent Studies on Industrial Concentration 

(a) Measures of Concentration to Access Oligopoly/Competition for the 
Industrial Divisions of the Canadian Economy 

In a Technical Report to the Royal Commission on Corporate Con-

centration, Marfels (1976) examines concentration levels and trends in 
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the Canadian economy for the years 1965 to 1973. In this report, he 

presents financial statistics for corporations for each of nine industrial 

divisions of the Canadian economy. Two measures of market strJcture-

concentration ratios and a measure of inequality among firms--are provided. 

The measures of business activity used to construct these measures of 

corporate size and concentration were "assets" and "sales". These data 

were obtained from special tabulations from the Financial, Taxation and 

General Research Section of the Business Finance Division of Statistics 

Canada. 

The reporting and tabulating unit from which both the concentra

tion ratios and the measures of inequality were constructed is the single 

corporation filing a T2 tax return, aggregated to industrial division on 

an unconsolidated basis. 4 Thus, both measures include only the corporate 

segment of the Canadian economy; they exclude unincorporated businesses, 

such as proprietorship, partnership and self-employed persons (including 

self-employed professionals). Marfels argues, however, that this incom-

pleteness in coverage of the business sector does not have a material 

influence on the analysis of concentration levels. He demonstrates that 

unincorporated businesses, although large in number, are relatively un

important in terms of business activity (accounting for one to four per 

ce~t of all business), with the exception of Agriculture/Forestry and 

Fishing (51%) and, to a certain extent, Services (7.3%) (see Marfels, 

1976: 189). Even in these latter divisions though one can safeJ.y assume 

that unincorporated businesses will not be represented in the larger size 

classes. Marfels' concentration ratios based on corporate data can be 

regarded as upper bounds to the true level of concentration in each 
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industrial division, as unincorporated businesses are omitted in the 

denominator of the concentration ratio. Marfels contends that the 

potential bias involved is not substantial, and may very well be offset 

by biases in the opposite direction. 

Marfels' measure of inequality in the size distribution of corpo:c

ations within each industrial division is based on the Gini ratio of the 

number of corporations with assets and sales in four size groups: tmder 

one million(dollars per year), one to ten million, ten to 100 million and 

1 billion and over. Overall, he finds that the size distribution of cor

porations in Canada is lopsided, with a large number of small corporations 

accounting for a comparatively minor fraction of assets and sales, and a 

few large corporations controlling the majority of assets~and sales. The 

Gini ratio for all corporations in 1973 is .7582 fer asset inequality and 

.5067 for sales inequality. As illustrated i n Table 5-1, corporation size 

varies substantially by industrial division and, according to Marfe.5 7 

suggested classification of levels of inequality (high, Gini ratio equals 

0.7 and over; medium is 0.4 - 0.7; low is under 0.4), mining, manufactur i ng, 

utilities and finance can be rated high; trade can be judged intermediate 

and agricul ture, forestry/fishing, construction and services can be rated 

low in terms of asset inequality in the size distribution of firms. In 

terms of sales i nequality, mining, and utilities can be r ated high; manu

facturing and finance can be rated intermediate and agriculture, f OTestry , 

fishing, construction and services can be rated low. 

Marfels presents concentration ratios for the ~: 8, 20, 50 and 

100 largest corporations by asset size and by corporate sales within each 

of the industrial divisions of the Canadian economy i n 1973. Again, he 
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TABLE: 5-1 

Inequality in the Distribution of Assets and Sales as Measured by the Gini 

Ratio for Various Divisions of the Canadian Economy by Asset 

Size of Corporations, 1973 

Divi sion Assets Sales 

Agriculture/Forestry/Fishing .1725 .1664 

Mining .7981 .8205 

Manufacturing .7020 .6282 

Construction .3149 .1977 

Utilities .9131 .7338 

Trade .4086 .3763 

Finance .8487 .6334 

Services .3027 .1552 

All Industries .7532 .5067 

Source: Marfe1s, 1976, pages 204, 205. 



finds great variations in levels of concentration across industrial 

sectors (see Table 5-2). Using the following criteria: 

(1) Top-4 concentration ratio (assets) 

High: 
Medium: 
Low: 

25% and over 
15 to 25% 
under 15% 

(2) Top-lOa concentration ratio (assets) 

High: 
Medium: 
Low: 

50% and over 
30 to 50% 
under 30% 

(3) Inequality (assets, Gini ratios) 

High: 
Medium: 
Low: 

0.7 and over 
0.4 to 0.7 
under 0.4 
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he finds that utilities, finance and mining are highly concentrated; manu-

facturing, trade and construction are moderately concentrated; and service, 

agri culture, forestry and fishing are not very concentrated. This classi-

fication of industrial divisions at the extremes of the spectrum seems 

straightforward, but Marfels has difficulty in classifying manufacturing 

since, according to the inequality measure, it should be classed as highly 

concentrated, whereas, according to the top-4 concentration ratio, it 

should be classified as low. Moreover, the division based on the top-IOO 

concentration ratio classifies it as moderately concent=ated. He decides 

to label it moderately concentrated, a solution which, given his choice of 

alternatives, is perhaps the best possible. As pre'riously mentioned, 

at least for the manufacturing sector, this classification is not 

unambiguous. 
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TABLE: 5-2 

Shares of Assets (A) and Sales (S) Accounted for by the 4, 8 and 100 

Largest Corporations in Various Divisions of the Canadian 

Economy Ordered by Divisional Assets, 1973 

.. Top 4 Top 8 TOE 100 

Division A S A S A S 

Agriculture, Forestry, 
Fishing 6.8 3.3 8.4 4.5 22.6 21.6 

Mining 20.4 17.4 29.6 31. 7 77.7 81.0 

Manufacturing 8.9 6.5 14.9 16.2 47.7 39.1 

Construction 5.7 1.8 9.3 3.5 31. 9 16.7 

Utilities 39.2 26.0 54.5 36.1 89.5 67.3 

Trade 10.4 6.3 15.4 12.7 36.0 32.5 

Finance a 33.2 23.2 45.6 32.2 69.1 51.0 

Services 4.6 3.0 7.6 5.1 29.3 15.3 

a Excluding Credit Unions (SIC 716), Caisses Populaires (SIC 717 ) , Foreign 
Business Corp (SIC 765) and Insurance Carriers (SIC 771, 772, 775 and 
776) 

Source: Marfels (1978:49) . Based on Special Tabulations, Business 
Finance Division, Statistics Canada, Ottawa (1976). 
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(b) Concentration Levels and Trends in Canadian Manufacturing Industries 

Concentration statistics for manufacturing, mining and forestry 

industries are available on a disaggregated basis. Statistics Canada 

biennially publishes complete concentration data based on the Census of 

Manufactures for the manufacturing, mining and forestry division for both 

establishments and enterprises assigned to 4-digit (SIC) titles on an un-

consolidated basis. These data are expressed in terms of value-of-

shipment concentration ratios for the 4, 8, 12, 17, 20 and SO largest 

establishments or enterprises, and there are also related ratios for 

various other measures of business activity (including value added, employ-

ment, etc.) and the Hirschman-Herfindahl index (H-index). The top-4 and 

8 ratios are missing for a number of industries because of confidentiality 

rules; the H-index, as a summary measure, is unaffected by confidentiality 

rules and, thus, covers the complete population. 

~~rfels (1976) uses the 1972 data to examine concentration levels 

for all major manufacturing industries (n= 20). He selects the top-4 value-

of-shipment concentration ratio as the reference measure for both establish-

ments and enterprises assigned to major manufacturing industries on an 

unconsolidated basis. He then cl assifies major groups of manufacturing 

industries into high, medium and low concentration categories, employing 

the following crit eria: 

(1) High: top-4 enterprise ratio of 60 per cent or more 

(2) Medium: top-4 enterpri se ratio of 30 to 59 per cent 

(3) Low: top-4 enterprise ratio of less than 30 per cent 

According to this classif ication, 33 .5 per cent of manufacturing indust-

ries fell into the high concentration category , 43.9 per cent into the 
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medium category and 22.6 per cent into the low category (~mrfels, 1976: 

108). Highly concentrated industries are mainly found in the following 

industry groups: tobacco products, rubber industries, textile industries, 

primary metals, transportation equipment, petroleum and coal and miscel

laneous manufacturing. Those with low concentration are found in knitting 

mills, clothing, printing and publishing and metal fabricating. A more 

complete breakdo\ffl is given in Table 5-3. 

~mrfels replicates the analysis employing the H-index, and notes 

an overall reduction of concentration levels results; 9.4 per cent of all 

manufacturing industries are located in the high concentration category, 

35.1 per cent and 55.5 per cent in the medium and low concentration cate

gories respectively (p. 116). Employing the H-index, Marfels finds that, 

while it is not difficult to detect the industry groups of low concentra

tion, it is more difficult to determine those of high concentration and, 

therefore, he compiles a list of the 20 individual industries showing the 

highest concentration levels in terms of both the top-4 ratios and the 

H-index. He finds that a cross-comparison of the two lists shows an almost 

perfect concordance. That is, highly concentrated industries in terms of 

the H-index are also highly concentrated in terms of the 4-enterprise 

ratios, thus confirming Rosenbluth's (1955) conclusion that the use of any 

one of index results in substantially the sa~e ordering of observations as 

the use of any other. 

Marfels also analyzed the top-4 enterprise concentration ratio 

and the H-index for major parts of mining and forestry divisions in 1972. 

Three-quarters of the industries in mining had high concentration levels, 

with the highest concentration in metal mines, followed by non-metal mines; 
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TABLE: 5-3 

Concentration Levels for all Manufacturing Divisions Based on 

Enterprises Aggregated on an Unconsolidated Basis, 1972 

Highly Concentrated 
Industries 

Medium Concentrated 
Industries 

Low Concentrated 
Industries 

Top-4-Ratio of 
Value of Shipments 

60% and More 

30 - 59% 

Less than 30% 

Industries 

Tobacco Products 
Rubber Industries 
Textile Industries 

Primary Metals 
Transportation Equipment 
Petroleum ~~d Coal 

Miscellaneous Manufacturing 

Food and Beverage 
Leather 
Wood 

Furniture ~,d Fixture 
Paper and Allied Products 
Machinery 

Electrical Products 
Non-metallic Mineral Products 
Chemicals 

Knitting Mills 
Clothing 

Printing and Publishing 
Metal Fabricating 
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quarries and sand pits showed low levels of concentration. Concentration 

data in logging were reported for two industries (SIC 0311 and 0319), 

both of which showed medium concentration levels according to the top-4 

enterprise ratio, but low levels in terms of the H-index. 

An Alternate Approach--Clement 

In The Canadian Corporate Elite, Clement (1975) analyzes indust

rial concentration using a methodology which differs from that employed 

by economists. He argues that, whereas economists are concerned with 

competing economic units, sociologists are concerned with "similar social 

types and their control of competing economic units" (pp.126). As a 

result, he suggests that the traditional economist's focus on monopoly is 

too sector-specific and, since capital cuts across sectors, "what should 

be focused on is the overall structure of power. This assumes that the 

major way capitalists relate is through capital and not necessarily, as 

the conglomerate illustrates, through similar productive activities" 

(pp.126). 

Clement's concern is with dominant corporations, and he begins his 

analysis by defining 113 dominant corporations in Canada. Based on a 

composite of revenue and assets, dominant corporations are defined using 

two points of reference: first, within particular functionally defined 

sectors, by the amount of revenue and of assets accounted for and, 

second, in the context of all other corporations outside that functionally 

defined sector in order to balance the importance of each sector against 

all others. In defining a dominant corperation, the criteria employed 

were: a corporation was defined as dominant if it had assets of greater 
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than $250 million and sales of over $50 million and as middle range if 

$50 million assets and $10 million sales but not meeting the criteria for 

dominance. These guidelines remained flexible, so that, within particular 

functionally defined sectors, such as banking and insurance, when the 

largest corporations accounted for 80 per cent or more of sales and 

assets within that sector, only these were selected as dominant. 

The source of Clement's data on industrial concentration was the 

corporation but, whereas Marfels uses tabulating units based on individual 

legal entities as compiled from individual T2 tax returns and aggregated 

by SIC, Clement uses the concept of corporate complexes or families, which 

groups corporations under the sector of their major activity. Thus, 

Marfels uses unconsolidated statements, while Clement uses consolida.ted 

statements as the basic tabulating unit. 

In his analysis, Clement calculates the percentage of all assets and 

of all revenue that can be attributed to dominant corporations within indus

trial sectors, but since he uses consolidated statements, the assets attrib

utable to a particular industry may not all be directly attached to enterprises 

that are within that industry. His results are reproduced in Table 5-4. The 

findings indicate that, as with Marfels, utilities and fin~~ce and, tc a 

lesser extent, mining can be classified as highly concentrated divisions. 

Clement's data, however, provide more detail than da Marfels', and 

indicate that, rather than classifying trade as a division of intermediate 

concentration, only retail trade falls into this category, while wholesale 

trade seems to be less concentrated. Clearly, service industries, accord-

ing to Clement, also fall into the class of low concentration. Further-

more, evidence suggests that there are both high and low levels of con

centration within manufacturing industries. Both Clement and Marfels find 

that primary metals, transportation equipment, petroleum and miscellaneous 
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TABLE: 5-4 

Shares of Assets and Revenue Accounted for by Dominant Corporations 

in Various Divisions of the Canadian Economy, 1971 

Per Cent Per Cent Number 
Sector Assets Revenue Dominant 

Finance Banks 90 91 5 
Life Insurance 86 81 13 
Sales, Finance 90 8 
Mortgage & Trust 80 9 

Trade Retail 39 45 11 
Wholesale 15 11 7 

Transportation Utilities 66 81 9 
& Utilities Railways 89 87 2 

Pipelines 90 31 6 
Communications 97 93 2 

Mining Metal Mining 56 64 9 
Other Mining 0 0 0 
Mineral Fuels 48 40 10 

Manufacturing Food & Beverages 66 56 7 
Tobacco 2 
Rubber 0 0 0 
Leather 
Textiles 0 0 0 
Knitting Mills 
Clothing 

Wood 19 11 2 
Paper 52 57 6 
Printing & Publishing 0 0 0 
Primary Metals 55 57 4 
Metal Fabricating 3 
Machinery 66 58 2 
Transportation 59 59 .. 

;) 

Electrical Products 35 31 2 
Non-metallic Mineral 44 30 3 
Petroleum & Coal 90 94 8 
Chemical Products 1 
Miscellaneous 29 43 2 

Construction 0 0 0 
Services 0 0 0 
Storage 0 0 0 
Real Estate 0 0 a 
- No information 
Source: Clement (19B: 129-150, 400-428) 
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manufacturing display high levels of concentration. Other manufacturing 

industries that Clement lists as having dominant cozporations are paper 

products, food and beverages, non-metallic minerals, machinery and elect

rical products. These industries ~~rfels classifies as intermediate in 

concentration level. Of course, Ma=fels' and Clement's analyses are 

not directly comparable, although one would expect similar findings, as 

Clement's dominant corporations will often be included in Marfels' firm 

concentration ratios. 

One weakness in Clement's approach is that it cannot yield ad

equate comparisons of concentration level across industrial sectors, since 

the number of dominant corporations within each sector varies from a low 

of two to a high of eleven. Thus, his results are not directly comparable 

to Marfels', which are based on a 4-firm ratio for each industrial sector. 

Clement's calculated proportion of assets and revenue acco~~ted for by 

dominant firms is necessarily higher than Marfels' 4-firm ratios for two 

reasons: first, in most cases, the number of dominant firms exceeds four 

and, second, the data are aggregated on a consolidated basis. Finally, 

Clement's approach is less useful to this research than to his an~lysis 

of corporate power in, say, financial markets. Labour markets are not 

necessarily influenced by ownership separately from the size of the firm. 

Developing a Measure of Economic Sector 

In studying the effects of sectors on earnings determination, it 

would be desirable to have a measure of the degree of oligopoly/competition 

for each three-digit SIC title represented in the eMS sample. For reasons 

of confidentiality, however, Statistics Canada will not release the three

digit SIC codes for industry of present occupation. At the same time, 
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they did agree to release a reclassification of the industry variable. 

Also, it would be desirable to have a clean method of distinguishing 

between the public and the private sectors of the economy, but as the 

data now exist, both public and private establishments are classified in 

the same industrial divisions. Within these limitations, an attempt will 

be made here to reclassify industry codes in a way that is as flexible as 

possible and that will allow an adequate test of the hypotheses in this 

dissertation. 

At best, detailed concentration indexes exist for the manufactur

ing, mining and logging, but this is not true for other industrial (j!ivis

ions. Therefore, it would seem advisable to employ Marfels' and Stat

istics Canada's classification of industrial divisions as a basis of our 

coding scheme, and to use the concentration measures available for it. 

This classification scheme, however, is not detailed enough to provide an 

adequate coding of industry into the three economic sectors. In the case 

of a number of industrial divisions, estimates of the degree of oligopoly/ 

competition are not problematic (for example, finance clearly can be 

classified in the monopol y sector) but, in a number of others, Marfels' 

classification groups together both public and private industries, as well 

as industries with both high and lm~ levels of concentration. Clement's 

measures of concentration are presented i n somewhat greater detail than 

those of Marf els, and provide some further refi nements that need to be 

made in any new industrial coding scr..el1le. For example, Clement argues 

that it does not make sense to group wholesal e and retail trade, as 

~!arfels does, since retai l trade appears to be more concentrated than 

wholesale. 
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As mentioned previously, both t.rtarfels and Clement analyze the 

extent of concentration at the major group level of manufacturing in

dustries. They both show clearly that the degree of concentration varies 

widely within the manufacturing division, but they do not always agree on 

which manufacturing industries are highly concentrated and which are not. 

Thus, for example, while both agree that primary metals, transportation 

equipment, petroleum and miscellaneous manufacturing display high levels 

of concentration, they differ in their placement of paper products, food 

and beverages, non-metallic minerals, machinery and electrical products. 

It is not necessary, however, to rely on either of these studies fer 

estimates of the degree of concentration across major manufacturing in

dustries, since concentration statistics are available for faur-digit SIC 

manufacturing, mining and logging industries. In addition, these 

statistics are presented for both establishments ~ld establis~~ents 

aggregated into enterprise groupings on an unconsolidated basis. These 

data come from the Census of Manufactures, and are not limited to t he 

corporate sector of the economy (see Statistics Canada, 1977). Consequ

ently, these data will be used to separate out manufacturing industries 

by level of concentration. The measure of business activity from which 

the concentration statistics have been calculated in this source is the 

"value of shipments". Value of shipments, as does value of sales, 

measures market share directly and, according to Berkowitz (1978), is a 

better measure to use in the manufacturing division than value of asse'ts. 

Berkowitz ar~Jes that either sales or shipments data are preferab l e to 

assets as measures of market share because they increase commensurability 

across industrial sectors. 
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A Revised Industry Code for Manufacturing Industries 

In order to arrive at a reclassification of manufacturing indust-

ries according to the level of industrial concentration, there are several 

questions that must be addressed. These are listed below: 

1. i~ich concentration measure should be used and why? 

2. Based on this concentration measure, how should the 
three-digit manufacturing SIC codes be collapsed so 
as to: 

a) maintain sufficient numbers of males and females 
in each category? 

b) allow a recoding into a two sector model? 
c) allow an estimate of the degree of concentration 

in each industry? 

In order to answer these questions, published data from Statistics Canada 

(1971, 1977) are analyzed for each four-digit SIC code aggregated on an 

unconsolidated basis: the number of establishments, the number of enter-

prises, the number of employees, the percentages of males and females in 

each three-digit industry, the 4, 8, 12, 20, SO firm concentra~ion ratios 

and the Herfindahl index. 

Question 1: \~ich concentration measure should be used and why? 

In order to answer this question, a correlation matrix for the 4, 

8, 12, 20, SO firm shipments ratios and the Herfindahl index was produced 

fer both the four-digit industries en=17l) and the four-digit industries 

weighted by the number of employees in each.S As Table 5-5 indicates, the 

intercorrelaticns of the firm concentr~tion ratios were all exceptionally 

high, in the range of .90 to .99, with most greater tha.n .95. This wa.s 

'erue of bo'th 'the weighted and unweighted matrices. The Herfindahl index 

correlates less well with the concentration ratios, ranging from a high 

of .95 with the 4-firm ratio 'to a low of .68 with the SO-firm ratio. In 
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TABLE: 5-5 

Correlation Matrix of the Various Measures of Concentration 
* For t he ~~ufacturing Division 

FIRM 4 . FIRM 8 . FIRM 12 FIRM 16 FIRM 20 FIRM 50 HERFIND NFIRM 8 

FIRM 4 1.0000 .9751 .9383 .9075 .8765 .7449 .9434 .8409 

FIRM 8 .9812 1.0000 .9876 .9719 .9512 .8468 .8872 .8510 

FIRM 12 .9530 .9915 1.0000 .9949 .9822 .9019 .8283 .8495 

FIRM 16 .9304 .9800 .9962 1.0000 .9941 .9344 .7868 .8269 

FIRM 20 .9097 .9652 .9873 .9966 1.0000 .9564 .7422 .8131 

FIRM 50 .8187 .8923 .9328 .9569 .9720 1.0000 .5774 .7160 

HERFIND . 9536 . 9031 .8477 .8269 .7963 .6814 1.0000 .7330 

NFIRM 8** .9208 .9532 .9417 .9263 .9172 .8423 .8315 1.0000 

* Unweighted zero order correlations to the right of the diagonal and 
weighted correlations to the left of the diagonal. For each four-digit 
industry . the 8-firm ratio was weighted by the corresponding share of 
shipments. These were summed over the three-digit SIC industry. 

** NFIRM 8 is the estimated three-digit, 8 firm ratios. 
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general, though, anyone measure can be regarded as a reasonable proxy 

for any other. 

The number of missing cases for each firm ratio varies. The 

Herfindahl index has four missing cases (from a possible total of 171), 

whereas the 4-firm ratio has 14, and the 8-firm ratio has 10. Tne others 

have even more missing data. Missing data occurred where necessary group

ings were suppressed to protect the confidentiality of individual estab

l i shments (Statistics Canada, 1977:18) or where fewer enterprises 

accounted for 100 per cent of the shipments. For example, if three 

enterprises shared 100 per cent of the value-of-shipments for a specific 

manufacturing industry, no 4-firm ratio (or 8 or 12 firm, etc.) was 

listed. 

After evaluating the data, the 8-firm concentration ratio was 

selected as the measure on which to base the new recoding of m~~ufacturing 

industries. This decision was made for the following reasons. First and 

foremost, the 8-firm ratio may meet better with Statistics Canada's con

cern about violating confidentiality. Second, it captures the degree of 

concentration in the market structure, correlating at about .98 with the 

4-firm ratio--the concentration measure most frequently used. The 8-firm 

ratio minimizes the problem of missing data and, since these missing cases 

\vere in highl y concentrated industries, we assume that fewer than eight 

firms accounted for 100 per cent of the shipments. Accordingly, t he value 

of 99.9 is assigned for the concentration rat i o in missing cases. 

Industry of present occupat~on i s coded at the three-digi t 

SIC level on the Labour Force Survey, whereas industrial concentration 

data for manufacturing industries is reported for each four-digit SIC. 
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As a result, for one three-digit code on the Labour Force Survey there 

may be several four-digit 8-firm concentration ratios. For example, the 

two corresponding four-digit SIC codes for the three-digit SIC code 108 

are 1082 and 1083. Thus, in order to estimate an 8-firm concentration 

ratio for the three-digit SIC, a weighted average of the corresponding 

four-digit 8-firm concentration ratios is calculated. That is, for each 

four-digit SIC, the 8-firm ratio was weighted by the corresponding share 

of shipments. These were summed over the three-digit SIC codes. These 

estimated values correlated at .92 and .95 with the 4-firm and 8-firm 

four-digit concentration ratios (see Table 5-5). 

As mentioned previously, to meet Statistics Canada confidentiality 

requirements, it is necessary to collapse the three-digit SIC codes. 

How should the three-digit SIC codes be collapsed so as to: 

a) maintain a sufficient number of both males and females 
in each category? 

b) allow a recoding of manufacturing industries into a 
two sector model? 

c) allow an estimate of the degree of conce~tration in 
each category? 

In order to ~~swer this question, the number and percent of males, 

females and total responden~s in each SIC code in the CMS were estimated. 

Working with these numbers, an attempt is made to collapse concentration 

categories such that approximately equal percentages of males and females 

fall into each category. Groupings of three, four and five were consid-

ered, and the data appeared to fall naturally into four categories which 

fulfilled the above three requirements (see Table 5-6), 

low 0 - 39.9% 
40 - 59.9% 
60 - 79.9% 

high 80 - 100. % 
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TABLE: 5-6 

Percentage Distribution of Manufacturing Industries in Percentage 

Categories of Three-Digit; 8 Firm Concentration Ratios 

Three-digit 8-Firm Manufacturing 
Concentration Ratio Industries Males Females Total 

o - 39.9 18.7% 24.9% 35.2% 27.4% 

40 - 59.9 16.1 21.5 21. 7 21.6 

60 - 79.9 42.7 31.7 31. 9 31. 7 

80 - 100 20.5 21.9 11. 2 19.3 

CMS Sample N 171 4792 1521 6433 
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From this distribution, it can be seen that females are under-represented 

in the manufacturing industries of high concentration and over-represented 

in the manufacturing industries of low concentration. 

The State Sector 

Two distinct, but related, categories within the state sector can 

be distinguished: public administration and government services vs. 

government enterprises. In constructing the new industry classification, 

an attempt will be made to distinguish between these categories. In the 

Standard Industrial Classification scheme used and developed by Statistics 

Canada, each establishment is classified according to its principal activ

ity. Thus, a government owned and operated establishment engaged in an 

activity assigned to a particular industry is classified in that industry. 

For example, a government owned railroad, electric generating station or 

retail liquor store is cl assed along with other railroads, generating 

stations or retail stores. In order to study income determinants within 

the state sector, therefore, it is necessary to separate out, as far as 

possible, the private and the public sectors within the three-digit SIC 

codes. 

To begin with, in the SIC system, those establishmen~s primarily 

engaged in activities of a strictly governmental nature, such as the 

enactment of legislation, the administration of justice, the collection 

of revenues and defense are classified in the major division "public 

administration", and this division is included in t!le first category of 

the state sector. Government services, such as educational institutions, 

hospitals and libraries, are all assigned to separate SIC codes . There 

is some confounding of public and private sectors in these codes, however , 
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as there are a small number of private hospitals and private schools, for 

example, that are also assigned the same SIC codes. Unfortunately, there 

is no solution to this problem, so that these private institutions will 

be included in the state sector. The second category--government enter

prises--is much more problematic. In 1973, there were 630 government 

business enterprises, 498 of which were in the major division of trans

portation, communication and other utilities (Statistics Canada, 1973 : 

115-119). The percent of assets, sales and profits of government owned 

and operated enterprises vary substantially across the major groups in 

this division with, for example, government enterprises accounting for 

7S per cent of assets in public utilities, 47 per cent in transportation 

and 22 per cent in cOllununication. Statistics Ca11ada (1973a, 1973b) 

publishes a list of federal and provincial government enterprises and, 

using this list and the information presented in Table 5-7, the industri al 

division transportation, communication a~d other utilities, is subdivided 

into a predominantly state sector and a predominantly private one. 

There are also government owned and operated enterprises i n whole

sale trade (5 per cent ) , retail trade (6 per cent) and finances (9 per 

cent) . Given the sample size of the 0 15 (n=44 , 000 c. ) and Statistics 

C~~ada's concerr. with confidentiality , it has not been feasible to 

separate out the small public sector elements in these predominant l y 

private industrial divisions. 

The "New" Industrial Cl assification Scheme 

Based on the ar~~e~ts presented in this chapter, industry is 

~lassified into 17 categories as indicated in Table 5-8. Detailed assign

ments of the three-digit SIC codes to these categories of industry can be 



TABLE: 5-7 

Government Business Enterprises By Industry (1973) 

Agriculture, Forestry. Fishing 

Total Mining 
Metal Mining 
Mineral Fuels 
Other Mining 

Total Manufacturing 
Food 
Beverages 
Tobacco Products 
Rubber Products 
Leather Products 
Textile Mills 
Knitting Mills 
Clothing Industries 
Wood Industries 
Furniture Industries 
Paper and Allied Industries 
Printing and Publishing 
Primary Metals 
Metal Fabricating 
Machinery 
Transport Equipment 
Electrical Products 
Non-metallic ~!ineral Products 
Petroleum and Coal Products 
Chemical and Chemical Products 
Miscellaneous Manufacturing 

Construction 

Total Utilities 
Transportaticn 
Storage 
Communication 
Public Utilities 

Wholesale Trade 

Retail T:rade 

Finance 

Services 

Total All Industries 

. . Number . . % .Assets . . % Sales 

8 
2 
3 
3 

29 
3 

1 
1 

7 
1 
1 
2 
4 
1 

1 

2 

4 
1 

498 
47 

22 
429 

10 

14 

51 

20 

630 

1 
x 
1 
x 

x 

1 

x 
3 

x 
x 
x 

x 

45 
37 

9 
75 

1 

4 

3 

8 

1 
x 
1 
x 

x 
x 

1 
x 
x 
x 
5 
x 

x 

x 

x 

38 
30 

17 
72 

3 

5 

5 

1 

5 

- nil or zero 
x confident ial 

figures not available 
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% Profits 

1 
x 
1 
x 

1 

x 
x 

1 
x 
x 
x 
5 
x 

x 

x 

4 
x 

57 
44 

20 
82 

6 

2 

9 

x 

13 

Source: Statistics Canada. CALURA, Part 1. Corporations, 1973 :115-129. 
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found in Appendix C. The new industrial classification differs in a 

number of theoretically important ways from the industrial classification 

released in the Labour Force Study. First, it separates the mining, 

quarries and oil wells from forestry, fishing and trapping. The former 

has been identified as a core industry while the latter has been identified 

as a peripheral one, and so this is an important distinction to make. 

Second, it breaks down manufacturir.g industries by level of concentration, 

rather than in terms of the more common durable vs. non-durable distinct

ion. This refinement is necessary in order to distinguish core from 

periphery manufacturing industries. Third, it separates out the public 

and the private sectors of the economy in transportation, communication 

and other public utilities, as well as in community and recreation and 

personal and other services. 

An attempt has been made in designing this industrial classifica

tion scheme to give it a reasonable degree of flexibility. As can be 

seen in Table 5-8, it resembles the LFS industry code and preserves the 

major SIC divisions. In order to test a trichotomous model of earnings 

determination, industry c~~ be further collapsed into three sectors, and 

a breakdo\~ of economic sector by industry is given in Table 5-9. The 

use of ideal types such as periphery, state and core does not deny the 

existence of a graduation in industrial competition but, rather, reflects 

the theoretical distinctions outlining the discontinuities in the work 

situations and socioeconomic experiences of individual workers (Beck, et 

~., 1978; Horan, Tolbert and Beck, 1981; Tolbert, Horan and Beck, 1980). 

The industrial classification developed here allows for the measurement 

of a graduation in industrial concentration. It can be collapsed into 
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TABLE: 5-8 

The "New" Industrial Classification Scheme 

The "New'! Industry Classification, 
SIC 1970 . 

01 Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing 

02 Mines, Quarries and Oil Wells 

03 MAnufacturing, Very Concentrated 

04 Y~ufacturing, Concentrated 

05 Manufacturing, Low Concentration 

06 Manufacturing, Very Low 
Concentration 

07 Construction 

08 Utilities, Predominantly 
State Regulated 

09 Utilities, Predominantly 
Private Sector 

10 Wholesale Trade 

11 Retail Trade 

12 Finance, Insurance and Real 
Estate 

13 Government-Regulated Services 

14 Business and Other Services 

15 Public Administration 

16 Never Worked 

17 Not in the Labour Force 

LFS Industry Classification, 
SIC .1970 

01 Agriculture 

02 Forestry, Fishing, Trapping, 
Mines, Quarries and Oil Wells 

03 Manufacturing Durable 

04 Manufacturing Non-Durable 

05 Construction 

06 Transportation, Communications 
and Public Utilities 

07 Wholesale Trade 

08 Retail Trade 

09 Finance, Insurance and Real 
Estate 

10 Community and Recreation Services 

11 Personal SerJices 

12 Other Ser/ices 

13 Public Administration 

14 Never Worked (Unemployed) 

15 Not in the Labour Force 



TABLE: 5-9 

Sectoral Classification of Industries 

CORE 

Mines, Quarries and Oil Wells 

~funufacturing, Very Concentrated 

Manufacturing, Concentrated 

Utilities, Predominantly Private Sector 

Finance, Insurance and Real Estate 

STATE 

Government Regulated Services 

Public Administration 

Utilities, Predominantly State Sector 

PERIPHERY 

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing 

Manufacturing, Low Concentration 

~~ufacturing, Very Low Concentration 

ConstTIlction 

Wholesale Trade 

Retail Trade 

Business and Other Services 
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Marfels' classification of industry, for which he supplies measures of 

inequality in the distribution of assets and sales and a number of firm 

concentration ratios of assets and sales (see Tables 5-1 and 5-2). 

There are, however, major limitations to this industrial classi

fication. It would have been preferable to obtain concentration ratios 

for manufacturing industries at the three-digit SIC level, rather than 

simply grouping these industries into four categories according to level 

of concentration. Despite its limitations, however, it most adequately 

reflects the important distinctions in a segmented economy model and is, 

as far as we know, the only classification of industry for Canada that 

does so. 

The sectoral classification of industries used in this disserta

tion is related to the distinctions used by Bibb and Form (1977), Hodson 

(1977; 1979), Beck, Horan and Tolbert (1978) and, especially, those em

ployed in the more recent work of Tolbert, Horan and Beck (1980). l'lhile 

there are some differences in the sectoral placement of certain indust

ries from those of the U.S. sociologists, there is consensus on the 

location of the majority of industries among all the studies to date. 

Generally, there is agreement that agriculture, forestry and fishing, 

wholesale and retail trade, business, personal ~~d entertainment services 

are clearly periphery industries. There is general agreement, too, that 

mining, quarries and oil wells, communications, transportation and other 

public utilities, and public administration are core industries, although 

both Hodson and this study also differentiate between publicly- and 

privately-owned public utilities. Tnere is some disagreement among 

studies over the sectoral pla~ement of certain manufacturing industIies. 
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Prior studies classify major group manufacturing industries as mixed core 

and periphery--the placement, of course, depending upon the criteria of 

differentiation. The classification of manufacturing industries by 

sectoral location used here is not directly comparable to those earlier 

studies, as it is based on a much more detailed classification of manu

facturing industries. 

There are a number of importrult differences between the Canadian 

and U.S. sectoral models which have to do with the way industries are con

centrated in Canada as compared to the U.S .. Finance, insurance and real 

estate are classified in the core sector, whereas this is not consistently 

true in U.S. studies; and, in Canada, construction is most definitely a 

periphery industry, whereas, in the U.S., it is usually treated as a 

core industry. 

In suw~ary, this chapter has attempted to develop a classification 

of industry that will more adequately reflect the theoretical distinctions 

of the segmented economy model. The mandate for sociologists to include 

"structural" measures of the economy into their models of earnings deter

mination has produced, as yet, only a few such efforts. The work done 

here on how best to conceptualize these structural measures is but one 

attempt in a rapidly developing sub-area of sociology. It is hoped that 

it will capture important features of the economy. 
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FOOTNOTES 

1 Averitt (1969) presents a variety of descriptive information for a 
limited set of industries, primarily manufacturing. 

2 Bluestone, et al., (1973) consider a variety of industries, but use 
wage data as the criterion measure. 

3 Industry in Canada is originally coded at the three- or four-digit 
level of detail "minor groups". This ca."1 then be aggregated into 
"major groups71 (n = 57) then aggregated again to divisions (n = 12) 
(Statistics Canada, 1970). 

4 The basic source for the corporate universe in Canada is the annual 
publications of the "Corporation and Labour Unions Return Act" 
(CALURA). The concentration statistics are based upon the unstructured 
financial statement filed by corporations with T2 tax returns, and they 
comprise all active corporations operating in Canada, including foreign
owned corporations. Major exclusions are credit unions (SIC 716), 
caisses populaires (SIC 717), foreign business corporations (SIC 765) 
and insurance carriers (SIC 771, 772, 775 and 776). CALURA uses two 
methods of aggregating financial data on corporations. The first, as 
reported in Corporations Financial Statistics, employs smaller units 
based on individual legal entities as compiled from individual tax 
returns and aggregated by Standard Industrial Classification. In this 
case, parent companies may be classified separately from their sub
sidiaries, especially where a holding company is involved and, in some 
cases, this makes for double counting. The second, as reported in 
Industrial Corporations and Financial Institutions, employs the concept 
of "corporate complexes" or "families ;!. and groups corporations under 
the industry of their major activity. This is analo~ous to the use of 
unconsolidated statements for the first method and consolidated state
ments for the second. Marfels' (1976) special tabulations giving 
measures of concentration for nine industrial divisions of the 1960 SIC 
code were based on the first of these methods of aggregating financial 
data on corporations, whereas Clement's (1975) analysis employs the 
second. 

5 For example: 

Weight = total respondents i n manufacturing, Canadian Mobility Study = 

total employed in manufacturing, 1971 Census 

= 6433 = .003763 

1, 707,330 

Estimated number of males in each SIC Canadian Mobility Study = .03768 x 
the number of males in each SIC, 1972 



CHAPTER 6 

THE TRI-SECTOR ECONOMY 

Introduction 

It has been argued above that differences in individual attributes, 

such as education, occupational status, hours worked per week, and exper

ience, cannot completely account for the differences in earnings between 

the sexes. Furthermore, it has been suggested that there may be structu

ral features of the economy which serve to promote and perpetuate the 

inferior economic position of women in the labour force. This study will 

evaluate segmented economy theory as a source of explanation for the dis

crepancy in earnings between the sexes. 

Segmented economy theory argues that there are distinct economic 

sectors in capitalist economies which differ in, among other things, 

employment characteristics, labour market composition, the economic p~in

ciples by which they operate and, partly because of these, the earnings 

of employees. Specifically, it is suggested that there are two major 

mechanisms by which ea~ings discrimination occurs. The first involves 

t he differential allocation of the sexes to economic sectors, and the 

second concerns differential rewards to worker characteristics within 

each sector (see Chapter Eight). These mechanisms are said to represent 

key elements for understanding both earnings discrimination and the per

petuation of the inferior status of women (Beck, et al., 1980). 

This chapter is divided into two sections. In the first, some 

differences among the sectors which might be related to differences al'IlOng 
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them in their earnings are examined. These include such employment 

characteristics as level of unionization, occupational distribution, the 

extent of part-time work and intermittent employment, requirements for 

job stability and tenure, as \'iell as labour market composition (e.g., 

sex, age, education, marital status, and family size. In the second 

section, attention is turned to the differential allocation hypothesis, 

which states that, relative to women, men tend to be over-represented in 

the core sector of the economy, which is high-wage, and under-represented 

in the peripheral sector, which is low-wage. To assess this argument 

empirically requires two basic steps. First, it must be shown that the 

economic sectors differ as predicted in their earnings. Second, it must 

be established that men and women differ as predicted in their distri

bution across the sectors. 

Emplo)~ent Characteristics of Sectors 

How is it that the three sectors might be expected to differ in 

their average earnings? Segmented economy theory suggests that the three 

sectors identified here are distinguished one from another in certain 

economic attributes which to some extent determine their employment 

characteristics and labour force compositions. With the data employed 

here, it is not possible to address al l of the important employment 

characteristics in terms of which industrial sectors might vary; rather, 

this chapter will explore only a selected number of these. Specifically, 

the three sectors will be compared in res~ect of the degree to which 

their constituent industries are unicnized, the character of their 

occupational distributions, their requirements for stable and experienced 
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work forces, and the amount of part-time and intermittent employment. 

In addition, the sectors can be expected to vary in labour force com

position, so they will also be compared in terms of their sex, age, 

educational, marital status, and family size distributions. 

Before proceeding with the analysis of the data, it should be 

noted that an employment characteristic of an economic sector is a con

dition of work or employment which exists independently of the attributes 

of individual workers, while the labour force composition of a sector is 

the aggregate of the attributes which workers bring to their jobs. For 

example, the occupational distribution of a sector is an employment 

characteristic, since it is determined by the sector, i.e., individual 

workers with different attributes move in and out of a fixed occupational 

structure. At the same time, it will be necessary below to measure 

certain employment characteristics using aggregated data on individuals, 

but the risk of error in each case will be small. 

Unionization 

Union membership in Canada has grown only slowly over time, and 

only a minority of workers belong to a ~~ion. In 1973, 2,591,000 workers 

representing 29 per cent of the civilian labour force were unionized; in 

°1977, these figures stood at 3,149,000 and 31 per cent, respectively 

(Canada Year Book, 1978-79:Table 8.26, p.377). The measure of uni oniza

t ion used here is based on aggregate data, and reflects the degree to 

which an industry is unionized, rather than whether individual workers 

per se are union members. Table 4-8, Chapter Four, shows the percent

ages of males and females employed in fifteen categories of industry at 

different levels of unionization. These data indicate that the level of 
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unionization in Canada varies substantially by industry. Those industry 

groups with high levels of unionization include mines, quarries and oil 

wells, public utilities, public administration, construction and the more 

concentrated manufacturing industries, while those with low levels of 

unionization include agriculture, private utilities, trade, finance and 

insurance, and private service. 

In segmented economy theory, union membership is hypothesized to 

vary systematically across sectors of the economy. Specifically, the 

core sector is predicted to have stronger unions and highe~ levels of 

unionization than the periphery. In Canada, the state sector is highly 

unionized, with five out of the 10 largest unions in the country being 

public service unions. According to Gunderson (1979:230), these unions , 

such as the Canadian Uni on of Public Employees, exe~t considerable poli

t ical influence, maintain high public visibility, and compel governments 

to pay salaries and wages comparable to those in the core sector. 

Table 6-1 shows the percentages of males and females employed in 

industries at different levels of unionization in each of the three 

economic sectors. As these data show, the state sector is the most highl y 

unionized followed, in order, by the core and the periphery. At the same 

time, women are less likely than men to be employed in highl y unionized 

industries within each sector, although the rank ordering of the t hree 

sectors i n terms of level of unionization is the same f or both men and 

\'lomen. As expected, then, the percentage of employees working in highl y 

unionized industries is greater in the core than in t he periphery : the 

st ate has the hi ghest percentage of unioni=ed workers; and t hese facts 

are true for workers generally, as well as for men and women workers 
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TABLE: 6-1 

The Percent of Workers Employed by the Level of Industrial 

Unionizat i on by Sectors, Males and Females 

Level of Sectors 

Industrial Core Periphery State Total Unionization 

m f m f m f m f - - - -
Very Low 22.0% 55 . 6% 58.3% 75.2% 14.9% 19.1% 40.5% 54.0% 

Low 29.7 20.7 16.2 14.6 7.8 32.9 17.1 21.5 

High 32.2 18.6 21.3 9.0 52.6 37.8 30.5 19.8 

Very High 16.1 5.1 4.2 1.2 24.7 10.2 11.3 4.2 

Total 100.0 100. 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

, 
Males N = 18,703 4512.35- Sig = .000 

Females N = 8,865 x2 = 2292.89 Sig = .000 
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separately. 

Occupational Distributions 

Segmented economy theory has little to say about how the dis

tribution of occupations might be expected to vary across sectors of the 

economy. Instead, the concern is to identify how the sectors differ in 

terms of the characteristics (e.g., employment stability) of the jobs 

in each. At the same time, the theory does suggest that the core is 

distinguished from the periphery by the relatively greater development 

of internal labour markets. To the extent that this is true, and draw

ing inferences from the descriptions of the employment characteristics 

of the jobs in each sector, it is reasonable to predict that the core 

will have a greater proportion of managerial and skilled clerical, sales, 

and service occupations than the periphery. As well, since the state is 

largely comprised of government administration, health and educational 

industries, one might expect that it will be distinguished from the other 

two sectors by a relatively higher proportion of employed professional 

and semi-professional occupations. 

Table 6-2 shows the distri bution of occupations by economic 

sector. Several patterns can be seen here. Employed professional and 

semi-professional occupations are over-represented in the state, while 

supervisors and foremen are under-represented. When craft and trade 

occupations are distinguished by skill level, the more highly skilled jobs 

are represented about equally in each of the three sectors; semi-skilled 

j obs are over-represented in the core and under-represented in the state; 

and unskilled jobs are disproportionately represented in the core. ~~en 

clerical , sales and service occupations are distinguished by level of 
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TABLE: 6-2 

The Percent of Workers Emnloyed i n Present Occt::lations by Sec-;;ors, Males and Females 

Sectors 

Present Occupation Co~e Periphery State Total 

!!!. f !. : !. f !. f 
Self-Employed PI'Qfessional 0.2% 0. 0% 1.5% 0.3% 1.0% 0 • .3% 1.1% 0.2!, 

Employed Professional 6.0 3.0 .1.8 2.2 13.5 14.3 7.0 6.5 

Hi-Level Management 4.0 0.7 1.7 0.1 4 .4 1.2 2. B 0. 6 

Semi-Profess ions 3.0 3.2 2.4 3.4 8.3 21.9 3.9 9.7 

Technicians 7..7 1.3 0.9 1.4 3A 2.6 1.9 1.8 

~ddle t-f.anagement 3.0 1.1 3.2 1.7 4.6 1.3 3.5 l .;!' 

Supervisors 4.8 4.7 9.6 i. ~ 3.3 3.9 i.1 5.i 

Foremen 7 . .3 0.2 7.5 0.6 4.7 0.0 6.9 0.3 

Skilled-Cler ical-Sales- 6.0 32.1 3.6 20.3 - , 18.8 4.2 22.2 Service .J .... 

Skil1ed-Craf~s - Trades 18.8 1.6 18.6 2.0 20.6 0.4 19.1 1.4 

Farmers 0.3 0.1 3.2 0.4 0.':; 0.0 A -
~.;:, 0.: 

Semi-Skil led-Clerical- 6.1 27 .3 8.4 ~l.O 4.4 19 . 1 7.0 :6.: Sales-Service 

Semi-Skilled -Craf~s -
16.1 12.1 12.2 12.7 6.9 2.2 12.0 9.0 Trades 

Lnskilled-Clerical-
1.S 3.7 1.1 7.2 6.3 10 . 1 2.4 7. 5 Sales-Service 

Unskilled Labour 19.1 8.3 13.5 ~ a I • _ 13.9 3.9 15.0 6.7 

Farm Labourers 9.4 0.1 2.8 1.5 1.2 0.0 1.9 0.7 

Total 100.0 100. 0 100 . 0 100.0 100 . 0 100.0 100.0 100.v 

Males N 15,941 x2 2215.H sig = .000 

Females N = 6,787 ;(2 1474.3 sig ,. . 000 
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skill, the more highly skilled jobs are over-represented in the core; 

semi-skilled jobs are over-represented in the periphery and under-rep

resented in the state; and unskilled jobs are over-represented in the 

state and under-represented in the core. Finally, farming occupations 

are disproportionately represented in the periphery. 

In general, this pattern of occupational representation is 

consistent with what one might expect from segmented economy theory, 

although the over-representation of unskilled labouring occupations in 

the core, along with the over-representation of unskilled clerical, sales 

and service occupations in the state, struld out as apparent anomalies. 

Also, although the occupational distributions of men and women do differ 

considerably from one another, what is true here of occupations generally 

tends also to be true when these occupations are examined separately by 

sex of incumbent. 

Employment Status 

Industries vary considerably in terms of their requirements for 

full-time, year-round workers. Some industries, such as agriculture, 

fishing, service and retail trade, for example, ~ave cyclical labour re

quirements which provide considerable opportunities for part-time and 

seasonal employment, while other industries, such as those which rely upon 

production line methods of manufacture or which have a relatively constant 

demand for their services or products, are less responsive to such tempor

al rhytluns, and depend more heavi l y upon the availability of an experienced 

work force. Moreover, segmented economy t~eory suggests that industrial 

requirements for a f~ll-time, year-round labour force vary systematical l y 

by economic sector. Specifically, the argument is that the core and the 
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state will tend to have higher requirements of this kind than the peri

phery. Industries in the core, with large firms, high capital/labour 

ratios, and production line technologies, it is expected, will be char

acterized by relatively large numbers of full-time, year-round workers. 

Likewise, the several levels of government which comprise the state 

sector rely heavily on such workers, given the const~~t demand for gov

ernment services, along with the relatively high skill requirements for 

the work involved, although it is known that the state does employ many 

part-time and intermittent clerical workers (Canada, 1979:14-15). By 

contrast, industries in the periphery, where the average firm size is 

small, the capital/labour ratios relatively low, and the technologies 

comparatively primitive, it is expected, will be characterized by many 

part-time and intermittent workers. 

Tables 6-3, 6-4 and 6-5 sh~w that the different sectors of the 

economy do employ very different proportions of part-time and inter

mittent workers. Workers employed less than a full year are over-rep

resented in the periphery and under-represented in the core. Also, full

time workers are over-represented in the core and under-represented in 

the peri phery. 

Experience and Stability 

The theoretical distinctions drawn earlier among the core, state, 

and periphery sectors of the economy lead one to expect that the peri

phery will have lower requirements for an experienced and stable work 

force than will the other two sectors. In the vocabulary of segmented 

labour market theory, this means that the core and state sectors should 

be characterized by a relatively high demand for primary workers, while 



TABLE: 6-3 

The Percentage Distribution of Part-Year Status by Sectors, 

Males and Females 

Sectors 
Number of 
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Weeks Employ- Core Periphery State Total 
ed, 1972 

m f m - -
1-13 weeks 3.2% 7.5% 4.4% 

14-26 4.0 7.5 6.2 

27-39 6.0 7.6 8.1 

40-48 6.3 7.1 9.4 

49-52 80.6 70.3 72.0 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 

~tales N = 16, 703 

Females N = 7, 235 

f m -
8.99,; 3.1'6 

11.0 3.7 

9.6 4.5 

9.4 5.8 

61.1 82.8 

100.0 100.0 

x2 = 225.35 

x2 
= 97.42 

f m f -
6.6% 3. 8~o 7.9% 

7.4 5.1 9.1 

7.1 6.8 8.3 

13.3 7.9 10.3 

65.5 76.4 64.4 

100.0 100.0 100.0 

Sig = .000 

Sig :: .000 
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The Percentage Distribution of Part-Time Status by Sectors, 

Males and Females 

Sectors 
Usual Hours 
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Worked Per Core Periphery State Total 
Week, 1972 

m f m - -
Less than 0.7% 3.2% 1.5% 20 hours 

20-34 hours 2.2 9.4 3.5 

35 hours or 97.1 87.3 95.0 more 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Males N = 16,944 

Females N = 7,370 

f m -
9.6% 1.0% 

16.5 5.4 

73.9 93.6 

100.0 100.0 

x2 
= 75.62 

X
2 = 123.16 

f m f -
5 ""9,: • I 0 1.2% 7.1% 

15.5 3.6 14.9 

78.7 95.2 78.1 

100.0 100.0 100.0 

Sig = .000 

Sig = .000 
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TABLE: 6-5 

The Percentage Distribution of EmEloyment Status by Sectors, 

Males and Females 

Sectors 
Employment 
Status Core Periphery State Total 

m f m - -
Full-time, 79.5% 63.6% 70.3% Full-year 

Part-time, 1.4 5.8 2. 7 Part-year 

Full-time, 17.7 23.7 24.9 Part-year 

Part-time, 1.4 7.0 2.0 Full-year 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Males N = 16,335 

Females N = 7,087 

f m -
48. 9~~ 78.5% 

13.6 1..8 

25.2 15.2 

12.2 4.5 

100.0 100 . 0 

x2 = 297.74 

X2 
= 123.64 

f m f -
56.3% 74.3% 54.2 9,; 

11.2 2.2 11.3 

23.1 21.1 24.2 

9.5 2.4 10.3 

100.0 100.0 100.0 

Sig = .000 

Sig = .000 
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the periphery sector should employ comparatively more secondary workers. 

Tables 6-6 ~ld 6-7 show the percentages of workers employed full

time fo= different lengths of time and absent from the labour force for 

different periods by economic sector and gender. As expected, there are 

proportionately fewer employees with extended work experience in the peri

phery than in either the core or the state. As expected, too, women who 

have experienced major career interruptions are under-represented in the 

core and state sectors, and over-represented in the periphery. Un

expectedly, however, long-term employment stability for men does not vary 

by sector. 

Summing Up 

From the above, a fairly clear picture of similarities and diff

erences among the three economic sectors in their employment character

istics can be drawn. Relative to the other two sectors, the periphery is 

distinguished by low levels of unionization , a disproportionate number of 

semi-skilled clerical, sales and service occupations, a preponderance of 

part-time and less-than-year-round workers, and ~1 inordinate number of 

'.,'Qrkers with limited experience and (at least among female employees ) major 

career interrJP~ions. As for the core, it is distinguished from the other 

two sectors by a relatively la=ge number of high-skill, clerical , sal es 

and service occupations, as well as craft and trade occupations. Finally , 

t he state is distin~uished f rom the core and the periphery by a l arge 

number of professionals, as well as unskilled clerical, sales and service 

occupations. 

Labour Force Compositions of Sectors 

Segmented economy theory suggests that industries in the periphery 
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TABLE: 6-6 

The Percentage Distribution of Worker EXEerience by Sectors, 

Males and Females 

Number of Years Sectors 
Worked Full-
Time for Pay Core Periphery State Total 
or Profit 

m f m f m f m f - - - -
2 years or 19.3% 27.4% 23.9% 34.6% 18.0% 27.5% 21.6% 31.0% less 

3 - 5 years 8.6 19.7 9.0 16.9 8.8 18.1 8.8 17.3 

6 - 10 years 14.9 22.6 12.7 19.1 12.7 21.4 13.2 20.4 

10+ years 57.2 30.4 54.3 29.4 60.6 33.1 56.3 30.7 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Males N = 18,703 x2 = 93.69 Sig = .000 
., 

Females N = 8 ,865 X- = 57.65 Sig = .COO 
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TABLE: 6-7 

The Percentage Distribution of Worker Stability by Sectors, 

Work 
Stability 

Never out 

Out Back 
10 years 

Out Back 
1- 10 years . ) -
Out Back 
') 5 years .. -

Out Back 
Less than 2 
years 

Out returned 
to work part-
time 

Never worked 
full-time 

Total 

Males and Females 

Sectors 

Core Periphery State Total 

m f m f m f m f - - - -
80.5% 61.4% 78.7% 45.8% 81.6% 54.3% 79.7% 51.3% 

5.0 7.7 3.6 7.8 4.7 9.2 4.2 8.2 

1.5 5.8 1.2 5.7 1.8 7.2 1.4 6.2 

1.3 6.0 1.3 5.7 1.6 6.4 1.4 6.0 

2.3 8.2 2.7 8.2 2.2 7.9 2.5 8.1 

2.1 4.3 2.4 11.1 1.5 6.6 2.1 8.4 

7.3 6.6 10.0 15. 7 6.6 8.5 8.6 11.7 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Males N = 17,640 

Females N = 8,269 

x2 
= 86 . 42 

x2 =260 . 107 

Sig = .000 

Sig = .000 
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sector of the economy tend disproportionately to recruit their workers 

from among those groups whose labour market positions in terms of human 

capital is weakest. Historically, this woul d include the young, the old, 

women (especially the married ~!d those with children) and the poorly 

educated (see Hodson, 1979; Gordon, 1972; Shepherd, 1969:141-161). As a 

means of assessing this, the present section Hill examine labo:.tr force 

compositions of the three sectors. 2 

Sex, Age and Education 

The sex compositions of the sectors are presented in Table 6-8. 

These data show that women are over-represented in the state by about 9 

per cent, and under-represented in the core by about 7 per cent. There 

does not appear, then, to be a disproportionate representation of women in 

the peripheral sector of the economy as the theory suggests. 

Table 6-9 shows the male and female age distributions for each of 

the three sectors. Since these distributions dif fer by sex wi thin sec

tors, it is necessary to describe inter-sectoral variations separately 

for males and females. As for the males, those under the ~ge of 2S are 

under-represented in the state and over-represented in t he core and t he 

periphery, while those over the age of 65 are over-represented in t he 

periphery and under-represented in the core and the state. Al so, males 

between the ages of 45 a."ld 64 are over-represented in the state. As for 

the females, those under the age of 30 are over-represented in t he core 

and under-represented in the periphery , whil e those 3S years of age and 

above are over-represented in t he periphery and under-represented in t he 

core. Although these results are not general ly inconsistent with what 
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TABLE: 6-8 

The Percentage Distribution of Gender by Sectors 

Sectors 

Gender Core Periphery State Total 

Males 73.9% 69.7% 58.4% 67.8 % 

Females 26.1 30.3 41.6 32.8 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

N = 27,568 



The 

Age 

17-19 

20-24 

25-29 

30-34 

3S-44 

45-54 

55-64 

65+ 

Total 

157 

TABLE: 6-9 

Percentage Distribution of Age by Sectors, ~1a1es and Females 

Sectors 

Core Periphery State Total 

m f m -
2.3% 6.8% 3.1% 

13.6 26.6 14.2 

15.5 18.2 13.9 

12.1 9.7 11.1 

22.2 18.3 21.0 

18.8 13.0 19.4 

12.6 6.4 13.0 

1.6 0.6 3.7 

100.0 100.0 100.0 

Males N = 18,703 

Females N = 8,865 

f m -
4.7% 1. 3~o 

17.2 9.6 

12.0 14.7 

9.7 12.7 

20.4 22.1 

21.6 22.6 

U.S 15.2 

2.2 1.6 

100.0 100.0 

x2 = 217.21 

X2 = 264.94 

f m f -
2 09.: • ~ 0 2.S% 4. sg" 

20.2 13.1 19.8 

17.9 14.4 15.0 

11.2 11. 9 10.2 

16.7 21.5 18.9 

lS.7 20.0 19.1 

11.1 13.4 10.6 

1.0 2.S 1.5 

100.0 100.0 100.0 

Sig = .000 

Sig = .000 
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one would expect from segmented economy theory, the finding with regard 

to women under 30 years of age is quite inconsistent in this respect. 

The distribut i on of educational groups across sectors is more 

complex than that suggested by the theory, and it differs significantly 

by gender. Table 6-10 shows the distribution of educational categories 

by sectors for males and females separately . As shown in this table, 

those workers with only elementary education tend to be over-represented 

in the periphery sector and under-represented in the state. The op

posite is true of better educated workers, with those with at least some 

university training being over-represented in the state and under-repre

sented in the periphery. For men, the distribution of educational groups 

in the core sector largely reflects the distribution of education within 

the total male labour force but, for women, those with both more ~~d less 

education are under-represented in the core. Note that in the core 

sector, females who have completed secondary school are significantly 

over-represented (by 8.4 per cent). 

What sense can we make of these findings? The relationships bet

\~een education and sector for males and females can be interpreted when 

one considers the strong relationship between education ~~d occupation 

and, also, the distribution of occupational categories within sectors . 

It will be recalled, for exampl e, that the state sector has proportion

a l ly more professional and managerial occupations and, obviousl y , to fill 

t hese positions more highly educated manpower must be hired. The peri

phery and the core, on the other hand, recrui t more employees into 

clerical sales and service,as well as craft and trade occupations, thus 

requiring manpower with lower educational credent i als. The over-
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TABLE: 6-10 

The Percentage Distribution of Education by Sectors, Males and Females 

Education 

Some 
Elementary 

Completed 
Elementary 

Some 
Secondary 

Completed 
Secondary 

Some Post 
Secondary 

Completed 
Post 
Secondary 

Some 
University 

Completed 
University 

Post Degree 

Total 

Sectors 

Core Periphery State Total 

m f m - -
12.6g• 4.095 14.9% 

14.1 9.4 15.4 

25.5 20.7 25.5 

16.6 28.7 15.2 

7.3 9.7 6.3 

10.2 18.2 10.4 

7.8 5.8 5.8 

3.6 2.0 3.1 

2.2 O.S 3.5 

100.0 100.0 100.0 

Males N = 18,276 

Females N = 8,703 

f m -
10.7% 9.6% 

13.5 10.6 

25.6 18.6 

19.3 16.2 

7.5 7.5 

16.2 10.4 

4.3 9.0 

2.6 10.1 

0.8 8.2 

100.0 100.0 

x2 
= 736.44 

x2 
=lllO. 56 

f m f -
2.5% 13.2% 7.1% 

6.2 14.1 10.5 

11.9 24.0 20.4 

17.2 15.8 20.3 

7.7 6.8 8.0 

29.7 10.4 20.9 

12.0 6.9 7.0 

8.5 4.7 4.1 

0.0 4.2 1.3 

100.0 100.0 100.0 

Sig = .000 

Sig = .000 
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representation of females with secondary school degrees in the core 

sector perhaps reflects the tendency for that sector to employ a dis

proportionate percentage of skilled clerical and sales occupations. 

Marital and Family Life Statuses 

Surprisingly, the literature is largely silent on the possible 

impacts of mari tal and family life statuses on sector location. Tables 

6-11 and 6-12 display the distributions of marital status and family 

life status by sector for males and females . Table 6-11 shows that pro

portionately more single men are to be found employed in the periphery 

sector of the economy while for females the converse is true. In con

trast, married women and widows tend to be over-represented in the 

periphery, as compared to the other two sectors. These results are 

consistent with the argument that those persons with the weakest labour 

market positions will be most likely to be employed in the peripheral 

sector of the economy. 

Is it the case that women weaken their labour market position by 

bearing children? The data presented in Table 6-12 suggest that it is. 

Women with children are considerably over-represented in the periphery and 

under-represented i n both the core and the state. 

Summing Up 

The pieces in the puzzle are coming together, and it i s poss i ble 

to begin to see how i t might be that the sectors differ so markedl y i n 

their average levels of income (see Table 6-13). It has been demonstrated 

that employment characteristics of workers di f fer by sector, and that the very 

different structures of these sectors have important consequences for t he labour 
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TABLE: 6-11 

The Percentage Distribution of Marital Status by Sectors, 

Marital 
Status 

Single 

Married 

Separated 

Divorced 

Widowed 

Total 

Males and Females 

Sectors 

Core Periphery State Total 
m f m - -

17.0% 31.7% 21.1% 

80.0 58.4 75.4 

1.2 3.9 1.5 

0.9 3.0 1.0 

0.9 3.0 0.9 

100.0) 100.0 100.0 

Males N = 18,371 

Females N = 8,775 

f m -
22.7% 15.3% 

66.8 82.0 

3.1 1.4 

2.0 0.7 

5.4 0.7 

100.0 100.0 

x2 
= 88.37 

x2 =103.63 

f m .c 
.1. -

30. 4~5 18.9% 26. i% 

59.4 i7 .9 62.9 

3.0 1.4 3.2 

3.0 0.9 2.5 

4.2 0.9 4.6 

100.0 100.0 100.0 

Sig = .000 

Sig = .000 
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TABLE: 6-12 

The Percentage Distribution of · Family Status by Sectors, 

Males and Females 

Sectors 
Family 

Core Periphery State Total Status 
m f m - -

No children 32.5% 53.6% 34.4% 

Some children 67.5 46.4 65.6 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Males N = 18,703 

Females N = 8,865 

f m -
36.4% 30.3% 

63.6 69.7 

100.0 100 . 0 

x2 = 21. 73 

x2 = 197. 48 

f m f -
49.5 % 33.1% 43.6% 

50.5 66.9 56. 4 

100.0 100.0 .00.0 

Sig = .000 

Sig = .000 
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force compositions of each. The labour force compositions of the three 

sectors have been shown to differ and the implications of this for the 

employment of women are particularly striking. It is clear that those 

women who have low levels of education, littl e work experience, and a 

major career interruption in their work experi ence, who are married, and 

who have children are disproportionately in the peripheral sector of the 

economy. 

Rather than examining the inter-relat i onships among these vari

ables, the purpose here has been to present a picture of the err.ployment 

characteristics of and the demographic labour force compositions of these 

three sectors, so that it is possible to corne to understand how it might 

be that the sectors differ in their average earnings. In the next chap

ter, the independent relationships of these var iables to earnings will be 

examined. 

Earnings Differences by Sector and Sex 

Segmented economy theory maintains that the average level of earn

ings will differ across industrial sectbrs of t he economy, such that those 

in the state will not differ significantly from those in the core, while 

earnings in both of these \ViII be substantiall y greater than those in the 

periphery. Reading across the "total" row of Table 6-13, it can be seen 

that the average earnings in the core, periphery , and state are $i,S39, 

$6,266 and $7,67i, respectively. The data, t hen, are entirely consistent 

with the theory . 

Earlier, it was suggested that gender differences in earnings may 

vary by sector. The hypothesis that average earnings in the core will 

not differ from these in the state, and that earnings in both of these 
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TABLE: 6-13 

Average Earnings by Sectors, Males and Females 

Sectors 

Core Periphery State Tota13 

Males $ 8,584 $ 7,399 $ 9,153 $ 8,071 

Females 4,537 3,484 5,548 4,368 

Total $ 7,539 $ 6,266 $ 7,677 $ 7,023 

N = 23,969 
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will ex(:eed those in the periphery, is expected to hold for males, but 

there is some suggestion that, for females, earnings in the state may 

exceed those in the core, and that earnings in the periphery will be 

lower than those in both the core and state (see Gunderson, 1979). The 

data in Table 6-13, however, do not lend clear support to this hypothesis. 

For both males and females, average earnings i n the state are higher than 

in the c,ore, and average earnings in the pe:-iphery are substantially low

er than in either of the other two sectors. While the hypothesized 

pattern of earnings by sector holds for the tot al gainfully employed, 

this pattern involves an interaction between gender and sector. When sex 

is controlled, there is a difference in earnings for both sexes between 

the state and core sectors. In all three sectors, earnings from employ

ment for males exceed those for females, with the greatest gap being in 

the periphery, followed closely by the core. The ratios of female to 

male eaTIlings are .47, . 53 and .61 for the periphery, core and state, 

respectively. 

Distribution of the Gainfully Employed Across Sectors 

~llie distribution of the gainfully employed across sectors by sex 

is presented in Table 6-14, where it can be seen that the largest share 

of emplo)~ent is in the periphery sector (54%), followed by the state 

(24 %) and the core (22 %).4 Employing data from the 1973 U.S. Current 

Population Survey, Hodson (1979:451) estimated t he periphery, state and 

core shares of the U.S. labour force to be 49, 19 and 27 per cent, res

pectively, with an additional 5 per cent empl oyed i n construction. 

Tol bert, et al . , (1980:Table 7), using data col l ected on the 215 industry 
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categories of the U.S. Bureau of the Census (1971), found that SS per 

cent of the labour force were employed in the periphery. In both Canada 

and the U.S., then, about half of the labour force are employed in the 

periphery, and about a quarter in each of the state and the core. 

In Chapter Three, it was pointed out that segmented economy 

theory posits a differential allocation of the sexes to the three econo

mic sectors, such that males are more likely to be over-represented in 

the core sector and under-represented in the periphery. The theory has 

little to say about the allocation of the sexes to the state, but there 

is some evidence to suggest that females might be over-represented in the 

state relative to males (Hodson, 1979:Table 5) . 

The data in Table 6-14 show partial support for the segmented 

economy theory argument of the differential al l ocation of males and fe

males to economic sectors, with 24 per cent of males employed in the core 

and only 18 per cent of females in that sector. The 

hypothesis is not, however, supported for the periphery sector, with 55 

and 51 per cent of males and females employed there. These figures are, 

in fact, in the opposite direction to that hypothesized, although the 

differences are small. The distribution by sex for the state sector is as 

expected, with 32 per cent of females and 21 per cent of males employed 

there. This pattern is obscured in the classification used by Boyd ~,d 

Humphreys (1979), who reported nearly even distributions of men and women 

in the core and periphery sectors, with S2 per cent of female workers in 

the core (defined core plus state) compared to 48 per cent of males (see 

Table 1). ~fuen their table is reconstructed to distinguish between core 

and state, the findings are similar to those reported here, with 3S per 



TABLE: 6-14 

The Percentage Distribution of the Gainflllly F~ployed 

By Sectors, Males ~,dFemales 

Sectors 

Core Periphery State 

Male 23.9% 55.1% 21.0% 

Female 17.8 50.6 31.6 

Total 21. 9 53.6 24.4 

N = 27,568 
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TABLE: 6-15 

Improvement in EatningsUrtder No Differential 

Assignment Hypothesisa 

168 

Actual 
Mean Earnings 

Revised 
Mean Earnings 

Percent Change ~n 
Iv!ean Earnings 

Male $ 8,071.00 

Female 4,368.15 

$ 8,111.69 

4,247.47 

0.5% 

-2.8% 

a Population includes all those who were employed in the reference 
week and had incomes in 1972. Revised earnings are calculated 
using mean earnings for males and females in Table 6-13 and the 
expected N's are calculated from the number of males and 
females in each sector multiplied by the "total" per cent of 
gainfully employed in each sector (Table 6-14). 

b Percent Change in Mean Earnings = 

Revised Mean Earnings - Actual Mean Earni ngs X 100 

Actual Mean Earnings 
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cent of males and 26 per cent of females employed in the core, and 13 per 

cent of males and 26 per cent of females employed in the state. 

There appears to be a fairly large Canada-U.S. difference in the 

way in which the labour force is distributed across economic sectors by 

sex. For example, Hodson (1979:451) finds 59 per cent of females employ

ed in the "competitive" sector as compared to 41 per cent of males, 20 

per cent of females as compared to 32 per cent (41 per cent if constru

ction is added) of males in the "monopoly" sect or, and 21 per cent of 

females as compared to 17 per cent of males in the state sector (calcu

lated from Table 5, p.458, and p.45l). Beck, et al. (1978), using the 

1977 General Social Survey of the National Opinion Research Center: find 

that 61 per cent and 71 per cent of female and male workers in the U.S. 

are in the core (defined core plus state), and these findings are repli

cated in a second paper using the 1976 Current Popula~ion Survey, where 

Beck, et al. (1980) find that being female reduces the likelihood of 

being in the core by 24.5 percentage points. The disproportionate 

allocation of females to the peripheral sector, then , is a U.S. pheno

menon, but not a Canadian ene, although there is a dispro~ortionate allo

cation of males to the core sector and of females to the state sector in 

both countries. The greater allocation of females to the peripheral 

sector in the U.S. may be partly accounted for by the possibly greater tendency 

for more part-t i me employment for women in the United States as compared 

to Canada. Both evidence and theory suggest that the largest share of 

part-time employment is in the periphery . 

Test of the Allocation Hypothesis 

It has been demonstrated that the average levels for mal es and 
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females differ across the three sectors of the economy, and that, while 

there is no disproportionate representation of females in the periphery, 

they are under-represented in the core and over-represented in the state. 

Segmented economy theory maintains that one mechanism that contributes to 

the earnings gap between the sexes is the differential allocation of the 

sexes t o sectors. What, then, is the earnings loss to women which derives 

from the differential assignment of the sexes t o economic sectors? It is 

possible to estimate this loss by computing an adjusted earnings level 

for each group (see Beck, et al., 1980). This adjusted earnings level is 

defined as the weighted average of the sector- specific mean in earnings, 

where the weights are numbers of workers expected under the condition of 

no differential assignment to sectors. To i llustrate the computation of 

this adjusted value, consider the formula for f emales: 

where If is the adjusted income level for females and Y
fc

' Y
fp 

and Y
fs 

are mean earnings for fema l es in the core, periphery and state respectively, 

and Nfc ' Nfp and Nfs are the numbers of females expected in each sector i f 

there were no differential assignment of workers to sectors. By comparing 

these ad j usted earnings to the actual mean in earnings for each sector it is 

possible to assess the effect of differential as s ignment on earnings. Tne data 

in Table 6-15 show that, under the assumption of no differential alloca~ion 

to sectors by sex, males would experience a .5 per cent inc~ease and females 

a 2.8 per cent decrease in their earnings. 
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If males and females were distributed in a similar fashion across 

economic sectors, without any change in the relative size of the sectors, 

then, there would not be a substantial change in the aggregate earnings 

of males and females. Thus, differential sectoral allocation does not 

appear to play an important part in earnings discrimination. Although 

it is t rue that females are under-represented in the high-paying core 

sector , this appears to be counterbalanced by t heir over-representation 

in the even more remunerative state sector. These differences balance 

out to yield litt le change in mean earnings under the assumption of no 

differential allocation. 
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FOOTNOTES 

I Chi-square (X2) is a test of significance. I t is used to test the 
hypothesis of relationship between two variables by a comparison of 
the cell frequencies which would be expected if no relationship is 
present to the actual values found in the table. The greater the dis
crepancies between the expected and actual frequencies, the larger 
chi-squared becomes. The significance term refers to the probability 
of obtaining a value of chi-squared as large or larger than the one 
calculated from the sample, when the variables are actually independ
ent. A significance of .000 refers to less than I chance in 1,000. 

2 The suggestion that the foreign born, the non-English speaking and 
those who are members of a non-English speaking ethnic group are dis
proportionately located in the periphery as compared to the core or 
the state sectors was also explored. Little support was found for 
this, except for a greater proportion of native born, English-speaking 
employees and employees with English-speaking ethnic origins in the 
state. 

3 These figures were calculated utilizing CMS data on all those people 
reporting income from employment in 1972 and sector location. The 
corresponding values for all those reporting i ncome frem employment in 
1972 are $7, 639 and $3,096 for males and females respectively. 

4 The development of the economic structure of C~~ada has been one of 
uneven growth (see, for example, Brewls, 1968 ; Phillips, 1978), and 
this is reflected in the distribution of sectors across regions in 
Canada. Both the Eastern and Western provinces have disproportion
ately mere workers who are employed in peripheral industries, whereas 
Ontario has an over-representation of workers in core industries. The 
state sector is relatively evenly di stributed across Canada, with 
slight over-representation in the Eastern provinces and under-repres
entation in British Columbia. There is, however, an interaction 
between region and sex across sectors, such that, while males are 
under-represented in the periphery in Quebec, Ontario and the Prairie 
provinces, this is not true of females, and, while males are over
represented in the core in Quebec and Ontario, this is not generally 
tr~e for women. Again, while the distribution of females i s relative
ly constant across regions for the state sector, there is much greater 
variation in the distribution of males, with males being over-repre
sented in Quebec and Ontario and under-represented in t he Western 
provinces. 



CHAPTER 7 

THE DETERMINATION OF EARNINGS: MALE-FE~~LE DIFFERENCES 

Introduction 

What might account for the fact that employ'ed men earn about twice 

as much as employed women do? While the previous chapter identified some 

of the possible reasons for this, the present one attempts to incorporate 

these in a comprehensive and systematic model of earnings determination 

designed to yield precise, quantitative answers to this question. Here, 

it will be argued that data from all gainfully employed men and women should 

be used, rather than usifig information on a selected subset (e.g., rJll-time 

employed) of them. This model will include human capital variables, 

social background variables, occ~pational status, a unionization variable 

and a sectoral location variable, and will permit separate estimates to 

be made of the net importance of each of these factors for the earnings 

of men and women. 

Developing a Model. of Earnings Determination 

Most models of earnings determination developed to date have been 

applied to contracted samples of men a.Tld women tailored to match the sexes 

in terms of certain important labour force experiences. For example, the 

female sample is sometimes restricted to \-,omen aged 30-44, since this 

age group is largely beyond child-bearing age and, therefore, potentially 

173 
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eligible to take employment on the same basis as men (see Suter and 

Miller, 1973; Treiman and Terrell, 1975; Edgecombe Robb, 1978; Goyder, 

1981). Or, for another example, sometimes both samples are restricted to 

only full-time workers in the labour force (see Boyd and Humphreys, 1979). 

Here, however, an attempt is made to compare men and women across a much 

broader range of labour force experiences, using more complete samples of 

employed males and females, on grounds that onl y through such comparisons 

will we ever be able fully to understand the similarities and differences 

between the sexes in the processes which determine their earnings. 

There is some uncertainty over the adequacy of currently available 

estimates of gender earnings discrimination in Canada. The proportion of 

the earnings differential attributed to gender as such differs widely , 

depending upon the samples of men and women used, the particular explana-

tory factors included, ~d the apparent adequacy of measurement. This 

problem has been further compounded by the more recent call for socio1o-

gists to incorporate institutional and structural variables into the 

basic socioeconomic achievement model. Thus, it is necessary to formulate 

I a "full" model of earnings determination for men and women which will in-

corporate those factors previously shown to be important determinants of 

earnings, as well as a number of potential ly important strJctural deter-

minants, including sectoral location in the economy and the degree of 

industrial ~~ionization. 

Insofar as science is a cumulative enterprise, it seems useful to 

begin the data analysis by replicating earlier research 

and then to extend and elaborate upon this work as a contribution to 

knowledge. Two other studies on discrimination in earnings have been done 
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using the C~1S data, although both employed contracted samples and consider-

ed only a restricted number of earnings determinants (Boyd and Humphreys, 

1979; Goyder, J.98l). We have chosen to start the present analysis with 

the model of earnings determination used by Boyd and Humphreys, for two 

reasons. First, the purpose of their study more closely resembles the 

present one; second, we take some issue with their sample selection, the 

technique which they used to handle missing data , and the restricted nwn-

ber of variables which they employed. The analysis will proceed with a 

version of the Boyd-Humphreys' model, using their contracted samples, 

but employing a rather different measure of occupational status then they 

did. 2 We will then argue for expanding the sample to include all employed 

persons. Following this, a more complete model of earnings determination 

appropriate to an expanded sample will be developed. This model should 

better represent the processes by which men and \vomen earn their wages 

d 1 
. 3 an sa ar1.es. 

The CMS data were gathered from a probabi l ity sample of the 1973 

Canadian labour force, and contain infornlation on employment and earnings 

for 1972. Boyd and Humphreys elected to consider that subsample of native 

born Canadians from the GIS who had worked full t i me in paid employment, 

i.a., 35 hours or more per week and 40 weeks or more, in 1972 . This 

included approximately 6,000 males and 1,800 females, with the men earning 

on the average $9,967 in that year and the women $6,180--a difference of 

almost $4,000. The question which Boyd and Humphreys attempted to answer 

was: How is it that the women received so little income from employment 

(en the order of 62 per cent as much) relative to the men? 

The ~ode1 of earnings determination utilized by Boyd and Humphreys 
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included a number of variables considered in economics and sociology to 

be important determinants of earnings. First, t he "human capital" 

factors of amount of education and amount of labour force experience were 

included in the model. As well, since it is generally understood that 

the rate of economic return to labour force experience tends to diminish 

after reaching a peak in the employment histories of individuals, this 

nonlinear (curvilinear) effect was represented in the model by a term 

calculated as years of experience squared. Both amount of education and 

amount of labour force experience were measured in a metric of number of 

years. Second, two variables typically viewed i n sociology as import~it 

determinants of earnings were also included in the model: status of first 

occupation and status of current occupation, both measured using Blishen 

scores (but, in our replication, using Pineo-Porter-McRobert's scores 

(Pineo, Porter and McRoberts, 1978)). Finally, earnings were measured 

using the midpoints of the income categories employed in the Canadian 

Mobility Survey (see Appendix A). 

Two arguments often advanced to explain male-female differentials 

in earnings are that these differentials derive f r om one or the other or 

some combination of: compositional differences between the sexes in t heir 

average levels of certain earnings-related variabl es, such as education 

and l abour force experience, and differences between the sexes i n the 

proces ~ of income attainment. Considering the "compositional differences " 

argument firs~ , Table 7-1 shows the mean values for men and women for each 

of the variab l es considered in the Boyd-Humphreys model, and it is clear 

that the t HO sexes differ--sometimes markedly--from one another in terms 

of these. The men have a considerable advantage over the women in terms 
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of labour force experience (20.96 vs. 15.54 years), while the women enjoy 

at least some advantage in education, status of first occupation, and 

status of current occupation. The advantages, then, are not all to the 

men, although this does not tell us anything about how such differences 

might be relevant to male-female differentials in earnings, since it 

could be that the male advantage in labour force expereince is more than 

enough to counterbalance the female advantages in education and occupat

ional status. 

As for the "process of income attainment" argument, Table 7-1 

also shows the results of an analysis in which employment income has been 

regressed on the set of human capital and occupational status variables 

separately for males and females. Here, one can see that men receive 

measurably higher returns to status of current occupation, education, and 

labour force experience, while women do somewhat better in the return to 

status of first occupation. There appears to be somewhat steeper decreases 

in the return to labour force experience for men than for women; even at 

20 years experience, the net experience effect (years plus years squared) 

is in favour of men. In this case, the~, the advantages are largely to the 

men. These results are largely in accord with Boyd-Humphrys. 

The results of the Boyd-Humphreys model i s relevant to full-time, 

native-born workers only. As shewn in Chapter 6, Table 6-10, however, 

only 74 per cent of male employees and 54 per cent of female employees 

work full-time. The expanded sample used in this dissertation incorpor

ates all employed men and women, including those who work part-time as 

well as full-time, those who work intermittently as well as on a regular 

basis, and those who have experienced major career interruptions as well 
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TABLE: 7-1 

Restricted Model of Earnings Determination, Contracted Sample 

Variables 

Income 

Status of Current Occupation a 

Status of First Occupation a 

Years of Education 

Years in the Labour Force 

Years in the Labour Force 
Squared 

Intercept 

Means and Standard 
Deviations 

Males Females 

9967.02 6180.24 
(4604.39) (2634.87) 

9.31 8.89 
(3.99) (3.88) 

11.16 9.71 
(3.83) (3.94 ) 

10.91 11. 73 
(3.29) (2.52) 

20.96 15.54 
(11.32) (9.73) 

568.33 336.07 
(541.87) (413.98) 

Regression 
Coefficients and 
Standard Errors 

Males Females 

-353.54 -234.87 
(75.83) (16.70) 

-32.13 -76.28 
(16.50) (16.89) 

398.81 306.45 
(19.89) (23.41) 

344.02 142.49 
(16.74 ) (16.18) 

-5.85 -2.15 
(.35) (.37) 

5375.64 3922.94 

R2 .29 .43 

N 6068 .1806 

a Occupational status is measured so that a 10\~ number represents high 
status and a high number represents low status . 
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as those with stable work career histories (see Chapter 4 for a more 

detailed description of the construction of this latter variable). 

Including these persons, the number of men in the CMS sample increases 

from 6,068 to 15,807 and the number of women from 1,806 to 6,868, with the 

men earning, on the average, $8,474 in 1972 and the women $4,640, a diff

erence of over $3,800. In the expanded sample, then, the earnings gap is 

proportionately larger t~an it is in the sample of full-time native born 

workers. On the average, employed women earn only 55 per cent of what 

employed men do. 

In earlier chapters, we argued for the inclusion of institutional 

or structural variables in the model and, follcwing the lead of those 

working from the perspective of segmented economy theory, we include a 

measure of sectoral location in the economy in t he full model (see Chapter 

5 for a description of the construction of this variable). Also added is 

a measure of unionization, since it is argued that, if unionized workers 

earn more on the average than non-unionized workers, and if women have a 

much lower rate of unionization in Canada than men do, then one possible 

source of income disparity between the sexes is their different levels of 

unionization. The measure of unionization used here reflects the level 

of unionization of the industry of employment, and it is entered into the 

model as a set of dummy vari ables, with the lowest degree of unionization 

as the reference category (see Chapter 4 for a more detailed description 

of the construction of this variable).4 

Since the expanded sample includes all employed persons, it is 

necessary to include a number of control variables which capture the 

greater incidence of part-time and intermittent employment in the sample. 
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These include measures of hours worked per week and weeks worked per year. 

These two variables are often combined into one--hours worked per year 

(see Goyder, 1981)--but here they are entered into the regression equa

tion separately, the former to capture full-time vs. part-time differ

ences in employment, and the latter to reflect the distinction between 

intermittent and continuous employment experiences. 

In addition to the measures of experience already mentioned-

years in the labour force and years in the labour force squared--a third 

experience variable is also introduced into the model: career inter

ruptions. It is designed to capture the impact of career interruptions 

on earnings determination. Specifically, it distinguishes between those 

who have never been employed full-time and those who have, (among the 

latter) between those who have never experienced a major career inter

l~ption and those who have, and (among the latter) among people who have 

been back in the labour force for varying lengths of time (again see 

Chapter 4 for a more detailed description). 

~ge is another important earnings-related characteristic included 

in the full model. Sometimes used as a proxy for work experience, it act

ually measures much more than that. First, when entered into the 'model 

in a metric of years, it controls for cohort effects, i.e., differences 

in the age-related experiences of men and women which bear on their 

present earnings. Second, when entered as years squared, it takes into 

account the fact that the economic return to age increases up to a point 

and then decreases, and that the age-earnings curves for men and women 

may be different. In particular, the rate of decrease in the economic 

return to age is typically found to be greater for men than for women, and 
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the points at which the decrease occurs are different for the two sexes. 

As noted in Chapter 2, the sociological literature on income 

attainment (see, for example, Featherman and Hauser, 1976; Jencks, 1972) 

suggests that social background characteristics playa role, either 

directly or indirectly, in the attainment of income. While the effect of 

father's occupation on income seems to work indirectly through its effect 

on education and occupational status, father's occupation has been shown also 

to have a direct effect on earnings. For this reason, a measure of 

father's occupational status has also been included in the model of earn

ings determination. 

The effect of marital status on earnings is a topic of recent 

debate, with some researchers finding little or no effect (Goyder, 1981); 

others finding that marital status advantages men and disadvantages 

women economically (Block and Walker, 1982); and still others finding that 

marital status advantages men but has no effect f or women (Dentun and 

Hunter, 1982). Therefore, a measure of marital status has been included 

in the model. It is entered as a set of dummy variables, with "single" 

as the reference category. 

In summary, a more complete model of earnings determination has 

been developed which, it is hoped, will accurately reflect the processes 

of earnings attainment among gainrully employed men and women. Again the 

question to be addressed is: How is it that women earn so little relative 

to men? As before, two possible sources of income inequalities will be 

explored: the compositional differences between t he sexes in their 

average levels of income relevant characteristics, and the differences 

between them in the process by which they receive income from such 
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characteristics. Beginning with ~he compositional differences, Table 7-2 

shows the mean values for men and women for each of the factors considered 

in the full model, and a n~~ber of potentially important male-female diff-

erences can be seen. While women have the advantage in number of years 

of education obtained and status of first job, men have the advantage in 

the majority of income-related variables. Women work fewer weeks per year 

5 and fewer hours per week on the average than men do , and they are gen-

eral1y younger and more likely to have experienced a major career inter-

ruption or to be working pprt-time. Proportionally more women than men 

are single, separated, divorced or widowed. Also, relative to men, women 

work in industries with low levels of unionization, and they tend dis-

proportionately to be employed in the state sector of the economy, while 

males are over-represented in both the core and periphery. 

Next, turning to the process of income attainment, Table 7-3 

shows the results of an analysis in which earnings is regressed on t~e 

set of income-related variables in the full ~odel separately for men and 

women. It can be seen that men receive almost twice as much for each ~~it 

of occupational status as women do. (Recall that high status is coded with 

a low value). This suggests that there is an income difference between the 

sexes which is attributable to differential rates of return to occupation 

and that, in general, it is leas~ at lower occupational levels. This supports 

Agarwal and Jain's (1978) conclusion based on the work of Ostry (1968) and 

Gunderson (1975), that occupational groups differ in their male-to-female 

earnings ratios, such that, within high-level occupational categories, there 

are above-average earnings differentials between the sexes. The return to 

first occupation, however, narrowly favours women, although numerically the 



TABLE: 7-2 

~Ieans and Standard Deviations of Earnings Det~rm:'nants, Ex-oanded Sample 

Males 

Variables Mean 

Income 8474.61 

Status of Cur=ent Occupat:'on 9.78 

Weeks Worked 45.31 

Hours Workad Per Week 39 . 19 

Status of First Occupation 11.16 

Status of F~tner's Occupation 10.68 

Educat:'on 10. 79 

Years in the Labour Force 18.43 

Yeus in the Labour Forc1! Squared 542.01 

Age 39 . 01 

Age Squared 1699.29 

Career Interruptions: 
None .81 
Returned 10 years ago .04 
Returned 5-10 years ago .01 
Returned 2-5 years ago .01 

Returned 0-2 years ago . 02 
~ever Returned Pull-time .02 
Never Worked Full-time .05 
Missi:lg .04 

Unioni:ation Level: 
Low .39 
~lediUlll .1 S 
Medium High .31 
High . 12 
Missing .00 

~rital Stat.us: 
Si~gl e .18 
Married . 79 
Separated .01 

Divorced .01 
Widowed .01 
~issing . 00 

Sectors: 
Core 
Periphery 
State 
~issing 

Numoer in Sample 

.24 

.53 

.22 

.00 

S.D. 

5167. 35 

3.91 

10.46 

1.3.91 

3.89 

3.07 

3.58 

14.23 

699.20 

13.13 

1103 . 61 

15,307 

.40 

.20 

.12 

.12 

.15 

.12 

.21 

.19 

.49 

.38 

.46 
~3 2 

.03 

.38 

.~1 

.12 

. 10 

.09 

.05 

.43 

.50 

. 42 

.03 

Females 

Mean 

4640.35 

9.78 

41.94 

36 . 08 

10.19 

10.46 

11.40 

10.81 

245.94 

36. 27 

1489.67 

.54 

.09 

.07 

.07 

.08 

.06 

.06 

.04 

.51 

.22 

.22 

.0 5 

.00 

.28 

.61 

. 03 

. 03 

.04 

. 00 

.19 

.46 

.35 

. 00 

S.D. 

2851.45 

3.69 

13. 48 

8.28 

3. 75 

3.23 

3.C4 

11.36 

492.00 

13.20 

1052.66 

6,886 

.30 

.23 

.25 

.25 

. 27 

.:;:3 

. 24 

.21 

.50 

.42 

.42 

.22 

.04 

. 16 

.2 0 

.04 

.39 

. 49 

. 48 

.04 
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Models of Earnings Determinan~s, 1912 , Males and Females 

Me~ric Coefficien~s and Standard Errors 
Males Females 

Variables a S.E. a 
Sta.tus of Current Occupation 3. 302.23" 10.11 li3.11* - -.. " Weeks Worked Per Year 99.n 3.34 60.09 

---" ---" 
Hours Worked Per Week 78.28 8.20 63.32 

a " Status of First Occupation -49.40 10.66 -71.22· 
a " Status of Fa~her ' s Occupation -69.10* 10.74 -40.83 

" • Years of Education 343.15 11.57 178 . 25 .. " '[ears in Labour Force llO.93 11.25 94.80 
" • Years in Labour Force Squared -1.86 .19 -1.43 

" " Age 356.35 22.47 124.28 

" " Age Squared -3.80 .25 - 1. 4. 5 

Career Interrup~ions (None) + 
" Retll-""l1ed 10 years ago - 599 . 91" 159.68 45.93" 

Returned 5-10 years ago -ll69.06. 265 . 66 -346.37 I< 

Returned 2-5 years -1.341. 99 .. 264.59 - 398 .28. 
Returned 0-2 years -1~18 .4 9 206.88 -672. 89 
Never Returned Full-time 63 . 83 283.34 1 3. 7~" 
Never \,orked Full-time ·~95.i2" 198.21 538 . 92. 
Missing -741.06 168.i8 -399.82 

Uni onization Level (Low) t 
" " Medium 3.1,2.39. 92.63 182 .01" 

Medium High 998 . 86 .. Sl . 78 5~ 0.3S* 
High 964 .34 113.12 219 . 55 
Missing ncme none -809 ... 2 

Marital Status (Single) t 
~ied 1245.09* 36.99 13 .03 

Separated 1446.41" 277. 31 F7:9l 
Divorced 195.2.2 329.ll 1 'f2.'7'O 
Widowed 1030.64* 366.55 103 . 64 

Missing 671.55 5gB .41 -309.42 

Sectors (Cere) t 
-535. 89* 80. 75 -357.29" Peripher;r 

State -794. 38'" 96.08 5: . 14-
Miss i ng 862 . 86 lZ39. 78 ·.z4ST8 

Ir.tercept. -8006.Sa· 5~9.33 - 2355.11'" 
.., 

. 50 ft- ... 2 

a Occupation i s coded so that a hi gh number ( i.e . 16) represents low 
~t atus and a l ow number represents hi gh st at us ( i .e . 1) 

Statistica l l y s ignificant f rom zero fo r t he cont i nuous var i abl es and 
from t he omi t t ed category for dummy vari ables ,,- s i ng F on te~t at 
t he . 01 leve l or bet t er. 

Sil-:ni fi.e s t hat when the equa t ions are t rea t ed :l !i a 5i n1l1 e eqtl ll t j on 
wi th a dummy var i a b l e fo r gend er , t he gend,H L:1 t e r l!ctl ve 't \! nn i " 
s t a t i s ti cal 1 y s i gn i fi cant f r om zero for t he cent inuous variabl ~ s anci 
from the omitted category for dununy var i :lbles us i ng an F test atche 
. 01 level or better . 

t Si gni fi e s t hat when t he equat i ons <.re treated as a sin gle equa t ion 
wi th a dumm y var i able for gender, an F t es t on the set o f dummy 
var iab le i nterac tion te rms i nd i ca ted si gnif i cance. 

S.E. 

9.61 

1.99 

3.22 

9.67 

'7.94 

n.:!: 
8.54 

. 17 

15.i4 

.19 

99.38 
106 . 93 
105.31 
96.82 

133.99 
126. 54 
123.58 

67.S.1 
i O. 16 

120. 88 
549.i8 

63 ~~ , :> 

144.69 
159 .02 
133. 97 
549 .18 

63. 67 
76 .6& 

660. ~5 

390. 96 
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differential returns to first occupation do not contribute substantially to 

the gap in income between the sexes. Background characteristics, such as 

father's occupational status, do appear to have an influence on earnings, 

although more for men than for women. 

As with occupation, the returns to each year of education are over 

twice as great for men as they are for women, so that the absolute income 

gap i s, in general, smallest for those with the least number of years of 

schooling. Goyder's (1981) findings differ from those reported here. In 

his analysis, the income returns to education are, in fact, greater for 

women than for men. He reasons that: 

since the link between occupation and income is markedly 
stronger among males, the principal mechanism by which 
education promotes higher male income is by enabling one 
to enter higher level occupations. Among females, the 
income reward as occupational status increases is more 
constricted and the link between education and income 
independent of occupational level, takes a greater rela
tive importance (p. 331). 

How can we explain the difference between these two findings? Goyder's 

results may be due to his use of Blishen scores for women. Since these 

scores are calculated using occupational prestige scores, which are based on 

average education and income for males, return to occupational status (net of 

education) for women may be deflated and that to education (net of 

occupational status) inflated. 

Economists . and sociologists point to the differential returns 

(in favour of men) to experience in the labour force as a source of 

income inequality between the sexes (see Edgecombe Robb, 1978; Featherman 

and Hauser, 1976; Boyd and Humphreys, 1979). The effect of experience on 

income is described as curvilinear, such that the monetary return to 

experience is measured in the regression analysis by two terms: years in 
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the labour force squared and years of age squared. Thus, the effect of 

experience on earnings is depicted as a linear combination of experience, 

experience squared, age and age squared. 

How do the differential returns to experience contribute to the 

income gap between the sexes? Chart 7-1 displays the calculated experience 

6 curves from the CMS data for males and females over a forty-year span, 

assuming for this purpose that all other variables in the model equal O. 

Note that the male curve rises more steeply over the first 20 years than 

does that for females while, at 20 years, it tends to flatten for both, but 

somewhat mere for men than for women. The differences between men and women 

in the rates of return to experience, then, are greater in the first twenty 

years of the work career than they are thereafter. 

What, then, does this tell us about how experience contributes to 

the income inequality between the sexes? The income gap due to the 

differential returns to experience is pictured on Chart 7-1 as the area 

between the male and female experience curves. It is smallest at one year 

of experience ($3,717.10), then begins to widen, reaching its peak at 

about thirty years of experience ($6,199.50); after thirty years, the wage 

gap begins to diminish such that, at forty years, there is a $6,092.20 

gap. 

It can be argued that, although including years of experience and 

years of experience squared, along with years of age and years of age 

squared, in the model probably captures the relationship of experience to 

earnings reasonably well for males, this may not be true for females. 

As we have demonstrated, women typically experience many more career 

interruptions than do men. For this reason, a measure of career interrupt-
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CHART: 7-1 

The Relationship of Experience to Earnings, Males and Females 
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ions is introduced into the model as a dummy variable, with the refer

ence category being "never out", i.e., never having experienced a major 

career interruption of 7 months or more. 

According to the literature reviewed in Chapter 2, one of the most 

important earnings determinants for women, but not for men, is time spent 

in paid employment. For men, this is a relative constant, with over 80 

per cent of the male sample employed full-time. Table 7-3 shows that the 

economic return to each additional week worked, as well as to each addit

ional hour worked per week, is higher for men than for women. As shown, 

women do work fewer weeks per year and fewer hours per week but, if they 

were to increase their labour force participat i on to a level equal to that 

of men, they would be rewarded at a rate of return which is far lower tha.n 

that of the men. 

The data presented in Table 7-4 address the debate mentioned pre

viously concerning the role of marital status as a determinant of earnings. 

They show that married, separated, divorced, and widowed women have annual 

earnings which are essentially the same as those of never-married women. 

At the same time, married and separated (but not divorced or widowed) men 

ea~ significantly more than single men. 

How does sectoTal location figure as a determinant of earnings? 

As we saw in Chapter 3, segmentation theory is not very clear on this. 

One point on which the theory is clear, however, is that, as sho~~ in 

Chapter 6, the three sectors do differ substantially in employment chara

cteristi~s and labour market composition, as well as in earnings, and it 

may be t hat differences among them in the former are importantly respon

sible for the earnings differences observed among them. If this is the 
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case, and if these factors are controlled in an earnings model, then the 

effects of economic sector on earnings should be reduced, if not elimin-

ated altogether. 

Sectoral location is entered into the regression as a set of 

dummy variables, with core as the reference category. Thus the coefficients 

can be interpreted as the dollar differential to being in that sector as 

opposed to being in the omitted category (the core). As one can see in 

Table 7- 3, controlling for all other factors in the model cuts the earnings 

disadvantage for males in the periphery (see Chapter 6) by half, and turns 

the earnings advantage in the state into a $794 disadvantage. For females, 

controlling for all other factors also reduces the earnings disadvantage in, 

the periphery (again, see Chapter 6), and virtually eliminates the earnings 

advantage in the state. 

The question remains: Is sectoral location, net of the compo-

sitional differences, a significant determinant of earnings? In order 

to answer this, we will test the hypothesis that sectoral location per se 

2 is a significant determinant of earnings, using the increment to R test. 

The rationale here is that, if sectoral location is an important deter-

minant of earnings, a comparison of the full model with a more restricted 

model (the full model minus sectoral location) will show a significant 

difference in R2, using an F-test. The F-ratios are F = 41.1 for males 

and F = 20.41 for females, indicating that, net of all other factors in 

the model, sectoral location is a significant determinant of earnings for 

7 both sexes. 

The returns to income-related characteristics appear to vary by 

gender, apparently giving men a substantial income advantage over women. 

But are these differences in returns statistically significant? To ans-

wer this question, the null hypothesis that there are no differential 
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returns to determinants by gender will be tested using the F statistic to 

evaluate whether there is an increment to R2 when an interactive model is 

compared to linear, additive model run for both sexes combined (Allison, 

1977). In the linear, additive model, income is regressed on each of the 

determinants in the full model, plus a dichotomous gender variable, using 

a combined sample of males and females. In the interactive model, income 

is regressed on each of the determinants in the model, plus a dichctomous 

gender variable, and including a set of variables which are the products of 

gender and each of the earnings-related characteristics. This model tests 

fer the presence of interaction, again using a combined sample of men and 

women. The rationale for the increment-to-R2 test is that, if there are 

differential rates of return by gender, the interactive model will explain 

mere var iance than the linear, additive one. 8 Comparing the two models, 

the F is 33.910 (critical value of F at the .01 level is 2.04)9, i n

dicating that we should reject the null hypothesis of no differential 

returns in favour of the alternative hypothesis that gender interacts with 

one or more of the determinants in its effect on earnings. 

Is there a differential return for males and females on all 

earnings-related variables or just on some of them? For simplicity of 

presentation, the results from the gender interactive model are not pre

senteci here directly, as t hey can be reconstructed from the f i ndings ob

tained when the full model is run separately for men and women (see Table 

7-3). Thus, for example, the return to education (When education is en

tered alone and not as a product with the female dununy variable) i n the 

gender interactive model is the return to education for males, and equal s 

t he same value $328, as when the full model is run separatel y for mal es . 
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This figure, plus t he return to the product of education and gender in 

the interactive model is the return to education for females, and equals 

the same value, $142, when the full model is run separately for females. 

Statistically significant returns to determinants obtained from the 

gender interactive model are underlined in Table 7-3. 

The data in Table 7-3 indicate that the factors that contribute 

significantly to the male-female earnings differences are the earnings 

advantages men rece i ve for their status of current occupation, weeks 

worked per year, years of education and years of age. Also, men have an 

earnings advantage over women if they are in industries with medium or 

medium-high levels of unionization (as compared to the reference category, 

low level of tmionization), and if they are married or separated (as com

pared to being single). Women, however, do have earnings advantages over 

men if they are employed in the state (as compared to the core), ~~d i f 

they have experienced a career interruption within the last 10 years. 

Men, apparently, suffer a large earnings loss for any career interruption 

of 7 months or longer. 

Accounting for Male-Female Earnings Differentials 

Some Methodological Issues 

In attempting to answer the question of how it is that women earn 

so little relative to ~en, we found that women differ from men in both 

their average levels of certain income related characteristics and the 

process by which they earn income. How, then, do these differences con

tribute to earnings i nequalities between the sexes? 

In economics and sociology, parallel but comparable applications 
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of regression techniques have been developed to partition group differ-

ences (see, for example, Winsborough and Dickinson, 1969; Althauser and 

Wigler, 1972; Blinder, 1973; Iams and Thornton, 1975). There is, however, 

no one correct method of decomposing differences of this kind into a set 

of unique components. In general, the several methods of decomposition 

involve: calculating a composition component by weighting the differ-

ences in composition (means) by a set of regression coefficients, and 

calculating a slopes or rates component by weighting the differences in co-

efficients by a set of means. The weights may be chosen from one or the 

other of the two populations, or bay be combinations of the means and 

coefficients for both populations. These are defined more formally in 

the next section. 

A. Procedures for Decomposition of Differences 

Y 
m 

a m 

In regression context developed earlier, let: 

= the overall mean on the dependent variable--earnings for males; 

= t he overall mean on the dependent variable--earnings for females; 

= t he mean on the ith explanatory variable for males; 

h h . th 1 . bl f f 1 = t e mean on tIe 1 exp anatory varla e or ema es; 

= the regression constant or intercept for males; 

= the regression constant or intercept for females; 

h · "ff" ' C h . th 1 . bl = t e part~al regress~on coe ~c~ent ~or t e ~ exp anatory var~a e 

for males; 

b
if 

= the partial regression coefficient for the ith explanatory variable 

for females . 

Decomposition of the difference Ym - Yf is usually done in one 

of four basic ways (Iams and Thornton, 1975; Jones and Kelley, 1983). The 
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first (shown in equation 1 in Table 7-4) decomposes the male-female earn

ings difference into four components: (1) differences in the intercepts 

of the equations for the two groups, (2) differences in slopes, or the 

returns to determinants, (3) differences in the composition (or the means 

of the independent variable and (4) "interaction effects". Iams and 

Thornton (1975 ) allow that, "technically, it is not interaction in a 

statistical sense, but reflects the covariation or co1linearity between 

the means and the coefficients of the two populations" (p. 343). The 

interaction component can be interpreted as the effect of changing both 

means and regression coefficients together over the effects of changing 

them one at a time (Winsborough and Dickinson, 1969). For example, one 

component of the sum would be the amount that women would gain if they 

worked as many hours per week as men and if those extra hours were paid 

at the same return as the men. As Jones and Kelley note, "it is a 

consequence of that pay differential and would disappear if there were not 

such differences. But it is equally a consequence of the differences in 

hours worked, and would disappear if men and women worked the same hours. 

So it is an interaction term in the sense of depending jointly on both 

differences, and there is no unambi~Jous way of allocating it to either 

rates-o f -return or endowments" (1983:343). 

This ("interaction") model weights the difference in each income

~e1 ated characteristic using the fema l e coeffi cient to answer t he question 

of how much women's average earnings would increase -if they had the sa.'!1e 

income-related characteristics as the men do. Further i t weights t he 

difference i n each coefficient using the mean for females to answer t he 

question of how much the women's average earni ngs would increase if they 



TABLE: 7-4 

Alternate ~econlposition of the Difference in Earnings Between Males and females 

Unexplained Due to Interaction 
Male-Female Differences Due to Differences Due to Between Differences 

Earnings Due to Group in the Coefficients Differences in in Coefficients 
Model Difference Membership or Returns Composition and Composition 

1. "Interaction" Y - Y = (am - a f ) + [ (b. - bif)Xif 
+~b. £(X. -x )+ L(b. -b·f)(X. -X· f ) 

~1odel 
m f 1m 1 1m if 1m 1 1m 1 

2. "Privilege" Y . - Yf = (a - a ) +~ (b im - bif)Xif +~bim(Xim-Xif) 
Model m m f 

3. "Deprivation" Y - Y c (a -a ) +[ (b. -b.f)X. +[b. f(X' -X. f) 
Model m f m f 1m 1 1m 1. 1m 1 

(X. -X. f) + (h. +b. ) 1m 1 L 1m If (X. - X . ) 4. "Combination" Y - Yf = (am - af) + ~ . (bim-bif) 
m lID lf 

Model 2 2 

.. 

Adapted from Jones and Kelly, 1983. 
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received the same returns to their earnings-related characteristics as 

the men do. 

The second procedure, known as Blinder's "Privilege" model, takes 

an alternative approach (Jones and Kelly, 1983). It addresses the question: 

how much would men's (the privilege group) average earnings be reduced if they 

had the same earnings-related characteristics as the women do (i.e., the 

difference in income-related characteristics are weighted using the male 

coefficients)? This is equivalent to adding the interaction term to the 

composition term in the interaction model and obtaining a new, larger 

composition term (see equation 2 in Table 7-4). 

The third procedure, labeled the "Deprivation" model (Oaxaca, 

1972; Blinder, 1973), values or weights the difference in each coefficient 

using the mean for males on each income-related characteristic, which is 

equivalent to adding the interaction term to the coefficients term and, 

thus, augmenting that part of the earnings gap attributed to differences 

in returns (see equation 3, Table 7-4). This method implies that females 

are deprived, i.e., that they earn less than the appropriate returns to 

their income-related characteristics. It is a logical procedure to use 

if the implicit policy is to eliminate earnings discrimination by, fOT 

example, paying females the same returns as men for each hour worked. 

The fourth procedure is shown in equation 4, Table 7-4, and utilizes 

an average of the two population weights and adds half the interaction 

component to the rates component and half to the composition component 

(Winsborough and Dickinson, 1969). Alternatively, it can be thought of as 

an average of the terms in the '''Privilege'' and "Deprivation model::. 

B. Comparisons Among the Four Models 

The four decompositions are very closely related; their only 
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difference is in the treatment of the interaction term. It is worth not-

ing that, if the interaction term is equal to zero, then all four equa-

tions are identical. If the size of the interaction component is non-

trivial , then the differences among the equations can be substantial 

(lams and Thornton, 1976). Failure to recognize the importance of the 

interaction component can result in improper utilization of the decomposi-

tion technique. For example, if a researcher were interested in three 

components, calculated only two of the components in equation 1, and 

assumed that the remaining difference was due to the component of interest 

not computed, he would have inadvertently added the interaction term to 

the uncomputed component (see, for example, Levitan, et al., 1973 and 

Mincer , 1960 ). 

The choice of the model depends on the question to be addressed. 

Jones and Kelley write: 

The appropriate treatment of the interaction te~ is 
a matter to be decided on substantive rather than statis
tical grounds. If the income gap comes about because the 
high-earning group is privileged, earning more than the 
appropriate r eturn on their endowments, or if the policy' 
envisioned is to reduce the returns of the high-earning 
group to those of t he low-earning group, then the inter
act i on term can most reasonabl y be added to the endow
ments term, as in the "privilege" model. The endowments 
term then will reflect the extra income the high-earning 
group gets because of their privilege, or the drop i n 
t heir income that wi ll be procuced by the policy change 
(cf . Duncan , 1968 ) . But if the income gap comes about 
because the low-earning group i s de?rived, earning less 
t han til .; appropriate return on tp.eir endowments, or if 
the pol icy envisioned is to increase their returns to 
match those of t he high-earning group, then the inter
action te~ can most =easonabl y be added to the 
"discrimination" component, as in the "depri vation" 
model . The endowments tel~ then reflects the increase 
in the i ncome of the low-earning group that wo~ld come 
about by equalizing encowments without changing anything 
else. There are of course i ntermediate so l utions for 
which ~easonable arguments can be advanced. (1983:14) 
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If there are no clear, substantive grounds for allocating the interaction 

term one way or the other, Jones and Kelley (1983) argue, it is reasonable 

to leave it separate, as in equation 1. This allows both the returns and 

composition components to be weighted by values from the same population, 

rather than by values from some mixture of the two populations. At the 

same time, it may suit some researchers' purposes to simplify the de

composition in equation 1 by distributing the interaction term equally to 

the rates and composition components, as in equation 4; or, more generally, 

as Iams and Thornton (1976) conclude, "it may be a useful strategy to 

utilize equation 1 in the initial decomposition and then combine the 

interaction component with one of the other components as appropriate" 

(1976:350). 

In this analysis, sociologists argue that equations 1 and 3 are 

both suited to answering the question: how is it that employed males earn 

about twice as much as employed women do? It allows us to decompose the 

male-female difference in earnings into a composition and a coefficients 

or returns term, using a deprivation model which, it has been argued, is the 

most appropriate one for the analysis of discrimination. However, we will 

present the results using all four equations in Table 7-4 for those 

researchers who may prefer an alternate model (see Table 7-5). 

One further caution is necessary. Jones and Kelley (1983) clearly 

demonstrate that all four models suffer from a weakness which effectively 

vitiates the distinction between the intercept term and the coefficients 

term. The problem is that the values for these two terms (but not their 

joint values ) cepend upon the (often arbitrary) choice of zero-points for 

the independent variables. But, while the division between them may be 



TABLE: 7-5 

The Male-Female Gap in Earnings Broken Down by the Four Components of Income Inequality 

Unexplained Due to Interaction 
Differences Due to Differences Due to Between Differences 
Due to Group in the Coefficients Differences in in Coefficients 

Model ~1embership or Returns Composition and Composition 

"Interaction" Model $ -5,651. $ 8,143. $ 647. $ 745. 

"Privilege" Model $ -5,651. $ 8,lt13. $ 1,392. 

"Deprivation" Model $ -5,651. $ 8,888. $ 647. 

"Combination" Model $ -5,651. $ 8,515. $ 1,020. 

"Jones-Kelly" Model $ 2,492. $ 647. $ 745. 
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arbitrary, the joint total is not, and Jones and Kelley recommend that the 

income gap between groups can be sensibly decomposed into only three component s : 

a composition term, an interaction term and a joint intercept-coefficients 

term. While it is true that the coefficients term is dependent on the zero 

points, the coefficients term itself is a product of the summation of the 

differences in returns to each of the determinants. Some of these determinant s 

do have non arbitrary zero points (i.e. age, years of experience). The Jones/ 

Kelly point is well taken in some cases, but not in others. Perhaps this 

suggests that further research should look at the terms separately rather 

than just the summation. 

Decomposing the Male-Female Earnings Differential 

Table 7-5 displays the total male-female earnings gap partitioned 

into the four components mentioned above and gives an indication of the 

relative importance of each of these sources of income inequality for the 

gap in earnings. Something of the importance of average differences between 

men and women in the extent to which they possess earnings-related attributes 

can be seen if the male means (Table 7-2) are used with the female means and 

female unstandardized regression coefficients (Table 7-3) in equation 1. 

With this device, we can see what the expected average earnings of the 

women would have been had they possessed the same earnings-related attributes 

(i.e. , worked the same number of hours per week, and had the same occupations, 

and years of experience, etc.) as the men though still rewarded with the female 

reward structures. When we solve for the "expect~d" average income for women, 

we find that the mean income for women would increase by $647, to a total 

of $5,286. That is, if females had the same levels on income-related attribut es 

as males, the ratio of female-to-male earnings ~/ould increase .55 to .62. 

li'hat, then, of the differences between males and females in their 

returns to income-related characteristics? To solve for the second com-
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ponent--the expected average earnings for \'Iomen if they received the same 

returns for each of their determinants--the unstandardized regression co

efficients for the males (see Table 7-3) are used with the mean female 

characteristics and intercept (see Table 7-2). With this, we find that the 

mean income for women would increase by $8,143, to a total of $12,783. 

That is, if females had the same returns to each of their determinants 

as men did, the female-to-male earnings ratio would increase from .55 to 1.51. 

But, the process of income attainment differs for men and women in two 

other ways as well. 

The third component represents the amount of the income gap 

attributable to women having both lower average levels of income-related 

factors and lower returns to these factors and, hence, it has been described 

as an interaction effect. The amount of the gap in male-female earnings 

attributable to this component is $745. If this were further added to the 

difference in coefficients, this \'Iill bring the expected female average 

income up to $13,528, or 1.60 of male income. 

Finally, this leaves the fourth component--the unexplained differ

ence or difference of y-intercepts--to be added to expected female income. 

The difference in male-female intercepts is $5,651 (see Table 7-2) which 

reduces the expected female average income to $7,877, or .93 of male 

income. Thus, if \'Iomen gained income by the same process as men do, their 

earnings would increase to about 93 per cent of male eal~ings. The remainder 

of the gap is, of course, due to the differences in the sexes in their 

average levels of income-related characteristics. 

These findings indicate that \'Iomen who are gainfully employed 

receive so little compared to men partly because they differ in the average 

levels of their income-related characteristics, i.e., their compositional 
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differences, and partly because they differ in the process by which 

they earn income. Of the two factors, however, the second is by far 

the more important source of income inequality between the sexes, and 

h · . h' h f d ... 1 I d 10 t 1S 1S true no matter w 1C sort 0 ecompos1t1on 1S ea eu ate . 
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FOOTNOTES 

I The term "full model" does not mean '''complete , model", but rather one 
which contains a number of additional variables (see Namboodiri, 
Carter and Blalock, 1975). 

2 Boyd and Humphreys used Blishen's S.E.I. scores (analogous to Duncan's 
S.E.I. scores for the U.S.) to measure occupational status. We take 
issue with the use of S.E.I. scores, and have used an alternate measure 
of occupational status, namely the Pineo, Porter and McRoberts' 
sixteen-category socioeconomic classification of occupations (1977). 
B1ishen scores are derived from education and the average income of the 
occupation and, as such, there is a "mechanical correlation" (Cain, 
1974) between occupational status and education 

and between occupational status and income . 
Thus, it is not clear to what extent the causal connection between them 
is a fact of nature or an artifact of the research design. Blau and 
Duncan (1967:124-128) have attempted to answer this question ~y showing 
that the S.E.I. scores assigned to occupations do not change appreci
ably when education is removed as a component of the scores . However, 
when they repeat their analysis using this new measure of occupational 
status, all of their correlations and paths are slightly reduced. In 
short, our major criticism of the use of Blishen scores in an analysis 
of earnings determination revolves around the concern that, in so 
doing, the correlation between occupational status and income would be 
inflated. This concern seems justified as, in the male sample of 
gainfully employed, the correlation between Blishen scores and earnings 
is .47, as compared to .24 for the correlation between the Pineo
Porter-McRobert's scores and earnings. For females the correlation is 
.41, as compared to .19. A second concern with the use of Blishen 
scores is that those available for use in this study \~ere established 
using educational and income characteristics for males, and the use 
of this measure for females has been seriously questioned (Guppy, 
et al., 1978), given their very different educational and income dis
tributions . The scores at'tached to the Pineo Porter McRobert's 
categories are those recommended by the author. 

3 Data on 1972 income are from the following question in the Canadian 
Mobility survey: "What was your income (before taxes ) from employment 
during 1972? (Include wages, salaries, tips, commissions, etc., or if 
you have your own farm, business, or professional practice give your 
net income after deducting business expenses but before taxes)". 
Respondents were requested to check one of 19 precoded categories. 
The operationalization of the dependent variable--earnings--differed 
somewhat from that used by Boyd and Humphreys (1979). They estimated 
category-specific median income for the total population from the 1971 
Census of Canada ~ubl ic Use Sample Tape of Individuals and assigned a 
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dollar value to those respondents who indicated their employment 
income fell in a given category. They also omitted all those who 
reported a 1972 net loss from the analysis and, for those reporting 
a zero income, an income of one dollar was assigned. In this analysis 
all those reporting a zero income were dropped from the analysis 
(see Hauser, 1981), and the category midpoint is used to estimate 
earnings for each category, with the exception of the lowest and 
highest categories. Here, it was felt that the category midpoint might 
underestimate incomes at the bottom and the top. So, using Revenue 
Canada's Taxation Statistics for 1972 (Table 2, 1974), estimates for 
the lowest and highest inoome categories were calculated for males 
and females separately. For the category "less than $2,000", the 
estimates are $1,660 and $1,715 for males and females respectively. 
For the category "$20,000 and over", the estimate is $26,961 for both 
sexes. 

4 Unionization could be added to the model of earnings determination in 
either of two ways: as a continuous variable or as a set of dummy 
variables with the lowest degree of unionization as the reference 
category . The first assumes a linear relationship between earnings 
and unionization, suggesting that the returns to earnings rise at a 
constant rate as the degree of unionization increases. The second 
does not assume a linear relationship and implies that the returns may 
not rise at a constant rate of return. It is possible to test the 
reasonableness of the linear assumption by comparing the resulti of 
two versions of the moqel using an F test on the increment to R. The 
null hypothesis t2at R~ with unionization entered as a continuous 
variable equals R with unionization entered as a set of dummy variable 
categories will be tested. If we fail to reject the hypothesis, then 
the conclusion is that nothing would be added to the model by consider
ing unioniza~ion as a non-linear variable. The formula for the in
crement to R test is: 

where RF2 = 
R 2 
R = 

df
l = 

F = --------

coefficient of determination in the full model 

coefficient of determination in restricted model 

difference in number of (independent ) unknown 
weights in full and restricted models 

N minus nQ~ber of (independent) unknown we~ghts 
in full model. 

(Namboodiri, Carter and Blalock, 1975:87) 



We tested these hypotheses on the full model and found the 
following statistics: 

For Males: For Females: 

F = 13.26 F = 40.21 
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The critical region of F at = .01 is 4.61 and therefore we reject the 
null hypothesis. It seems that additional information is gained by 
treating unionization as a set of dummy variables. Therefore, we 
decided to enter unionization into the model as a set of dummy vari
ables with the lowest degree of unionization as the reference category. 

5 The average number of hours worked per week may be overestimated by 
our recoding of the CMS data. The original categories are 35 hours 
or more, 20-34 hours and less than 20 hours. We recoded these to 40 
hours, 27 hours and 10 hours, resulting in a mean of 36.08 for women 
and 39.19 for men as shown in Table 7-2. More detailed data from the 
LFS indicate that the average hours worked per week for women during 
the reference week was 34.19. If the estimate of the average number 
of hours worked per week is overestimated, this would not in itself 
bias the amount of the earnings differential attributed to discrimination. 

6 Equation for calculations for Chart 7-1: 

where X26 = years in the labour force 

X27 = years in the labour force squared 

X28 = years of age (see Table 7-3) 

X29 
:: years of age squared 

For 1 year of experience at 20 years of age: 

Males 110.93(1) - 1.86(1) + 356.35(20) 3.80(400) = 5716.07 

Females 94.80(1) - 1.43(1) + 124.28(20) - 1.45(400) = 1998.97 

difference = 3717.10 

For 10 years of eXEerience at 30 years of age: 

Males 110.93(10) - 1. 86 (10) + 356.35(30) - 3.80(900) = 8361. 20 

Females 94.80(10) - 1.43(10) + 124.28(30) 1.45(900) = 3357.10 

difference = 5004.10 
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For 20 years of experience at 40 years of age: 

Males 110.93(20) 1. 86 (20) + 356.35(40) 3.80(1600) = 10355.40 

Females 94.80 (20) 1. 43 (20) + 124.28(40) 1.45 (1600) = 4518.60 

difference 5836.80 

For 30 years of eXEerience at 50 years of age: 

Males 110.93(30) 1. 86 (30) + 356.35(50) 3.80(2500) = 11589.60 

Females 94.80 (30) - 1.43 (30) + 124.28(50) 1.45(2500) = 5390.10 

difference 6199.50 

For 40 years of eXEerience at 60 years of age: 

Males 110.93(40) 1.86(40) + 356.35(60) 3.80(3600) - 12063.80 

Females 94.80(40) - 1.43(40) + 124.28(60) 1.45(3600) = 5971. 60 

difference = 6092.20 

7 
2 The increment to R test, comparison of the full model versus the 

full model minus sectoral location, is as follows: 

For Males: 

= (.424 - .421)/2 = 41.096 
F (1 _ .424)/(15807 - 29) 

For Females: 

(.496 - .493)/2 
F = (1 _ .496)/(6886 - 29) 

= 20.408 

8 That is, for equations of the general form, one runs the model 

9 The increment to R2 test for a linear additive model versus a sex 
interactive model is: 

~ _ ( .505 - . 489) /29 
~ - (1 - .505) /(22694 - 59) 

= 27.586 

10 It was not found necessary to do significant tests or show confidence 
levels on the decomposition of earnings between males and females 
since the sample of gainfull y employed is so large that most 
differences wi ll be found to be significant. 



CHAPTER 8 

INDUSTRIAL SECTORS AND THE DETERMINANTS OF EARNINGS: 
MALE-FE~~LE DIFFERENCES 

The review of the segmented economy literature in Chapter 3 

suggested several possible sources of male-female differences in earnings. 

The present chapter will consider certain assumptions involved in and 

hypotheses related to these. In particular, it will address the following 

four questions: 

(a) Do the returns to earnings-related characteristics vary across sec-

tors, such that workers in the core and the state tend to receive 

higher returns to their human capital investments than do workers in 

the periphery? 

(b) Within sectors, do men and women differ systematically in their aver-

age levels of earnings-related characteristics? 

(c) Within sectors, are men and women differentially rewarded for their 

earnings-related characteristics? 

(d) Within sectors, to what extent can male-female differences in average 

levels of earnings-related characteristics and differential returns 

to these characteristics be seen to contribute to male-female differ-

ences in earnings? 

Intersectoral Differences in Economic Returns 

In order to address the first question, employment income was 

regressed on the set of human capital and occupational status variables 
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within each sector separately for men and women. Table 8-1 shows the 

results of this analysis for men, while Table 8-2 shows the equivalent 

results for women. ~~ inspection of Tables 8-1 and 8-2 suggests that the 

returns to many of the earnings-related characteristics do vary markedly 

across the three sectors. In order to test these differences for statis-

tical significance, however, it is necessary to regress employment income 

on these characteristics, plus dummy variables for state and periphery 

and a set of interaction terms involving the product of each determinant 

and (a dummy variable for) state and each determinant and (a dummy vari-

able for) periphery, for men and women separately across the three 

sectors. This is labeled the "sector interactive model". That is, to 

the model with twenty-five earnings-related factors (Tables 8-1 and 8-2), 

fifty interaction terms, plus dummy variables for state and periphery by 

themselves, have been added. 

The sector interactive model has two advantages over separate 

equations for each of the three sectors. First, it allows a test for 

sector effects through the increment to R2 test, when the sector inter-

active model is compared ~o the linear additive model (Namboodiri, 

et al., 1975). Second, if such effects are found, the sector interactive 

model permits an identification of those returns which differ s{gnifi-

cantly across sectors. The results from the sector interactive model are 

not reported di rectly, as equivalent returns are generated when t he 

analysis is run separately for each of the three sectors, as in Tables 

8-1 and 8-2. 

" The increment to R~ test indicates that there are sector effects 

for males, since the addition of the sector and sector interaction terms 



TABLE: 8-1 208 

Determinants of EaTnin$s by Sector, 1972, ~31es 

~!etric Coefficients and Standard En-ors 

Core Pe'riphery State 

Variabl~s S S.E. a S.E. B S.E. 
Status of Current Occupation - 317.92- 19.73 - 325.48 16.02 - 223.99· 20.30 

Weeks Worked Per Year 110.57 7.04 91.37 4.50 119.38 7.12 

Hours Worked Per Week 38.17 21.06 83.16 11.12 95.59 14.11 

Status of First Occupation 12.15· 20.72 -59.17· 15.S6 -SlO.93* 19.56 

Status of Father's Occupation -28.11* 20.74 -114.93· 15.91 -19.72 19 . .30 

Education 363.16 22.26 303.21 16.34 423.53 23.56 

Years in Labour Force 167.98" 23.14 64.11- 15.51 152.22 23 • .38 

Years in Labour Force Squared -2.61- .~o -1.10· .27 -2.62 .38 

Age 327.94 45.98 374.90 30.34 321.60 49.81 

Age Squared -3.42 .52 -4.11 .34 -3.26 .55 

Career Inter=pticns (None) a 
Returned 1 C years ago -565.54 Z79.62 -521. 00 250.14 -1050.43 286.J7 
Returned 5-10 years ago -1048.95 496.41 -1644.71 405.26 -.. 119.29 463.64 
Returned 2-5 years ago -1404.54 521.12 -1269.39 389.30 -1493.95 470.16 
Returned 0-2 years ago -1131.39 425.34 -11.39.23 282.17 -1534.10 429.97 
Never Returned Full-time 195.99 548 . .35 - 273.12 386.98 -85.05 644. 73 
Never Worked Full-time 108.34 40:.24 6.64 269.19 376 • .30 431. 76 
~.issir.g -957 . 62 ::29 . 43 -542.17- 236.44 -1279.73· 345 . 13 

Unioniution Level (Low) a 
\!edium 371.97- 174.68 429.351" 125.71 -1161.19· 268.25 
Medium High 375.51' 170.23 1214.47' 115.36 549 . 3 .. 176.14 
High 969.91· 202.66 1558.69 220.03 l7.'9'2. 198.56 
Missing none none none 

~ital Status (Single)a 
~.arried 1224.10' 195.43 1440.:1 t 133.75 576.51 199 . 73 
Separated 311. 94 582.09 1867.66 386.02 6;7.;4 523.75 
Divorced 931.98 647 .53 2!!.H 440.12 -218 . 40 ii7 . 3: 
Widowed 1539.11 699 . 13 1445.22 524 . 43 -309 . 04 72£ .82 
Missing 944.n 1264.55 386.:6 994.5; 1113.2: 982 . 60 

!m:ercep! -8073.53" 1192.31 -7Q99.51· 769.58 -11:20 . 29 1161.52 
~ 

R- . 42 .38 .51 

a Refers tc the r~ierence category. 

Si gn i fies that when 'the equations are 'treated as a single equat ion wi th Jt:mmy va riab l e:; 
for peripnery and state (with core as the reference category ) the sector interact iv e 
term is statistically significant from zero (at the .01 level ) us i ng an F test. 

Signifies that when the equat i ons are treated as a single equation 
with a dummy var i able for gender, the gender interactive term is 
stati~tica ll y ~ignificant from zero for the continuous variables and 
f rom the omir.t ed category frem Jwruny variables using an F test a~ the 
. 01 l evel or better. 

t Si gnifies that when the equations are treated as a single equation 
with a dummy variable for gender, an F test on the set of dummy 
variab l e i nteraction terms indica ted significance. 
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Determinants or Ea~ings by Sector, 1972, Females 

Metric Coefficients and Standard Errors 

Core Periphery State 
Variables B S.E. a S.E. S S.c. 

Status of Current Occupation -112.20* 19.83 -194.44* 14.21 -151.37 16.30 

Weeks Worked Per Year 67 .56* 4.28 47.94* 2.62 80.25 3.73 

Hours ;~orked Per Week 52.30 8 ... 2 57.06 4.07 73 ... 6 6.01 

Status of First Occupation -Z8.75 21.40 -45.95 14.19 -77.18 16.09 

Status of Father'S Occupation -36.01 15.72 -47.56 11.71 -31.44 13.40 

Education 159.82* 25.12 81.47* 14.32 375.07* 22.81 

Years in Labour Force 61.95 18.63 78.79 11. 29 106.84 15.93 

Years in Labour Force Squared -.74 .37 -1.32* .22 -1.33 -., 
.,)-

Age 148.38 37.45 54.52 20.33 203.62 30.14 

Age Squared -1.66 . 47 -.74 .24 -2.23 . .36 

Career Interruptions (None) a 
l.~turned 10 Years Ago -112.37 212.99 -205.09 138.39 236.72 172.35 
Returned 5-10 Years Ago -761.87* 224. 16 1.23* 151A7 -504.38 183.93 
Returned 2-5 Years Ago -451.31 216.25 -154."'78' 147.34 -731.89 183.74 
Returned 0-2 Years Ago -849 .94 204.83 -~8:.S1 131.24 -706. 65 174.67 
Never Returned Full-time 539.18 347.62 5.00 166.67 -227.75 257.51 
Never Wor!<ed Full-time -89.28 289.97 449.98 160.67 660.30 :46.68 
:'Iissing -626.78 288.81 -1315.52 162 . 03 -604 . .38 223.16 

Unioni:a1:i:m Level CI.ow) a 
~~edium 213.95 133.69 2:6.39T 98.79 96.98 128.32 
Medium Hign 121. 24 * 133.15 252.07 li6.34 614.0Z" 126.37 
High 486.67 240.79 802.6I' 258.38 I'7'9.TI' 173.69 
:-iissing none none none 

Marital Sta1:US (Single) a 
Married 127.75 123.47 282.22t 94.59 -220.15 108.47 
Separated 28'8':'E' 279.22 r:rr:-:IT' 200.60 157.94 266.99 
Divorced 352.08· 301. S4 56S.n 243.80 -457.86* 262.39 
Widowed 426.62 346.04 380 ... 3 18S.~7 -208.13 246.62 
~issing lS28 .69 1283.~8 -';62.85 630.39 -1888 .79 1362.04 

!n1:ercept -3S1S.27 825.29 470.38 SlS.94 -7842.11 732.63 
? R- .43 . .3i .59 

a Refers to the reference category. 

Signifies tha1: when the equations are treated as a single equation with d~mmy variables 
for periphery and state (with core as the reference category ) the. sector mteract1.ve 
term is sta1:is1:ically significant from zero (at the .01 level) uSlng an F test. 

Signifies that when the equations are trea1:ed as a single equation 
with a dummy variable for gender, the gender interactive term is 
sta1:istically significant from zero for the continuous variables and 
from the omi1:ted ca1:egory from dummy variables using an F test at the 
.01 level or better. 

t Signifies tha1: when the equations are trea1:ed as a single equation 
with a dummy variable for gender, an F test on the set of dummy 
variable interaction terms indicated significance. 
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to the full model increases R2 significantly (F = 4.00).1 These findings 

are not consistent with those reported by Boyd and Hyrnphreys (1979) for 

a sample of Canadian-born, full-time workers, but they are in line with 

results reported in empirical studies in the U.S., where differential 

returns to earnings-related characteristics have been observed across 

sectors (Beck, et al., 1978, 1981). Specifically, tests for interaction 

in the model for men show that, relative to those in the core, men in the 

state receive less for present occupational status, but more for status of 

first occupation. Also, relative to men in the core, men in the periphery 

receive more for status of first and father's occupations, but much less 

for each year in the labour force. The (negative) returns to years in 

the l abour force squared, however, are smaller for men in the periphery 

than in the core. Further, men who are employed in state industries with 

medium and high levels of unionization earn much less than do their 

counterparts in the core. Finally, those employed in periphery indus~ries 

with medium levels of unionization earn much more than their counterparts 

in the core. Statistically significant differences in returns across 

sectors have been indicated by an asterisk (*) in Table 8-1. 

The story for women is similar to that for men. Sectoral effects 

and differences in returns across sector do exist for women in the labour force 

(F = 11.59). Tests for interaction show that, relative to those in the 

core, women in the state receive a higher return to each year of education, 

and those in the medium-high category of unionization receive a higher 

return to unionization than do their counterparts in the core. Al so, 

divorced women employed in the state sector appear to be at an economic 

disadvantage relative to their counterparts in the core. Women in the 
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periphery receive substantially less for each year of education and week 

worked per year, but substantially more for their occupational status, 

than do women in the core. These statistically significant differences 

have been marked by asterisks in Table 8-2. 

There are important intersectoral differences in the returns to 

unionization. Since little research has been done on the relationship 

between unionization and earnings, we will provide a somewhat more 

detailed analysis of differences in returns across sectors, especially 

within the state sector. Overall, the periphery is not highly unionized, 

with almost sixty per cent of the periphery men and seventy-five per cent 

of the periphery women in industries with low levels of unionization 

(see Table 6-6). Apparently, though, unionization does contribute very 

substantially to determining earnings in this sector. For both men and 

women in the core and periphery, the relationship between earnings and 

unionization appears to be approximately linear, but unionization yields 

much higher economic returns in the periphery than in the eore. For 

example, men employed in periphery industries of mediwn-high unionization 

receive returns which are three times as great as those of their counter

parts in the core. 

In the state, the relationship between earnings and unionization 

is complex. Overall, the state sector is highly unionized, with over 

seventy-five per cel.:.t of the men and almost fift y per cent of t he women 

in industries with medium-high or high levels of unionization (see Table 

6-6). Chart 8-1 shows the composition of 3-digit industries by 

unioniza-:ion for the three industrial classifications which compose the 

state . Using this table, it becomes possible to disentangle the 
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CHART: 8-1 

State Industries by Unionization 

Public Utilities 

Male N 
Female N 

= 147 
= 2 

Highways and Bridge 
Maintenance 

Water Systems 
Other Utilities 

Male N = 21 
Female N= 4 

Telegraph and 
Cable Systems 

Male, N = 549 
Female N= 225 

Air Transport 
Urban Transport 

Systems 
Telephone 

Systems 
Electric Power 

Male N = 579 
Female N= 97 

Services Inci
dental to Air 
Transportation 

Railway 
Transport 

Government 
Regulated Services 

Male N = 332 
Female N= 487 

Public 
Administration 

Male, N 
Female N 

= 106 
= 49 

Kindergarten and Defense Services 
Nursery Schools 

Schools of Art and 
Performing Arts 

Post Secondary, Non 
University Educa-
tional Institutions 

Universities and 
Colleges 

Library, Museums 
Welfare Organ-
izations 

Male. N = 287 
Female, N= 917 

Hospitals 
Related Health Care 
Institutions 

Male N = 556 
Femalel'l = 584 

Elementary and Sec-
ondary Schools 

Education and Re
lated Services 

Miscellaneous 
Health Services 

iMale N = 984 
Female N = 251 

Other Federal 
Administration 

Local Administra
tion 

Other Government 
Services 

1Ma1e N = 394 
FemaleN, = 189 

Provincial 
Administration 

Post Office 

I ____ ~----------~----------~---------
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relationship between unionization and earnings in the state. For example, 

the large negative return to medium-low unionization for men is importantly 

the result of this grouping being largely composed of workers in hospitals 

and related health care institutions. Relative to those in the (low 

unionization) reference group, this group is significantly disadvantaged 

in terms of income. Also, relative to the reference group, neither men nor 

women in an industry of high unionization such as the post office or the 

provincial administration benefits much in terms of earnings. 

Do the three sectors differ in the ways in which earnings-related 

characteristics. are remunerated? The answer for men is a tentative "yes". 

That for women is a more confident "yes". Moreover, the observed pattern 

of intersectoral differences does reveal a general tendency for workers 

in periphery industries to receive lower returns to human capital invest

ments (and higher returns to such factors as occupational status) than 

workers in either the core or the state. 

Male-Female Differences in Earnings-Related Characteristics 

Within each sector; . then, do men and women differ systematically 

in their average levels of earnings-related characteristics? Table 8-3 

and 8-4 show the means and standard deviations for the set of earnings

related characteristics for each sector for males and females, respect

ively. A visual comparison of Tables 8-3 and 8-4 suggests that there are 

l arge di f ferences between the sexes in their average levels of certain 

earnings-related characteristics. In particular, within each sector, the 

men appear to be higher than the women on weeks worked per year, hours 

worked per week , years in the labour f orce, unionization, and proportion 
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TABLE: 8-3 

Means and Standard Deviations of Variables by Sectors, Males 

Core Periphery Sta'te 

Variables ~Iean S.D. ~lean S.D. ~lean S.D. 

Income 8985.24 4938.8~ 7816.99 5244.33 9491.14 4996.82 

Status of Cu=ent Occupation 10.10 3.87 10.05 3.62 8.77 4.44 

Weeks '"crked per Year 46.11 9.68 44.45 11.10 46.47 9..17 

Hours Worked per Week 39.53 2.94 39.11 4.19 39.00 4.09 

Status cf Firs't Occupation 11.49 3.61 11.43 3.67 10.10 4.51 

Status of Fa'ther's Occupa'tion 10 . 80 3.08 10.72 2.99 10.45 3.23 

Educa'tion 10.61 3.36 lC.43 3.51 11..34 3.75 

Years in Labour Force 18.30 13. 63 18.30 14.66 18.86 ~3 .8Z 

Years in Labour Force Squared 520.61 653.18 549.76 i33.15 546.85 663.38 

Age 38.41 12.76 38.90 13.51 40.24 , ..., -.., ...... .;}'" 

Age Squared 1638.i3 1056.86 1696.19 1143.88 1776.44 1049.56 

Career Interruption!: 

:-lone .81 .40 .30 .40 .32 . 39 
Retu...-ned 10 years :lgo .05 .22 .04 .18 .05 .21 
Returned 5-10 years ago .02 .12 .01 .11 .02 .13 

Ret'.lrned 2-5 years ago .01 . 12 .01 .12 . 02 .1.3 
Returned 0-2 years ago .02 .15 .03 .16 .02 .14 
:-lever Returned Full-time .02 .13 .02 .IS .01 .10 

Never Worked Full-time .04 .19 .06 .23 .04 .20 
MiSSing .04 .19 .04 .i9 .03 ,-._ , 

Um.onization Level : 

Low .22 .42 .56 .50 .1S .33 
~ledium .SO .46 .1 i .38 .07 .26 
~edium Hi~h .32 .47 .22 .41 .54 .50 
High .16 .36 .05 .21 .2~ .43 

:-1arital Status: 

Singie .16 .37 .19 .~O .15 .35 
~Iarried .81 .40 . i6 .4: .32 .38 
Separated .01 .11 . 02 .12 .01 .11 

Divorced .01 .10 .01 .11 .01 .08 
Widowed .01 . 09 .01 .09 . 01 .09 
:~is sing .00 .05 .00 .05 . 00 .06 

Number in Sample 3,851 8,428 3,518 
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TABLE: 8-4 

Means and Standard Deviations of Variables by Sectors, Females 

Core Periphery Stat:e 

Variables Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mea.'\ S.D. 

Income 4703.15 2329.70 3809.17 1.389.73 S700.~5 3283.16 

Stat:us of Current Occupation 10.47 3.01 10.78 2.99 8.07 4.21 

Weeks \~orked per Year 43.14 12.97 40. il 14.16 42.90 1:.53 

Hours Worked per \qeek 37.81 6.23 35.13 9.20 36 • .38 7.81 

Status of First Occupation 11.06 2.85 10.74 3.04 8.43 4 • .30 

Status of Father' $ OCC"..lpat:ion 10.52 3.25 10.74 3.04 10.06 3.41 

Education 11.38 2.40 10.14 2.92 12.65 2.53 

Years in Labour Force 10.62 10.85 10.83 11.80 10.87 10.97 

Years in Labour Force Squared 230.41 455.32 256.48 518.38 238.41 460.86 

Age 32.91 12.07 37.49 1.3.53 36.57 13.04 

Age Squared 1223.15 919.73 1589.03 1090.34 1507.88 1046.~7 

Care~ Interrupt:ions: 

~one .62 .49 .49 . 50 . 55 .5 ') 
Returned 10 years ago . 08 ., ... .09 . 28 .09 .29 ._, 
Returned 5-10 years ago .06 .24 .06 .24 .07 .26 
Returned 2-5 years ago .06 .24 .07 .25 .07 .,~ ... ;, 
Returned 0-2 years ago .08 .27 .09 . 28 . 08 .27 
Never Returned Full-time .03 .17 . 07 .26 .05 .21 
Never Worked Full-time . 04 .21 .08 .27 .05 . 22 
MiSSing .03 .18 .05 .22 .04 .20 

Unionization Level: 

Low . 55 .50 .74 .44 .18 .39 
Medium . 21 .41 .14 .35 • .3.3 .47 
Medium High .1 9 . .39 .10 .~O . 39 .49 
High .05 .21 .01 .11 .10 . .30 

~.arital 5tat~s: 

Single .32 .47 .,-. _.) .43 . .31 .-!6 
Married .58 .49 .64 .48 .59 .49 
Separated .04 . 19 .04 . 19 .03 . 17 
Divorced .03 .17 . 02 .1 5 .03 . 18 
Widowed .03 .17 .05 .22 .04 .20 
Missing .00 . 04 . 00 .05 . 00 .03 

':umber in Sample 1,322 3, 157 2,397 
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married, while the women seem to be higher than the men on number of 

career interruptions. As well, in both the core and s~ate sectors, the 

women appear to be better educated than the men, and the men older than 

the women. Finally, in the state sector, the men seem to be higher than 

the women on status of first occupation. 

For the analysis which follows, the importance of the male-female 

differences noted above lies not so much in whether they are statistically 

significant as in how they might contribute to an understanding of male

female earnings differentials. That is, insofar as these characteristics 

are related to earnings, then some part of the male-female earnings gap 

could derive from male-female differences in average levels of these 

characteristics within each sector. Consequently, these differences in 

average levels will not be tested for statistical significance or analyzed 

in further detail here. Instead, they will later be brought into the 

analysis to assess the importance of compositional differences between 

men and women for earnings inequalities within each sector. 

Male-Female Differences in Economic Returns 

A visual inspection of the data presented in Tables 8-1 and 8-2 

suggests that, within each sector, men and women differ in their economic 

returns to a number of earnings-related characteristics. Unlike the 

immediately preceding analysis, however, these are not simple, zero-order 

comparisons, so that it might be useful to conduct formal tests of signi

ficance on them. To do this, the procedure employed in the last chapter 

to test for a gender interaction will be fo llowed. For each sector, using 

a combined sample of males and females, two different models of earnings 
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determination are compared. The first regresses earnings on all twenty-

five determinants, plus a dichotomous gender variable, in a linear add-

itive model. The second regresses earnings on all twenty-five determin-

ants, plus a dichotomous gender variable and the products of gender and 

each of the earnings-related characteristics. The second tests for the 

presence of interaction between gender and each of the determinants, on 

the rationale that, if the linear additive and gender interactive models 

are compared using an increment of R2 test, the interactive model will 

explain significantly more variance than the first model, if there are 

differential returns by gender. When these tests are made, the F 

statistic is in the critical region at the .01 level for all three 

2 sectors, indicating that, in each sector, gender does interact with one 

or more of the earnings-related characteristics. The results from the 

gender interactive model are not reported directly, as equivalent returns 

are produced when the analysis is run separately for males and females 

within each economic sector, as in Tables 8-1 and 8-2. 

1bose earnings-related determinants which differ significantly 

between men and women within each sector are indicated in Tables 8-1 and 

8-2 where the regression coefficients are underscored. As these data 

show, except for hours worked per week and status of father's occupation, 

there is no variable or set of dummy variables in which men and women do 

not differ within at least one sector in their economic returns. Further-

more, there are four variables in which such differences appear in each of 

the three sectors. Specifically, men receive a higher return than women 

in each sector to curr8nt occupational status, weeks worked per year, and 

being married (as opposed to being single), while years in the labour force 
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squared reveals a pattern in which men in the core and the state lose more 

than their female counterparts and women in the periphery lose more than 

their male counterparts. 

In both the core and the periphery, men receive a higher return 

than women to each year of education and to being widowed, while men in 

the periphery receive a higher return than women to medium-high (vs. low) 

unionization and women in the state receive a higher return than men to 

mediun-high unionization. Beyond this, there are a number of sector

specific differences. In the periphery, men receive a greater return than 

women to status of first occupation, age, and being separated, while they 

receive a larger (negative) return than women to age squared and having 

returned from a career interruption either 5-10 or 2-5 years ago. Men in 

the state receive a larger (negative) return than women to having returned 

from a career interruption 10 or more years ago, while men in the core 

receive a higher return than women to years in the labour force. 

Perhaps the most prono~~ced pattern which emerges from a comparison 

of Tables 8-1 and 8-2 is that of the differences between men and women who 

are employed in periphery industries, thirteen of which were found to be 

statistically significant. Moreover, in most of these cases, it was the 

women who Nere found to receive less. At the same time, however, the 

particular relevance of these differences for the present analysis lies in 

their importance f or explaining male-female earnings inequalities. Con

sequently, they will not be discussed further here, but will be put to use 

in the following section. 
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Intersectoral Differences in Male-Female Earnings Differentials 

As demonstrated above, there are large differences in the average 

earnings of people employed in different econolnic sectors, with those in 

the state earning more than those in either the core or the periphery. 

Also, economic sector has been shown to affect the earnings of both men 

and women independently of the effects of an extended set of other 

earnings-related characteristics. From the segmented economy literature, 

however, one would expect that the male-female earnings gap, net of other 

factors, varies systematically by sector. Specifically, it seems to be a 

matter of considerable agreement among segmented economy theorists that 

this gap will be greater in the periphery than in either the state or the 

core. Or, to phrase this in another way, the expectation is that gender 

earnings discrimination is greater in the former than in the latter. 

The first row of Table 8-5 shows the actual male-to-female earn

ings gaps in each of the three sectors, while the first row of Table 8-6 

shows the corresponding female-to-male earnings ratios. As these data 

indicate, women's earned incomes are lowest relative to men's in the 

periphery and highest in the state. At the same time, the three sectors 

do di ffer in the average levels of the earnings-related characteristics 

of the men and women employed in them, so that this pattern could be a 

consequence of the fact that the men and women in some sectors differ more 

f rom one another in their earnings-related attributes than they do in 

other sectors. Employing the "interaction model" presented in Chapter 7 

(Table 7-4), the differences between the mean values for t he earnings

related characteristics of the men and women (Tables 8-3 and 8-4) can be 

used with the regression coefficients for the women (Table 8-2 ) in order 
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TABLE: 8-5 

The Male-Female Earnings Gap Subdivided Into the Four Components of Earning 

Inequality by Sectoral Location Employing the Interaction Model 

Sectoral Location 

Core Periphery State Total 

Total Mean Income Gap $4,282.09* $4,007.83 $3,790.70 $3,834.26 

Amount Due to 775.96 837.54 661.47 647.34 Composition 

Amount Due to Returns 7,125.59 9,990.31 5,624.93 8,143.35 

Amount Due to 959.98 790.78 872 .16 745.47 Interaction 

Amount Due to Intercept - 4,558.26 - 7,570.39 - 3,375.18 - 5,650.87 

* The components do not add up to the total mean income gap because of 
rounding errors using two significant decimal places only in the 
calculations. 
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TABLE: 8-6 

Actual and Predicted Female-to-Male Earnings Ratios by Sectoral Location 

Actual Ratio of Female-t o
Male Earnings 

Predicted Ratio Under t he 
Assumption Equal Means 

Predicted Ratio Under t he 
Assumption of Equal Rates 
of Return 

Predicted Ratio Under the 
Assumption of Equal Rates 
of Return and Interaction 

Predicted Ratio Under the 
Assumption of Equal 
Earnings Process 

Sectoral Location 

Core Periphery State 

.52 .4.9 .60 

.61 .59 .67 

1.32 1.77 1.19 

1.42 1.87 1. 29 

.92 .90 .93 

Total 

.55 

.62 

LSI 

1.59 

.92 
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to estimate the additional income which the women would have earned had 

they not differed from the men in these characteristics. The results of 

this exercise are shown in the second row of Table 8-5, while the corres

ponding row of Table 8-6 shows the female-to-male earnings ratios adjusted 

for compositional differences. As these data indicate, the overall 

pattern of adjusted earnings gaps and ratios is the same as that for the 

actual ones. That is, even taking into account the differences betwee~ men 

and women in the average levels of their earnings-related characteristics, 

women's earnings are lowest relative to men's in the periphery and highest 

in the state. 

As described in Chapter 7, a male-female earnings gap which remains 

after the compositional differences between the two groups have been taken 

into account can be shown to derive from three sources which, when taken 

together, define the differences between men and women in the processes 

by which they earn income. These sources are: (1) differences between 

them in the economic r eturns to earnings-related characteristics, (2) 

differences between t hem which arise when one group is higher than the 

other in both average levels and economic returns, i.e., the "interac'tion" 

effect, and (3) other , unexplained differences due to sex. Since, in the 

present chapter, it has already been shown that there are differences between 

men and women within each of the three sectors in their returns to several 

earnings-related characteristics, it would be useful to identify how t hese 

three sources of earni~gs inequalities influence male-female earning~ 

differentials in the core, the periphery, and the state. TIlat is, to what 

extent do the male-female earnings differentials in each of the three 

sectors derive from male-female differences in economic retu~s, inter-
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action, and unexplained differences due to sex? 

What, then, of differences between men and women in their economic 

returns? To solve for the expected average earnings for women on the 

assumption of equality with male returns, the unstandardized regression 

coefficients for the men (Table 8-1) are used with the means and intercept 

for females (Table 8-4). With this, we find that the mean income for 

women would increase by $7,126, $9,990 and $5,625 to $11,429, $13,199 and 

$9,416 in the core, the periphery, and the state, respectively (third row, 

Table 8-5). Or, to express these results somewhat differently, if women 

received the same returns to each of their earnings-related characteristics 

as men did, the female-tc-male earnings ratios would increase to 1.32, 1.77 

and 1.19 in the core, t he periphery, and the state, respectively (third 

row, Table 8-6). As for the interaction effect, it turns out that women's 

earnings would increase by an additional $960 in the core, $791 in the 

periphery, and $872 in the state if the women had both the same average 

levels of earnings-related attributes and the same economic returns to 

these attributes as the men do (fourth row, Table 8-5). inis results in 

adjusted female-to-mal e earnings ratios of 1.42, 1.87, and 1 .2 9 in the 

core, the periphery, and the state, respectively (fourth row, Table 8-6). 

Finally, the unexplained-differences-due-to-sex component is reflected in 

the differences between the intercepts for the equations for men and 

wcmen. The male-femal e intercept difference is - $4, 558 in the core, 

-$7,570 in the peripher y, and -$3,375 in the state (fifth row, Table 8-5). 

When these figures are used to adjust the female-to-male earnings ratios 

in the three sectors, t he results are that, if women received earnings by 

the same process as the men do, the female-to-male earnings ratio would 



drop to .92 in the core , .90 in the periphery, and .93 in the state 

(fifth row, Table 8-6). 
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In snm, there ar e two sources of gender income inequality--differ

ences in the average mal e-female earnings attributes and differences in 

the process by which men and women earn income. Of the two, the second 

is by far the more impor tant. Furthermore, there appear to be important 

variations across sector s in the contributions that each of these sources 

make to explaining gender earnings differences. In the periphery, men and 

women differ substantially in the average level of the income-related 

characteristics they bring to the job, while in the state, followed by the 

core, these differences are somewhat reduced. Also, the returns to earn

ings-related characteristics are more similar for men and women in the 

state than in either the core or the periphery. In particular, men and 

women earn the same returns to education and experience in the state, 

while there are significant gender differences in returns to these factors 

in the core and the periphery. Moreover, in the periphery, there are many 

more significant gender differences in the returns to earnings attributes 

than in the core or state so that in the periphery, the income attributes 

which women bring to t he job matter very little for their earnings. 
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FOOTNOTES 

1 Utilizing the increment to R2 test, comparison of the full model (no 
sectoral location) t o a sector interactive model show: 

For Males: 

F = (;4 32 - .421)/ 50 = 4.00 
(1 - .432)/ (15797 - 78) 

For Females: 

F =(.533 - .493)/ 50 = 11. S9 
(1 - .533)/ (6877 - 78) 

., 
2 S~ploying an increment to R~ test, comparison of the full model, to a 

sex interactive model indicate that: 

For the core: 

F = (.514 - .493)/ 25 = 8.84 
(1 - . 514 ) / (5173 - 51) 

For the periphery: 

F = (. 462 - .442)/ 25 = 17.17 
(1 - .462)/01585 - 51) 

For the state: 

F = (. 602 - .588)/ 25 = 8.24 
Cl - 602) / (5915 - 51) 



CHAPTER 9 

SUMMARY, DISCUSSION ~ND CONCLUSIONS 

This research has considered a number of hypotheses suggested by 

segmented economy theory and the literature on gender earnings discrim

ination concerning sources of male-female earnings inequalities. In the 

present chapter, the major findings are brought together and some of their 

more important implications discussed. In particular, the following ques

tions have been addressed: 

(a) How do economic sectors differ in their employment characteristics 

and in their labour force compositions? 

(b) Are males and females differentially allocated to economic sectors 

and, if so, what are the consequences of this for male-female differ

ences in earnings? 

Cc) Do the returns to earnings-related characteristics vary across econo

mic sectors, such that workers in the core and state tend to receive 

higher returns to their human capital investments than do workers in 

the periphery? 

Cd) Within sectors, do men and women differ systematically in their aver

age levels of earnings-related characteristics? 

(e) Within sectors, are men ~~d women differentially rewarded for their 

earnings-related characteristics? 

(f) Within sectors, to what extent can male-female differences in average 

levels of earnings-related characteristics and differential returns 

to these characteristics contribute to male-female differ6nces in 

earnings? 

226 
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What answers, then, have been given to these questions, and what are some 

of their implications for sociological theory and research? 

Sector Differences in Employment Cnaracteristics and Labour Force 
Composition 

Segmented economy theory suggests that the state, the core, and 

the periphery are distinguished from one another in terms of monopoly vs. 

competition and type of economic organization which, in turn, influence 

their employment characteristics and labour force compositions. (See 

Chapter 6 for the distinction between employment characteristics and 

labour force composition.) With regard to employment characteristics, 

the periphery is found to be characterized by an over-representation of 

part-time and intermittent workers with limited work experience, 

and of women with interrupted careers. Also those clerical, sales 

and service occupations which require less skill are over-

represented in the periphery, and periphery sector workers are disproport-

ionately located in industries with low rates of unionization. The core 

has an over-representation of full-time workers with extensive work experi-

ence and continuous work histories, as well as workers in skilled clerical, 

sales and service, craft and trade occupat i ons. Too, the bargaining 

position of workers in the core is relatively strong, as indicated by t he 

high rates of unionization an~ng core industries. In the state sector, 

the proportion of workers employed part-time or intermittently is greater 

than in the core, although it does not reach the level i n the peri phery. 

The state does have a well-educated, experienced labour force, and it is 

the most highly unionized sector of the three. Al so, the occupational 

composition of the state is quite different from those of the other two 

sactors, with the state having a mu~h larger proportion of professional, 

as well as of unskilled clerical, sales and service, occupations. 
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The three sectors, then, were found to differ importantly in 

their employment characteristics, and these findings lend clear support 

to the notion of a multi-sector economy. Moreover, these differences are, 

in general, in the direction hypothesized by segmented economy theory-

with one major exception. For men, the sectors were not found to differ 

in terms of employment stability; for women, however, they were found to 

differ sharply in this respect. Proportionately more employed women with 

no major career interruptions were located in the core than in the state, 

followed (in turn) by the periphery. 

Along with the differences among them in their employment char

acteristics, the three sectors were also found to differ in their labour 

force compositions. While these differences are complex, two clear find

ings did emerge. First, both m~n ar.d women in the state sector are better 

educated than are those in the other two sectors. Second, those women 

with low levels of education, little work experience, ~ld major career 

interruptions, who are married, and who have children are disproportion

ately located in the periphery sector. Again, these differences are in 

the direction predicted from segmented economy theory. 

The Differential Allocation Hypothesis 

An inference from segmented economy theory is that earnings in the 

state will not differ significantly from those in the core, but that earn

ings in both of these will be substantially greater than those in the 

periphery. Earnings in the periphery were found to be much lo~er than in 

either the core or the state, while those in the state and the core were 

roughly equivalent. ~fuen these differences were broken down by gender, 

it was found that, for both men and women, earnings in the state 
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were much higher than in the core and earnings in the periphery were sub

stantially lower than in either of the other two sectors. Also, in all 

three sectors, earnings for males exceeded those for females, with the 

largest gap in the periphery and the smallest in the state. 

Segmented economy theory suggests that one mechanism which may 

contribute to the earnings gap between the sexes is their differential 

allocation to sectors, and it was found that females are ~~der-represented 

in the core and over-represented in the state. Examining 

this differential allocation of the sexes to the sectors of the economy, 

however, the results indicate that, if females in Canada were distributed 

across economic sectors, in the same proportions as males are, there would 

be no substantial change in their aggregate earnings. This is true 

because the under-representation of females in the high-paying core sector 

is counterbalanced by their ever-representation in the even higher-paying 

state sector. 

These findings appear to differ from those reported fer the United 

States, where the differential allocation of men ~~d women to sectors is 

thought to be an important contributor to male-female differences in earn

ings (Beck, et al., 1980). In Beck, et al. 's analysis, however, Tolbert, 

et al. 's(1980) scheme for classifying industries along an oligopoly

competitive dimension is employed, in \vhich the economy is dichotomized 

into a periphery sector and a sector which combines both core and state. 

Consequently, it could be that the differences between Beck, et al. 's 

findings and those reported here originate in the differences between the 

two studies in the manner in which economic sector are differentiated 
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Intersectoral Differences in Returns 

What does the effect of sectoral location on earnings determin

ation for men and women seem to be? As we have shown, both males and 

females employed in the periphery earn less than do those who work in the 

core, and those in the state earn significantly more than do those who 

work in either the core or the periphery. These differences appear to 

come about partly as a result of differences among the sectors in employ

ment characteristics and labour force composition. When the three sectors 

are equated in terms of these , the earnings disadvantage for males in: the 

periphery is cut by half, and the earnings advantage for males in the 

state turns into an earnings disadvantage. For females , equating the 

sectors in terms of their employment characteristics ruLd labour market 

compositions reduces their earnings disadvantage in the periphery, and 

virtually eliminates their earnings advantage in the state. 

inese results are not surprising. One would expect that, since 

the three sectors differ in their employment characteristics and labour 

force compositions, when these differences are controlled, some portion 

of the earnings differences among them would disappear. What is important 

for this analysis, though, is that these earnings differences are not 

entirely compositional. So, even when the sectors are equated in terms 

of their employment characteristics and l abour market compositions, sub

stantial di fferences among them remain. It may be, then, that there a~e 

important differences among the sectors i n the manner in which earnings 

are determined. 

Segmented economy t heory implies that the earnings determination 

process differs across industrial sectors of the economy , such that 
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workers in the core and state receive higher economic returns to their 

human capital factors, such as education, seniority and career stability, 

than do workers in the periphery. As shown in this research, the data 

largely bear this out. The three sectors do appear to differ in the ways 

in which certain earnings-related characteristics are remunerated. These 

differences in returns to human capital variables are greater for women 

then they are for men, and they are generally in accord with findings 

from similar studies (see Boyd and Humphreys, 1979 and Beck, et al., 

1980). Also these differences explain the differences which remain among 

the sectors in average earnings when the sectors have been equated in 

terms of employment characteristics and labour market composition. 

Intersectoral Differences in Male-Female Earnings Differentials 

Throughout this dissertation, the question has been asked: What 

might account for the fact that men who are employed earn about twice as 

much as employed women do? The analysis presented above suggests that 

the answer lies largely in the very different processes by which men and 

women earn income and, to a much smaller extent, in the differences between 

them in the average levels of their earnings-related characteristics. 

Relative to women, men are paid substantial returns to their earnings

related characteristics such that, if women were paid according to the 

same criteria as men, the female-to-male earnings ratio would increase 

from an es'timated .55 to .62. 

There is, however, more to the male-female earnings gap th~~ just 

differences between the sexes in levels of and returns to earnings-related 

characteristics. Specifically, it appears as if the differences between 
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men and women in their economic returns and average levels of earnings

related characteristics are not the s~~e from sector to sector. The 

findings reported above support two general conclusions in this regard. 

First, differences in returns for men and women are more frequent in the 

periphery than in either the core or the state. Second, while still 

distinct, the processes by which men and women earn income are more 

similar in the state than in either the core or the periphery. In the 

state, men and women receive nearly equivalent economic returns to their 

human capital factors, such as education and experience, while this is not 

the case in the other two sectors. 

The major intersectoral difference, then, ~ppears to be between 

the state, on the one hand, and the two private sectors, on the other. 

Specifically, the processes by which men and women are paid seem to be 

more rationaliz ed in the state than in either the core or the periphery so 

that, regardless of gender, employees are remunerated for their hum~l 

capital attributes. Or , to describe the situation in different terms, the 

evidence is that ~he state is a more meritocratic employer than either the 

core or the periphery. What, then, might acco~lt for this? And wha~ are 

some of the implications of these findings for sociology and, perhaps as 

wel l , for social policy? 

Economic Sectors, Gender Earnings Discrimination, and Social Theory 

Does gender earni ngs discrimination vary systematically by economic 

seC1:or in Canada? The answer woule (J.ppear to be "yes". But what might 

account for the particular pattern of discrimination revealed in this 

research? While af ter-the-fact speculation can provide no definitive ans

wers to this quest i on, it is necessary at least to consider what the 
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possible reasons fer it might be. 

The first theoretical contender which must be weighed in as a 

source of possible explanations for gender earnings discrimination is 

neoclassical economic theory--especially that application of neoclassical 

economics known as human capital theory--since segmented economy theory 

largely originates in a critique of that perspective. Human capital 

theory carries with it assumptions that workers seek to maximize their 

returns and employers their profits by means of rational, informed decis

ions made under conditions of free competition. In terms of human capital 

theory, employers who discriminate against some category of people by not 

hiring them at all , paying them less for their labours, or holding them 

back in their promotions do so at a risk of profits foregone. If they 

decline to hire members of some category of potential employees, some of 

their competitors will hire them at reduced rates of pay and reap the 

benefits of cheap labour. If they only take on members of some category 

at lower rates of payor are slow to promote them, some of their competit

ors will lure the~ away with offers of higher wages or better promotional 

opportunities. In either case, employers who discriminate will pay for 

the privilege, and discriminatio~ will exist only as a short-run market 

imperfection. And, where such discrimination exists, it is most likely 

to be found in noncompetitive markets, such as that part of the private 

sector which is dominated by a small number of very large corporations 

and, especially, the state sector, both of which are less checked by 

natural market forces, though the state sector may be checked by 

political forces. The conclusion reached here, then, is precisely 

the opposite to that recently predicted, for example, by a neoclassical ly 
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oriented Canadian economic institute (Block and Walker, 1982). That is, 

gender earnings discrimination is greatest in the periphery sector and 

least in the state sector. 

Contrary to neoclassical economic theory, then, gender market 

discrimination is an enduring fact of the Canadian economy. Moreover, it 

can be shown to vary in magnitude from economic sector to economic sector, 

and it is most pronounced in just that sector where a neoclassical econom

ist would normally expect it to be least evident. These observations 

cause one to questinn the utility of an unreconstructed neoclassical 

economic point of view for making sense of certain phenomena which fall 

within its scope. Perhaps the assumptions upon which it rests must be 

modified to accommodate the fact that there is no one, homogeneous 

economy, and that some economic sectors are more competitive than others. 

Even so, however, we would still be left with the problem of accounting 

for how it is that it is the most competitive markets which are also the 

most discriminatory. 

A second contender is dual labour market theory, which is some

times linked to a segmented economy perspective. As with the segmented 

economy theory literature, writings on dual labour market theory have yet 

to come together to form a single, well-articulated set of ideas, so that 

it is not possible to summarize them briefly or simply. As discussed in 

Chapter 3, the organizing principle of this approach is that the labour 

market is best seen as existing in two or more sectors, between which there 

is very limited mobility. These sectors include an upper tier of primary 

sector jobs of a professional or managerial character with high pay, good 

working conditions, and real opportunities for career advancement, a lower 

tier of primary jobs in sales, clerical work, and skilled labour which are 

steady and moderately remunerative, and a secondary sector of low paid, un-

pleasant, "dead end" jobs. In addition, internal labour markets which are 
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typically found within single business firms, divisions, or plants, can be 

distinguished from the external labour market. 

As it brings insights into the phenomena of gender earnings dis

crimination, dual labour market theory points particularly to the fact 

that men are disproportionately found in the upper tier of primary sector 

jobs and women in the lower tier of primary and in secondary sector jobs. 

But, while dual labour market theory does elaborate a typology of differ

ent kinds of jobs, and this is useful in seeing something of the differ

ences between men and women in the jobs which they have, it does not in 

itself appear to provide an explanation for how men and women come to be 

segregated into different sectors, much less of how it is that men and 

women who are similar in their earnings-related attributes differ in thei~ 

earnings. 

A third theoretical contender which must be considered is ~~rxism. 

It is not a difficult inference from general Marxist principles that 

capitalism carries with it tendencies for market discrimination which 

serve the interests of the bourgeoisie by, among other things, increasing 

the appropriation of surplus value. From a broadly Marxist perspective, 

then, some kinds of market discrimination, including gender earnings dis

crimination, are to be expected in capitalist economies. At the same 

time, it is not clear from Marxist theory why gender wage discrimination 

should be much less pronounced in the s~ate sector as over against the 

private sectors, since the assumption is that, \{hile the state sector is 

not a simple tool of the bourgeois class, it nevertheless acts in the 

interest of that class in the long rJn. It is t~Je that the state sector 

does not have the same requirements for surplus value that the private 

sectors do but, as a relatively nondiscriminatory ~mployer--at least in 
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respect to the sexes and their wages--it can not easily be seen as fur

thering the interests of the bourgeoisie in that respect. Just as 

pl ausibly, it can be seen as setting a precedent which is not in the 

interest of that class. 

The fourth and last theoretical contender to be considered, and 

the one on which this research has been primarily focused, is segmented 

economy theory. Does the conception of a segmented economy add anything 

to our knowledge of the sources of male-female earnings discrimination? 

The findings presented above suggest an affirmative answer to this ques~

ion. Gender earnings discrimination is greater in some sectors than in 

others. At the same time, there is virtually nothing in the segmented 

economy literature which seems to cast any light on the fact that such 

discrimination appears to be structured according to whether the sectors 

are characterized by private, as opposed to public, ownership. In fact, 

the predominant model of the segmented economy is that of a dual economy 

in which a private, competitive sector is counterposed against a noncom

petitive sector composed of both private and public enterprises, whereas 

the present research seems to suggest the utility of a dual economy model 

in which a private sector is contrasted with a public one. 

Neoclassical economics/human capital theory, dual labour market 

theory, Marxisln, and segmented economy theory largely exhaust the list of 

likely candidates to explain the intersectoral pattern of gender earnings 

discrimination observed here. Since none of them appears adequately to 

acco~~t for this pattern, however, we are left to speculate. First, gender 

wage discrimination seems to migrate with the demand for profits, i.e., 

it is greatest in the private sectors, where profits are a necessary con

dition for survival and growth, and least in the state sector, where the 
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concept of profit does not generally apply. This suggests that it may be 

both in the interest of and within the power of employers to discriminate 

against women in their wages in the private sectors, but not (or much less 

so) in the state sector. Second, the evidence (e.g. Villemez, 1977) 

suggests that wage discrimination against women may benefit men economic

ally, although Villemez points out that "The whole issue of male gain or 

loss from female inequality is an extremely complex one" (p. 633). So if 

it is to the benefit of men to have employers discriminate in favour of 

them in their wages, this would help explain how it is that gender wage 

discrimination is to be found to some degree in every sector of the 

economy. If further, it is in the interest of private sector, but not 

public sector, employers to discriminate in favour of men in their wages 

(perhaps because of closer and more effective monitoring of sex differ

entials in incomes in the state), this might help account for how it is 

that gender earnings discrimination is more severe in the private sectors 

than in the state sector. At the same time, however plausible this inter

pretation may seem to be, it qualifies as no more than that--a plausible 

interpretation. ~llch more research and better theory will be required 

before we can be confident that we understand the origins of gender wage 

discrimination. 

Some Social Policy Implications 

To the social scientist, such substantial differences in earnings 

between the sexes as have been documented in this research demand explan

at i on. To the public and politicians, they demand remedial action to the 

extent that they are perceived as inequitable and, therefore, as a social 

problem. While it would be an exaggeration to say that gender earnings 
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inequalities are seen to be a major social problem by the majority of 

Canadians, they are seen as such by many, and a number of policy initiat

ives have been undertaken by provincial governments, along with the 

federal government, in regard to them. But are they appropriately viewed 

as a social problem and, if so, what might best be done about them? 

While these are ultimately political, as opposed to scientific, questions, 

there are enlightened and unenlightened answers which can be given to 

them, and it is the responsibility of those who study such things to con

sider the policy i mplications of their findings and make them known. 

Social problems are phenomena arising out of the structure and 

organization of society which are defined as undesirable. The first 

question which must be addressed, then, is whether gender earnings in

equalities are at least to some extent social in their origins. !he 

answer which can be given on the basis of this research is quite un

equivocal: they are definitely to some degree socially caused. Specific

ally, me~ and women tend not to be remtmerated in the same way for the 

same qualities which they bring to their jobs, and this operates to the 

advantage <'f men and the disadvantage of women. At the same time, t he 

differences between men and women in this regard are not uniform across 

Canadian society, but rather vary systematically from one economic sector 

to another. The second question, then, becomes one of what some of the 

policy implications of these findings might be. 

The principal finding of this dissertation is that the differences 

between men and women in their earnings originate importantly in the dif

ferences between them in their returns to earnings-related characteristics. 

Moreover, these differences tend to be greater in privately-O\vned t han in 
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publicly-owned enterprises. What seems quite clearly to be involved 

here, then, is gender earnings discrimination, and this suggests that 

employers are proper targets for remedial action. That is, men and women 

are not being remunerated in the same way for the same qualities, and it 

is employers who are directly or indirectly making decisions which have 

this effect. Efforts at reducing gender earnings inequalities which are 

aimed at changing the behaviours of employers, such as "equal pay for equ

al work" laws or legislation which prohibits discrimination on the basis 

of sex, then, would be at least oriented in the right direction. In 

addition, since the phenomena of gender earnings discrimination are more 

pronounced in the private than in the public sectors of the economy, 

policies which deny govern.~ent contracts to business firms which cannot 

produce good evidence of nondiscriminatory empl oyee treatment would also 

be appropriate to consider. 

Another f inding of this research is that differences between men 

and women in the average levels of their earnings-related attributes are 

not an important source of the differences between them in their earnings. 

ConsequentlY,efforts aimed at raising women up to the levels of men i n 

their stores of human capital, occupational status, or other earnings

related characteristics do not seem particularly promising. In general, 

it is not that women are wanting in this regard relative to men, but t hat 

they are not paid the same returns as men are for the saille attributes 

that men have. In some respects, this may seem surprising, since the 

evidence of occupational sex segregation in Canada is overwhelming, ~or 

example, and we know that proportionally more men than women receive 

university degrees. What this largely means, though, is that different 
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occupational and educational distributions for men and women have no very 

profound implications for male and female incomes, since they yield 

"averages" which are about the same. Men are over-represented at both the 

top and the bottom ends of the scale of occupational status and the conti

nuum of educational attainment relative to women, and it is not unreason

able to think of these inequalities as social problems which a government 

might address. They do not, however, figure importantly in overall Gale

female earnings inequalities. 

Finally, one possible source of the male-female earnings gap which 

has been pointed to recently is the very institution of marriage itself. 

In a vigcr~us attack on affirmative action init:iatives undertaken by 

governments, and a spirited defence of the mechanism of free market com

petition as the most effective guarantor of equal opportunity, Block and 

Walker (1982) argue that the institution of marriage helps men and hinders 

women economical l y, making it appear as if there is employer discrimin

ation where there is not. Although Block, Walker and the other contribut

ors to their edited volume stop far short of suggesting that this is evi

dence of any problems in the family, many feminists and others agree with 

this premise, while taking it to the conclusion that better day-care 

facilities and improved maternity benefits are required. The fin4ings of 

this research , however, show marital status as such to be an inconsequent

ial determinant of earnings for employed women, although married and 

separated (but not divorced or widowed) men who are employed do earn more 

than never-married men. With regard to employed men and women, then, 

policies directed at alleviating the burdens of pregn.ancy and motherhood 

do not seem l ikely to have much influence on men's and women's earnings. 
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Of course, such policies probably do have far-reaching implications for 

the earnings of women who never enter or who drop out of the labour force 

for reasons related to having and caring for children. This is, however, 

a set of related problems which could not be considered here. 
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eo.-.oi." Call~~e. ]uaicw CoHese; CECEP. Tecitalcal 
!asuaue 

~---------------------.---------------------
CDMp~~ ______________ . ________________ ..... __ __ 

Softie _____ _ 

Doctoc-ac. .' _________ _ 

Co, 
ell) 

Cll. 

ell 

en 

Ou 
O~~ 

SicS 
:':11 

Proiessioaal desr_ (e.,. .~I.D •• t..L.B.. C-.\ •• ~.) __ C U 

2,. • ~a 

1. How IDa.,. ynn alto~dI.r wen' I' Y'- in schooi? ___________ ~ _________ L... __ .I.-.... 

{TC •• ~ 

6. Aside frcaa t<t'~lar sc~ool. did you ev-et co",pie~ an apprenticeship. 
:I f'IH-<ilD~ pl0fU:un in a company mlinin~ scbool l.:utin, ~:i: 'lII'eeu 
ot mOf't". or training in u.~ uU:l.Jian Arrrte.J 
Forces l"dinS to qtaalifica Doe in :I craJe? . __ Yes 0 0 No 01 

1. !f ~o. ha.e e.ef' ,;en-ed io die Canadian Armed Forces. ans"'~" tis., 
follo-in~ qllescion: o(h~""s<t' go to ~uescion S. nat w:u ,.our 
loln.seSc. peri~ uf con(il'lua.. sf!nice? (Dc noc cou .. , sen-ice' ir. dt. 
c~d~t. IIll!iti:a. Gt te3C1"nr woics.) 

n'B 

Front 

NOW We WOULD L!/(E TO ASK YOU SOME QUEST10NS ABOCT 
JOBS WHICH YCU HAVE HA.O STARTI NG WITH YOUR FIRST JOil 

8. Dt'scri~ Y'our first fuil-time iob (bt p:ay or profiti :lfter compi('tin~ 
.,out e-auc.":lriolt ;15 inJic;11aeU ~Ibo .... <:, in qut'1tion 4. (If you nt:yer h~,1 : 
iull .. ime iuu:1tce't ("omplc:tion of yo~( cJu .. . uion gil (oquesrion ZO.) 

(d -':'·I1.l,' !..in.! of 'Norl.; Wf"~ y QU Join,,? lC;ivc .1 fun Jescripciult. e.g. 
sdlin" snO<''J. motor vehicle r"f'.Ajri:'l~. met::l m~dlinin~. de'fi
Ql .,wle. sccrct.ui::1i wurk) 

(iil \\h3' '7~C' ruut mf'"r ifni-0n,lnt :'U·flTIU(."S vl J~ci..:s?(e.~. fitting 
" ;:'H::». :2U'O boJI' .0I'i.. uJX'r:uin~ l.Am~. raUl"! jn~oices. t~Kj~:: 
di~c"ciOA .lftoi (~'pi"1C' 

-. _-- ~ -- _. - -----~ - . - . -~-. . -~--' --.--. .......;~-:-.---. -

..... 

~;. .. 
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-,::.--=--• .o:.=-~-~_~-=-=-~ __________ .'",-'._ ==--=_ _n.', ' _'T_ .. _ 2~_Q. . .. = 
(iii) 'I'l.,ac "-'""oS ,'OUt job title? (e·l. m.l!lol~er of ,;,oC' Jep.;urtncnl. r (ii, lI'n:u W~~ )"OUI most imronanc t1c:tJvtti~s ot duciC's? (CO.IC-

3U(0 b~y re(,airman. hehe opt.'rolCot. iuvoice derk. :iccret:1ty- fi(tin~ shoc:s.:uuo bodl' work. up~rOl.cin~ l.ad~e. posriftl illl:oi("es. 
s(eno~r;,phef j rakint; dicl.uion :In., typing. 

(iy) In wllolt kind of bl&siness. inJu~ .tfr or service WitS this job? 
(e.,. te'rail shoe scote, auto boJ" reI':ait shop. m:1chinc P:lrCS 
m(g •• meJieal clinic) 

(w. If, in this job, you o'IIWned :1 business or fatm. 01 if yOI& were 
a 1!'I.~sc:r or supervisM. ""swer the following quesrion; other
wise go to quc:stion S (vi). How IItlIn~ rersonnel did you usually 
emplo)' or have w'3lxing under you! 

Sone .. __ ._. _____ ••• __ iJ 0 

1- 5 ._. ____ • __ G 1 

6 - 10 • _______ • ___ 0 2 

It ·20 ........ __ .• _._ ••••..•• __ 0 3 

21 .7-4 .......... __ • __ •• _._. 0 .. 
7, 01 more .. _____ .•• C 5 

(Til In .h., )'ur did you begin 
world:1[& aC thi5 job? _ •• _. _____ ._ ••• _ 

9. Did you lise English or French Oft your first full-tim. job? 
(Ched: Qn~ onl~') 

En8li~h but noC French ..•••.• ___ •.• ____ • 0 0 

French but noe Engiish ..•••• __ ._ ••••••.•• ___ .... c: t 

Bodt En/lHsh and French .. ___ • __ ••• _ •• __ C 2 

Neither En~lish nor F~ncb ..• ______ •• _ C 3 

10. From t.lu~ bc~innins of your firsr full·(im~ job ,,,nil no .. , 
in how many ye:us haw!!' you worked E~H'fim. for payor 42· ·43 
proiic1 (Counr .n a full Y"' 3n" ia whlcn y"u '1Iforked (Of I I 
a period of seveon monrhS or more.) ._._._ •• __ ._._._._._ ..... _ ..... _~ 

i 1. $;nce' yOIl ~gan ~'our first full·rime ieb, ..,as the~ :z single p~riod 
of one year or mor. 'IV"!!'" you 'I'1e1'1P not workins fot pay Of profitt 

No .......... C: 0 -
Yes .. _ ••• 01 - Go .. queSt"'" 12 

(ye.,) 

13 .. \' :ln~ time ait!!'r thar, did you return to a {ull·time JOG (for payor 
~rofit) for 3 sinjl:h~ period of i months or more? 

No ............ C~ 0 - Go to q .... rion 19 

Yes .......... 01 - Go to qu.stion 14 

l·~. In wh:H yea, did YOll retum? (~,tost recent if 
more th~n on'-7C'.) ..... ................................................ . 

l~. In d\e Sl'3ce p,.oviJ~ b ... low describe (he job (0 which YOU ret\.lrned. 
\.\(o~r recent j ( m~re rhan one.) . . 

(i) Th.ll ki"d of 'Nod" ' wcre you ,ioJinj;? (Give 3 full de-scription, 
e.g. sellinlt 5ho ... 5, motor venic:le re'pairing. meul ma~hininK. 
de'tic:zl worle. ~coc:ret:uiil! 'lI'orkl 

, - .. - .. " . ....... ~ 

fiii) ~nac was YOIII job tide? (e.g. manager of shoe J~~rt.·ft~~n. 
~ro body re!,~jtm.:ln. l.u;'~ oper:uor. invoice derle, Seere(3ty· 
stenugrapher) 

Oy) 1ft _bac kinJ 01 bllsiness, inJuscry or !er"ic:IP _as this joG? 
(e.~. tef3il shoe s,on~. :1IUO budy repair sho)p,laac:bi~ psllIS miJ1o. 
medical c liAic) . 

(.) U, ift dai:a job, you owned is bu~iness cr fa,., 0#"''' a 1Da.:1,e,. 06 S4&pI!nisoC', answer the fallowiAIt q..eshoa; otherwise 
CO CO question 11. How maAY personnel did 1011 empJoy or haY • 
.. kiDS undel 10411 

NOlIe -------C a 
1- , C 1 

6-10 -----C z 
11-20 __ . __ [j l 

21·704 .• _. ____ 0 4 

n Of' ~~ ••• _-- 0 , 

GO TO QUESTfON 17 

16. In dt~ space proyided below desc:ib.- ch~ jo~ «0' pay or 1"otll) 
witicb 10. held teo yeau :1gQ, i.e., in July 1%;. (Uyou were not 
work ins ac thae time describe· the b~t joo which lasted 7 months 01 

more ",;'ieb you had p,io' co Jui)' 1963. if yeN did not h.n oae 10 
fa quesuon 17.) 

(i) 'ill., kind or work were you doing? (Gaye a fun descrir:uioa. 
e.,," seUilt1 shoes. motOl yenicJIP t~p.i'ia,. !Decal macbinift!r. 
clerical worJr, secretarial worlc) 

(ii) 'il'?tar ~N YOV IDOse important aCtlYUles M defies? (e. g. fit'
tiD'sitO~S. auro body wotk. operalinl huhe. poSUD! in,.oice~. 
takin, dictauOQ .ad typinc) 

(iii) nat wtI, yOQI joo (ide? (e.~. manager of shoe department. 
&QCO body re~.itnla •• I:uhe operacor. ittyoiclit c:lerx. secl'lrt::\ry" 
sCHo,fapner) 

(i,,) III .itac kind of business, industry or ser-rice .... mis job? 
e.", teoil shoe store, Oluro body repsir shop. machine parts 
!laf, •• 12Wcii-cai dini4:) 

. . ~ 

" - ~s 
For offic. I , .. l " f us. only l 

(,,) Ir. in doli:! job. you owned J busine:u or f3tm. or ..... efe :1 m:1n
:l!et Of sLl~ryisor • .lDSwer the followin~ quescion; oth~",is~ 
50 fO question \7. How m:ln~' pc-r50nnrl Jid )'01.1 empLoy or h:1ye 
Yorkin" l.IAde't you? 

!'fane _ •••. __ .......... . _ •• CJ 0 

1· 5 .. _ ................. _ .. C 1 

6 -10 ._ ........................ W :: 
11 - 20 __ ._ .•• _ •.. __ CJ 3' 

21 ·'7·1 .............. ............ "J ' 
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1i. Desc:t:hl; youe pnesc:nc iob Hut p"y at I'miic)-m"in job if ."ot~ 
,h.ln one. If >·~U .lt~ nu' "?·Oll.-in~ no ..... or if you at>: tctite~. :lnsw~r 
fot )' u~r last job .. niC'h lolsteri "7 munths or m<lICe. 

(i) '1'h:lt kinJ of wotk .1te: \w'!u:) ~'Oll dfJin~? (~.~. sc:llin~ soo.:s, 
moC~t .. ('hid!: rep.lirill!(. mccal m:le-hinin,.:. c:Jc:ric.11\\,tltk,se~· · 
tet;Hi~ I ~'ork) 

(ii) 'th.l: nt~ ( ... erc:) )"tNr rno,,', impurt~n' O1cti"uic:s Ul JUlies? 
(e.~. fi Hin~ =shoc:s • .a"C~l hoJy worK. opc.-r-.lCilig I.uhe. postinl: 
inv\lic:eo", takiag dictacion :I.n.J 'Ypin!!:) 

(iii) \1h;u is (",~s) yout iub title? (e.g. m:ana~c:r of shoe dt'p~rf.
menr. ~uc~ body repairman. I:uhe I)P<:r:ltOl, invoice derle. 
:oec:retl1ry-stenae;r.lpncr) 

Ow) In ""al !.:inJ ot busiQ~u. indusfry or seM'ice is (was) chis 
job? (e.~. :et:1il shCX' SlOr.:. :2Uro body repair shop. machine 
paulS milO •• medical dinic) 

60· 63 

(v) If, in this job. )'0.. own (owned} a business or [arm. or oUe 
(were) a m.n:alter ot 3l1l"~~TiSQr. al'llwer the folla..,lng ques
cioa; omerwise go co quescion l7 ("j ). lI.,w many personnel 
do (diJ) you employ or h:a "e working under }'o,,? 

~onc .... _-_ .•• _ ••• -._._ .••••• w () 
1· 5 . __ . __ . __ ........ _ C 1 

6 - lD .1. ________ ._ •••• Q 2 

11 - 20 .• ------.... -Ci 3 

21 .74 .. _ .... _._ .... __ •.••.. :J -1 

75 or mote ..•• -._-_ ••. - ••. C 

(vi) In t"is iob .ue (were) you 'Worlcins: 
(Che~k oac only) 

( J.) For omei'3 fot w:lges, 50:&1ar1 Of cOlluwi.ssiun.r ............... 00 
(b) In )'our own business, fann or professional practice 

th:u is: 

(i) itu:otpor:uc:d? [J 1 

(ii) uninco,por:Ji~ed? ......................................... - .................... L:' ~ 

(,·ii·, If VOII .lte now rc t ircJ or noC "'"Qtkin~. 
.ln~"a·C'r the foJlv"' i nac q"C'~rion: o(nc:~· 
wi~(" ~o co t-:' hii i ). In .... h.\( ~ C".lr JiJ 
you IC"HC' the job .J ~~""rihC'd :lboJ\'C'? ....... ... . 

I 
''''7,1 

I 

ldiii Are ( ~l'rC'~ \"QU \liorlcinJ: olr this job: 

.,,'0. ll" (.11.11 \,'Y U'C I-:n):li'\h ur F,..,n\:n on (he jot> in.lit:.1[eJ in ques
tion P? (Chl'd; one.- nnl)'} 

En l'ii ... h l.u ( n:-,c F IC'nen 

r fI·n..:n !"It nu, E" ,.:iish 

. ........ ........... ........ .. . ... .. ..... :~. 0 

Il..lth Ento/li .. h .JnJ FrC'I'l\'h ...... ... ............. ......... .... ... [~. 

19. From rhl! ~J:i\lning. ot yout (irst iull-tirneo ;uh (C1)t p~y or I't.)fid to) 

the P!t:.s~f, h\l"'" ~'oln" flcri<'ds of mote th~n } munchs w.:r~ ;'OU not 
'Nolkin~ fOl' p.I y ->r "ro Ii cf 

X,)nc ...••••• _._ .................... _ •••• _.-•.•.•••• C~ " 
o~ ~rio.J •••• _ ................. _ ••• _ ••••• _ •• C I 

Two p~rioJs ... _ .... _ ................ __ • __ CJ 2 

Thrce ('<'nods ._ .. _ ................ _. __ ...... ::. 1 

F out periods .... - ...................... ---.... -:i .i 
Fiye co ten pc:rioJs ...... _ ... _ .• _____ • C S 

Elevu to tweftl, periods ...... ____ •• ::: , 

Twenty-one M GIOrep pc:rioJs . __ . __ = 7 

.,ow We WOULO l.IKE TO ASK YOU· SOMe FURTH!!R 
QUeSTIONS A80UT YOURSELF, YOUR FAMILY AHD 

YOUR PAReNTS 

20. nat is your pll:'Seac ID:1ric:al SQlUS? 

Sinsle (never dI1IIrieu) ...... _. r- 0 
",,-

Go to ~.ti .. Z1 

!ltv.ied 

---_ .. 0 2 

Oivo«ed _____ .~ .......... __ 03 

---.. O~ 
72·13 :B. In wha, yftV .. ~re you .-ttic:d? (If }.QtI ~re 

married l'llOfCP th~tt OnC'CP. pve me )·cu oi your 'J 
first lItauia,e.) ......... ____ I-_.l-._.r..._"'-_~_ 

·-r 

22. Itow ... , childrett ha.,... yaa had (cowu ~U li'fe birms)? 

IJ ___ ••• __ :.. G 0 

/ 
Go to qu •• 'iOft ':.7 

1 --_ .. .C-J 1 

2 ._ ..... :.1 2 

3 -·-··0 1 

4- ,...~ 

" · .. w , ..., 
S -- ...... 

6 . .. C6 
7 C 7 

8 011' ~. ____ ._ C 8 

n. How r1Ia..,. of th~s .. child," are no- livtns w'd .. you? 

o ----.. --0°. 
.----.... - ... W 1 

2 _____ •• _ •. _ C 2 

3 

4 

-----....... C~ ~ 

------·· .. ·-c .. 
5 .. ---....... ..... C~ 

6 ___ . __ ......... C6 

7 or I'IlOIe ........... _. c:; 1 

."'ALES GO TO QUESTION 27 

7~ -77 

.2-1. In what ~'~r w:\'\ your younJ:I:Sl ellil.1 "otn ~ .... _ ... I-_I-... __ L...--':~.....I 

2'5. 

. .. (y~ilO 

Alter )"QVt fir:u .. ·hilJ .:as hotn_ bill befote YOIII la~l child (tf ",.ore 
«h.:2n o~' 1-c.-~;1n schCJul, .iiJ you hOl\"(.· a jo n (for p.:2y or profit' rur at 
1C':.st on~ r~rino! •• ( i munch~ or "tore' 

Ye", full-time (u!'uOllly 3'5 h.;,u,s • 
01 mUf'c.- r~ ... c.-~tc .... _ .......... ............. _. C I) 

Y('". r:trt·cimc.- (1l :.u.&lIv !r:~!1 
:11.11, i) r.uur!'i t1l:r ..,tof·k l .... ... . ................ .. ; _J 
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~(; . ;'.hef your youn,.:(.:s l chilJ heg:\11 s4:hool, Jid you It;)v\" :I job HUf p;J)" 
,)' proiit) fur .H Ic.'~.!i( one: "c:ri,,J oj 7 mC'"ths Of more? 

y<.~. iull·(ime (u!iIWlIy 3S h,ll1fS 

or more ~~r wt"cl.;) ..............•.... ..•.•..•...•.........••••••.••.....•..••.•. ..•....•••.... CJ 0 

Y1:5. ~rt·ti,t!~ (u."u;llly leoss 
th.lA 35 itoucs reof wct-k) .................................. _________ ._ ••• C 1 

","0, t JiJ not h3 ve :I job ............... _ .... _ ..... : ............. ___ ........... _ •• 0 l 

No. n»" children are 
noc )'ec of schuol alle ............ _ ......................... _ ............ __ .... ___ .. C 3 

2i. Itow m:2n" brothers Jo )'ou hoaye? (Ccun, :u~p:and h::il·ororhfts Olnd 
Iho~e no lult"ej livin~.) 

o ......................... _ ... Co 
1 __ .......... _ ...... __ • C 1 

2 ........ _ ......... _.: ..... _ C 2 

3 -._ .. - ... _.-_.-.. C 3 
4 -_ .... __ ._-- C " 
5 .•. - ... C' 
6 ____ • _____ 0 6 

7 or more ................. C 7 

15. 11,0- many of ~·our brothers 3~ older rhan you? (Co ... , Slep ud half· 
brotners and thos. no lont:t:t Ii.,;n,.) 

o __ ._._. __ 0 0 

1 ... _ ... , ___ ._ 0 1 

2 ._. ______ 0 z 

3 03 
.. --___ .... __ C 4 

5 C' 
6 .• _. ___ .. ____ :.- 6 

7 or monp .•• _____ C 1 

29. How many :sisr~r.s do 'lOG ha'1e? (Cn,,", 3l~p aad half·sis'.rs an~ 
tho.s~ no longer livin,.) 

() . __ .... ___ ~_ .. C 0 

1 .. __ • __ 0 1 
2 .•• _______ 0 2 

3 - .. _.03 
4 04 
S .. ------0 s 
6 .--.---.~ 0 ~ 
7 Of n»cwe __ •• _ 0 1 

30. How m:ln" 01 your sisr~rs are old~ ct\:ln yoa? (COUftf Sfl"l' :snd heit· 
sisu:rs 3M rhos~ no lon~et livin,.) 

o ... _ ......... _ .. _._ .... _ C 0 

1 •• __ ._ .. __ .... _ •• 0 1 

2 ............ - ..... ___ .. 02 
3 .. ____ ....... _ ........... [J J 

4 .. _ .... __ ... _ ............ LJ 4 

5 ......... _ .. __ ... __ .... _ :: s 
6 ....... _ ................ _._ 0 6 

7 or mote ................. []7 

)1 . ~nen you .. ~!'e 16 yo:::.1ts old ...,hetf' were you iivin,: 
(au:ck ~nt' only) 

I 
I 
I 

I 
In the ~:.rr.c ci c .... cown. vilL.ll:e I 
Of lI1unicip..!.\irY · ;1:> you .He' n~ .. ·? .................................................... 'G 0 

In .1 Jiif"f('n! .- i !\'. fllW". \· irt.l~c ,Jf mun,,·ip,dit ~ .. oi rUrU! .H.on; 
( ,:h ~· ,,· k ~ccorJin~ C\J du.· 5i7C -.vht:n Y"" ""eore 1(. , noe l'fl·sent ~i ;LCd 

10U,OOO or mote? ................ .......................... C 1 

1tl,OOl) :0 I)Cl.I)(~Cl) ........................................ (: i ! . 
'i.000 t:J I" .99''\' ........................................ C; J 

l.neo 10 .I.')',')? .......... - ...... _ ............. _ ... _ C -\ 
!.t"'o .. tiLl n I .tlOtJ· (l" .1 . hrm? ~ - 1 ~ ... ..... .......... .. .. - , 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

. 26l. _ .. 

~ewfouaul.&Qd _ .. __ .... ___ ....... ____ C O~ 
Prion EJw;),d IsLand _ .... _ .... _ ...... _____ C 01 

Sowa Scalia ___ • ___ ... _ .. _. ____ • ___ C 02 

~c:w firunswic:Jc .. ____ .. ___ • _____ C 03 

Quc:b.:c ...... _____ _ __ • ____ 0 04 

Ontario ........ --.. ___ • __ .... _ ._ •• _ .. _____ .. _ 0 ()' 
~bniluba ... _. __ .... _ • ___ • __ C {\6 

:S.aslc:acc:-ne-an .... __ •• ___ ._._ ........ " .... __ Ci n7 

A'~rta ._. __ • ___ _ ----0:)8 
P.ricisit Culwnbi~ ____ • C O~ 
YulcOfi or ~occh \Vest Terr. ----------C 10 
Oueshie of Canau. . :.. ___ 0 11 

33. SiDce you bec:ua~ 16 yc::us of :s~e. how nNn" rimes l\av~ yo. mcyc:d 
(c:llan[CCd your ?I~c~ oi renn:anern fC'siJence) fro'" one ci«y. lo..-n. 
Tilla,. or IDUGicip:alicy to ::ftOfher? (CoYAC moves i.id. a~out .. i~ · 
of C.ut.wa.) 

Ne"r 1ftO~ . ~!J 
III"'~ 

Ge .. q~tf .. l5- -

OM time 0 1 

Two rimes 0 2 

Three uaw. OJ 
Foar times. 0 4 

Fi.,e ci~ Q, 
Sis fa ,~ ti.cos 0' 
Ele-Yen· co eweftty ti_e • 0. 1 . 

Tw ... ty-oft« Of mote ri .. ~· Os 

34. Since ya.a ~ 16 years. 01 ale. how man,. time;" h.~ you mo,,~d : · 
(C'hon&eci your pl.ce at perm.~c r~si~nc:d in · c.n:ada (p~senc 
boun"=uies) from ORe pto';nc~ ro .lOOmer! (Counr mo .. es io.oh·intt 
the YUKon or Norda 1;.Sl TerritIKies as inter-provincial mowes.) 

No.up .• ____________ 0 I) 

ODe UrtHt • {J 1 .. 

Two times 02 
Three til'lles 0 .3 

Foa, rimes .04 ... 
Fige ciates 0' 
Su to ten rimes 0 ~ . 
£~'"' to cweftty ri~s 0 7 

Tweftcyaone 01 more tiMes 0 S 

3'. n~ft" w~te' yow pareftes bam! 
(Goede ace for each ~nll'.) 

Facta« 

Adaauc Pro.tnces (Nfld •• N.S.. N. B •• P.E.l.) _ . 0 0 

Quebec _ 01 
Ontari o _. ______ ._ ... _ •• __ C Z 

Prairie ProYiftces l\f:lA.. SaaIc •• Aha., N.'I'.1".)._ C 1 

9ritisft C.,h.",bi" (lind YUkOd) _ • C <\ 

IJnit~ Kin~o ........ ------.---------:J' 
!.estt"rn E~~e (Fl':2nc:e. Geol'm;aay. ~I~ch •• r",ly, ....... 
:::)l:;u-..I~n~.';J. etc.) ________ •• _ .• __ .. __ W 0 

£:uc~m Eutope (Poi:and. Uicaine. c:c~.) .. ___ •• _ C i 

Other . ________ • __ ..... _._._. __ • C 5 

Don'e know . ___ • ___________ . [j OJ 

c~ 
C7 
C 8 

W'J 

36. Did you, f.uneor immigr,uC' to C"".l.Ja? Of ~·C's, inUic:ue the ~ri",i in 
...,hich he immigr:m:d.) 

~o .... _ ....... __ • ____ ._ ....... _ ..... __ ...... C a 

Yes: ~fou~ 19t t _._._ .... __ ...... __ •• _ G 1 

. '. 1911 ·1920 ___ • __ • __ .. _ C 1 

1921 - i9 30 . ____ • __ • __ ._ ..... C J 

19 ·~1 -I'l 'lO _.-_ ... _-._ .... - ........ G " 
1?1l-19~0 ____ • ____ ... ~, 

19'51· 19M . __ •.• _____ . 06 
tr)f)1 ·1.,70 . ____ .. __ .......... _._ ,-: -: 

I'~: I • 1 ~17 ~ . __ ._._ .. _ ...... _ .. _ .. ..... _ . ~ 

. 
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V. (.1) It.;lI:n Hn.! "er~ 16 >'l"ar~ old wer. yo'.! livin~ ",im borh }'O'.II 

r.H\.·n'~? 

Ycs ....••..•..• ::; 0 _ Go 10 qv.s.ion 311 

So ..........•... C l_ Go 10 q\loSlion 37 (b) 

(b) \\110 waS the- hC:1J of ~our f:U12ill' ",he;' you ""ere 16 years of 
:lite? If you h~J left home: ~. th:lc age. indic:He the- person who 
WilS hl"OlJ of r~ur Lunily ~; rhe time you Idt. (Check one only) 

Father .•...••.•.•.........•....•• _. __ C (l 

~~ther •.•.•..••....••••• __ •• _ •..• :J 1 

Olher rmalc ... _ ..... - ...... _ .... c:: ~ 

Ochcr r~malc: ..... _ ....... :_ ..... c.: 3 

39. So- "'e \'\;oul.i like 10 find out .... nnt kind .,i work )'o"r fluher did 
when ),ou Wf"r~ 300'" 16 )'l":2rs ,,[d. IE rOut father ..... :lS noc the llnd 
of ruur household :u rh:u time anlllwc:r for Ihc: person chec:lu~cl itt 
question P (b~. (If )'OU do noe know Ihc :lns.er to a p:lrtic:ul.r 
quesciun inc.liC::l~ this rather Iban ieaye it uniinswerN. ) 

(il \UI:l( kinJ of wotk _:as he doin!? (Gi~ Q full description. e.g. 
selljn~ ShOC3. mocol "chicle repai,ing. mel~l machinin •• 
deric:.1 worle. sccre(~ri:li worle) 

(iil ~'hac "'~rlL" hi$ mo., imt'ortl'Gc O1Cljvilies or duties? (e.,_ fietin, 
shoes. autO body work, oper~cin, l~dte, pos,in(t invoices, t.l.kinS 
dictluion ;lnG t}'pinS> 

mit rn ,.,nac kind of bu:.;incss. indusuy Of sen'ice "" .. s rhis iob? 
(~'i. reuil snoe store •• utO body tepair sho!" macbine pans 
,.,tA •• m~iC'oll clinic:) 

For oWe. f> 
!I •• en'" _ 

94·97 ! 
t':;'J ,:; i~ F:~~: J l 

(iv) IE he owned :. f:lrm to do this ... ork, how many people did he 
usually emp.oy? 

Did nOf owa " f.::t.tID .... __ C 0 

~one •• __ ••••• _ .... - .... -._- C 
1·10 .................... _ ........... _. = 

11 ·20 ..... _ ..... _ ............ _ .. _ 0 3 

21 ·i~ ..•... _ ...................... -.... r~ .\ 

7~ Of monp ......... _ ........... __ G 5 

Don', h.'ftOW ............. _ . _. __ •• G 6 

(~.) fn thi,. job w~s h ~ workin~: 

(oll For oth~rs f(1r wait'5, 
sa J.:. ty or c-ommis;ion? ............... _ .. _ . .. ............ .... ........... _. C Q 

(h\ In his o~n !-lusjne~s. brm, or professicnoJl 
rr.,nin· tiU( is : 

--....... . ...... ...... . ....... .... ... .. .. .... .. ... ............. L-

(i il un,,,,·urjOr.llcJ' . ... .. : ............ ... ......... ......... .. ............. .. C.2 
(L' \ I)on ' , kn \l ...... . .. . .... .......... ................... .. ............... . .... _ ....... _. C j 

: 

-"-' ........ =""'--- .~ .. ...-.-...--:,-. _. __ .... :"._. _ .. __ ._. '_ ' 2.62. .. "_' ___ . 
39. "'hat wall :'(11" p,lt\"nu' " i ~hcsc le\'~l oi eu"c:lrion? (If >'uur P:l.Ct'"f5 

were noc eJuc:~ucJ in un;1J..! c:h('c:l ,h~ ~· .uejtoty IIthic.:b best J~
~cribes their edu .. ·.lClona1 :l.u;Jinmcnt.) (C:ht:~" one only fOl ~;u:b 
p:lt"nl.) 

F;uh~r 

~o lormal schooling --_ ...... - .......... - ... _ •• ___ • LJ 00' 

Some .......... _ ........... _ ... _ .................... _ .. ___ •• __ ... COl 

Compl~!t'd · .. _ .... _ .. _ ... _ ... __ ..... _ .... ______ 002 

Hlgit Sefto.' 

Acadr.aic 

:5acs. ___ .. ____ , 

Completed _____ • __ ... _____ , 

Voc3cional 01 r«hnial 

Som . .. __ • ----___ . __ ... _ 0 0' 
_ ... _._--. 0 06 

Aft.. high .dt_, QUf /tOt uni_.it., 

BuSlMS. or (I".2QCS u::sinid~: (~./l. secfIL"aari.' 
,chool. bairdrcssias school, balbef'ins sc,bool,. 
trade 3cnooi. eee'.) 

Som.. C 07 

, ___ Cal 

· ______ C
Il

9 
SonMP 

Conplc~ --______ .... _._. __ LJ 10 

Ju."Ii~ C'oi1~,e. eolb,e c:as,lque. Tec:baical 
Institute 

Sorr.e . __ •• ________ , .:---' -- C 11 

Completed 
. _____ 0

12
. 

Uni_nit., 

:;o..e ___ .. 

~pleted: 

Ccltiiic:a.c. or diplolr.l __________ [,114 

Bac:heiOf's dc~ 011 

0 1
' 

Ooctollace .__ 0 17 

Professional deSJ'ee" (e.,. ~f.D •• t..L. B •• 
C_o\ ... ~c.) __ • • __ • ___ 0 15 

C 01 

Co.: 

0 ' 09 

0 10' 

0 1
" 

o 1~ 
Wll) 

0 17 

Cla 
40. Did your mother ... orle ac ill fuH·rim. iob «(ew pa,. or protic) :11 ~,,~ 

time dutiag youI' prim.uy 3ft'; secondary schoo"n,,; 
~o .. ____ • ___ . ___ ••• ___________ C 0 

¥' 
G. to q_s.i_ 42 

y~s , she worlced less chaD :l yC3~ . ____ ...... _ .. __ C 1 

Yes , she" woriced for 1- ~ years ....... _______ ._ U 2 

Yf.'s. she worked for 6 ·10 y~ats . ___ ... _ •• ___ C 3 

. Yes. she worw("u fot more Ih:1ft 10 yeuts ... -_ ...... ___ C " 
DOD'r Ieno.., ........ ----.--................ - ............. -.-_. C , 

II. nurin!, ~'CUf' primOlry ~nu !If.'conJ.uy C'\luC':ttion what type- of iob (fot 
p3), 01 prolid diJ ~'OU' morne" m:linl~' n:.l"'C:? 
(Ch("c:\c ,,(Ie only) 

Pro(c:s~jolliJl. m:tn;l~l"ri:lli. Ct'(,Mnicll I CO.!':. tC'3cner . nurse. 
dictui~n, dt' r:1ttmt'nr m:l"oJ)o:c:r , r.l.Ji"k' i0 5C } .................... . .. _ . ... _ •• L; 0 

~C're!:tri .l1 elr deri\'31 ( C' . ~. stcno~taf'"I.·r. cr:leornon~ 
opc:r;ltur t . .................. _ ..... _ ••• _ ..... .... ~._ ...... __ .............. _ • • _ .... _ ••• C 1 

:'al~:s (e.~ ,."lcsl.l.ly. tlu)";eol) ............. ....... __ ........................ ___ C 2 

~"ice {e.!= •• "li(rC'5~. h3inJteo!t~er. b:1by s ine'r. 
nurse-s .liJe-1 ............. _--... _ ••. _ ...•••.•••• _ ..... _ .......................... _ .... C :3 

~killeJ 01 sC'mi-skillt'd i miu .. ui..ll "orlee, ._._ ......................... _ .. Cl 4 

'Q,orlcinJ: on hr:-r " .. 0 :1cc;oun( auf \JE h~r hOIItt' (e'.g. Jrt'sslftllicer 
cie:lninll 1;J~y) .. . "' ....... ---.• --.-...... ........ - ..... __ ... __ ............ ~_ [J 

F.umin!= •..•....... .. . I. 



/ 

-i1: ~. : I:~:' :'~:;-;-:'~:~;'~;~l g~~:~ ~;"-;-~~ ,,; ,-,:" m.:':;;:-,~,.---I':;. ;;~: - ;s -~:~-,~~::~: -;.. .l';'~ ,-,=-~:., ~:"'~.9A" 
1II~le siJ(·) beluo," .:In c,)l!ling to thi:6 contiocnt? t Chc:ck one \luly) r~ikjn~? 

F.nSlish ..................................... - ................... = no }:nglish • __ ... _ •.• __ ................................. C 0 

Frenc.:h ............... . .......................................... ::. 01 Fr-"c;L. t-- I 
, ".-........... ... .................................... -

Germ.1n .............................. ........................... Co:! 
Itish .............................................................. C 03 II 

Italian ....................................... ..................... CO., 
Jc:wish ........ ................................... : .............. C; O~ 
~:ui\:e InJi.ln or F.5l.iRlu ............................. c:; 06 

=",ccheti:1nJs .................... _ ............................ C 01 

~o""c:J;i~n ..................... : .............................. C 08 

Polish .. ; ......................................................... ~ 09 

Russian .................. _ ................................... C 10 

xouish ..................................................... _. ~ t 1 

Ukrainian ._ ................ ____ .......... _ ... _. c: 12 

Othe't ..... _._ .. _ ... _._ ••• ____ ........... _ ...... C 13 

Don't know ............. _ .... __ .. _ ................. _ C 14 

43. To which ~chnic or C'uhut:2i group do you f~d thac YOII now belon§? 
(au~clc one' only) 

r\.m~ric3.n .... __ ................ _ ...... _ ................ 0 110 

Cana-iian .......... _ ................ _. __ ...... _ •. COl 
D~nish ...... _ ..... __ .. __ ...... _._ ........ _. __ [} 02 

F.nglish .... _. ____ ... __ ••• ___ • __ .. C 03 

French .... __ ........... _ •• __ • __ ... _ ... __ • CO"' 
G~nDaa ._ ............ __ ._ ... _____ • ____ CO, 
ltunpri:uI .. _ .. ___ • __ ... __ • ___ C 06 

Irish .... ____________ • ___ 0 07 

ltalia ........ ___ ...... ___ ._ •• __ ._._ ... 0 il a 
Jewish .. ___ .• __ .... __ ... _ .... _ .. __ . __ .. _ C 1)9 

Naciv~ Indian or Eskimo ....... _ ........ __ ••• 0 10 
Nefhetl~nds .•. __ • __ .. _ ..... __ ..... ___ CJ 11 

Nonr~sian ........ _ ................ ___ ....... _ .. __ C 12 

Polish ............ _ •• _ ..... _ .......... __ ............ C 1) 

Russian ... _ ...... _ ..... _. __ •• _._ .......... ___ 0 1" 

Sc:onisft ............. __ .:. •• _. __ .... _ .................... 0 l' 

Swedish .... _ .. _ .. _ ..... ___ ... _ .. _ ...... __ .016 
Ulcraini:aa ....... _._ .. _______ ._ .. __ C 17 

Welsh •• _. ______ .... __ ._ ............ _ 0 IS 

Ochet ._ ...... __ •• _______ .••• ___ 0 19 

44. 'IRa, is yOU&' religioa? 

AnSlicaa .................. _._ ........................... _ ... 0 0 

United Church oC C:1nada ........................ _. 0 1 
Presbyteriaa ....... _ .. _ ......... _ .... _ .......... _ .. _ 0 1 

L~thel':ln ......... _ .............. _ ................ _ .. __ .... 0 1 

Dutch Reform ............................................ _ 0 3 

Roman C;ltnolic ..................................... _ .... 0 ~ 
Uktainiall C~rnolic ................... _ ................ 0 , 
Greek QfthoJOlC ............................................ 0 ~ 

Jewish .......... ................................................ 0 ~ 

B:1ptisc .......................................................... 0 7 

7th Day .. \Jv~"ti."' ........................... ............. 0 7 

~teth~isf .. ....... .... .. ............................ , .. ........ 0 7 

Other ProtesC;lnt .. ..... ... ................................ 0 1 

Other ............ ... ....... .................................... .... n 8 

;';0 reii!(ion ............ ...................... .. .............. .. rJ 9 

.~~. \\'n:lt is the l.~ngu.1I=e which y~ fitsl 1~.lrn~J to .~{'e'ak? 

Enldish ....... ................................................... G 0 

French ...... .. .................................................. C 1 

t;crm..ln ... . .... .. ...... .. ....... : ............................... C ~ 

Ir:lli.Jn ........ ... ................................................. [j ~ 

ti\c:<1inioln ... .. ....... .. .......... _ ............................ ::' .. 

In,li.ln or b~l..im ..... ... ................................... ;:! ~ 
~~thed01n.J!io ..... ............................... _ ............ C 6 

Puli.,h ........ .. .................................... ............... -:J ~ 
c ItIH'r . ... .. .. .. ............ ..................................... ~ : : .~ I 

l 

G,~rmiln ................................... _ ................. C 2 

lulian ................................................. __ .. 0.3 
Ukroliniaa ._ ................................ _ ....... - .... C: .. 
InJi~n ot E~kimn ...................................... c: ~ 
~c:(h ... tl;u,.is .. _ .... _ .. _ ....................... _ .... C 6 

Polish _ .... _____ ._ ........ _ .. _ .. _._ .. _ C 7 

OdlC'f . __ • __ ._ .. _ .... _ ................. ..; __ ... C tt 

47. UQ )'0&1 s~:lk ED~!isia 01 f'r~nch well enougb to cilrry OR :a con
versaciOA1 

ElI,lisb only ----... --.... - .. --•• 0 () 
French only . ____ ._ ........ _ ..... _ ••. 8 1 

En Klish ;and F fetich .. _-.. --_._--::J 2 

Neithet Euglis& nor Freach .----C' 
48. In how IUllY ."edcs did YOli n.v~ a job {for i'l'Y ot proiid <illrin! 

1912? 
~OH ________ • _______ ~ 0 

.r'" 
Go to quesfi_ 51 

1-13 ..,~u _______ . ___ w I 

14·2G W~y.s ------.------:12 
27 - 39 -_!.:s __ . __ ._. __ . ___ lJ 3 

40 -48 w~elr.s .--.. ;:.. ....... ----_:.. W .. 
49· S2 week ... -_-.:.._ .... ..:... ____ 0 5 

35 +tout's or lZlOf4t .----••• ----LJ. 0-

20 - 34 hours ____ _ ------C 1 

L~ss en ... 20 hours -_ •• _____ 0 Z 

~O. Vlh8C was yow income (~{ore cues) front elft~i~ment dutin!C I~),;-:!? 
(Include wag~s. salafit':5. tips. commissions. etc. or if rOil h.a'·~ 
your oWn farm~ business 01 I'r!,ression;aJ practicl" giye' rout' net 
inC'oRle alter Qt':\luctinS b.,sjn~ss espenses /:Iuc hefor. r:U:~lI.) 
(Ch~ck one oniy) 

~o iacome ----.----~ 0 00 

Less thaft $2.000 -------- 0 01 

$ 2.00G.. 2.9'J9 . __ ...... _____ C rtZ 

S 3,000.. 3.999. __ ... _ .. ____ 0 <13 

$ 4,000.. 4,999 .... __ ....... ___ .. ___ [] 1)4 

$ 5.000.. 5.999 . ____ ... ___ ... __ 0 05 

S 6,000 - G,J99 . __ ... __ .... _ .. __ ._._ .... 0 06 

S 7,000- 7.999 ............ __ .;.. ........ ___ ..... C 07 

$ 8,000 - 8,999 .... _ ..... ___ ...... ______ 008 

$ 9,000 - ry.999 ....................... _ ............ 0 09 

SI0,OOO· 10,999 .................... __ .. _ ... _ .... CJ 10 

SI1,OOO· 11.999 .......................... _ ......... :-:: 11 

SI:!,OOO- 12.)9,} ............................ _ ........ C 12 

St3.0110· 13.99" ...... _ ....... ............. _ ....... 0 13 

. '. $1 ·\.000· 14.9Q '} ._ ..................... _ .......... 0 14 

$15.000· 1 ~,~9 ...................................... 0 1 ~ 

$ll;,ooO. 16,()ol't .................... _ .... _ .... _ .... 0 16 

S17 ,000 .. J9.~)Ilq ............ .................... _ .... 0 11 

s.!o.oun ;1nt.l O"'~!' ....... _ .................. _ ......... U 1 S 

;';t·( lu",!O ................................. ......... _ ....... C 1<J 

- -- -- - - " -.~---'--.------'--------..:--- -.-.------.-. '-.-.-- ...... ---~ ....... =--



I 

I. 

-7-

51. Duritt" 1972. wh:u w:as YOUt rO(:l1 personal incom~ (!.dore t:lltes) (tnll'l ;11' 
'OUt::'1:5 ( il1l.:JuJt' interest, Jiviol.:nJ~. rC'RCS rC'("o:i"C'd, pensions, }'ourn 
:all..,,,,:anC:t'l'l. welf~r~. etC'.)? If )'OU own :a i:um Of art: 5o~j(~mpi""l"J, sral~ 
Ihe :amounr :Jiter rhe deduction 01 luuines!\ e'lfpt"""e's. 

No income ........................ __ ... __ ........ _ ••• 0 co 
I.ess than $2.000 .............. _._ .. ___ •. _ ........ 0 III 

$ 2,000. 2,999 ....... ... _ •• _._ •• ___ ... _ ...... 0 02 

S 3.000· . n 3.9')9 ................. _ ... ____ \-.i 0' 
S ·t.OOO. 4.999 ........... ______ •• _ ........ 0 a .. 

$ 5,000. ~,999 ............................ ----...... CJ ()~ 
$ 6,000. 6,999 .•. _ ............... _____ .. C 06 

S 7,000. 7,999 ........... _. C 07 

S 8,000- 8.999 .......... __ . __ ._ .. ____ :J os 

S 9,000· 9.999 ~. ___ • __ .. __ . ____ C 09 

$10,000 .. 10.999 .......... _ _ 0 lO 

$11,000 .. 11.999 ... _ __ 0 i1 

$12,000 .. 12.m ....... _ 0 12 

$13.000. 13.999__ 013 
$14,000- 14.999 ._...... C 14 

$15,000. 15.999 .. _ .. -Ou 
$16,000· 16,m ._.... _ 0 16-

$17,000· 19,999 __ 017 

$20.000 aad ow r _ 0 1S 

Nee lou ___ • 0 19 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE 

. . 

264 
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APPENDIX B 

SUBSTITUTION OF MISSING VALUES 
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APPENDIX B 

SUBSTITUTION OF MISSING VALUES 

Substitution 

Variable 

Age (NVAR029) 

Age squared (AGESQ) 

Education (VAR032) 

Experience (VAR042) 

Experience squared (VAR042sq) 

Hours worked per week** 
(VAR095) 

Weeks worked per year** 

Present occupation 

First occupation 

* These are mean values 

Missing Value 

blank 

blank 

blank 

blank 

blank 

0,6 

0 

blank 

bla.",k 

Males 

39* 

1702 

11* 

Age-education + 6 
(if experience = 
never worked full 

time, experience = 
0) 

45* 

39* 

see Chapter 4 

Present 
Occupation 

** Not in the analysis i f var096 = 0 and var095 = 0 or 6 

Females 

36* 

1498 

12* 

42* 

36* 

see Chapter 
4 

Present 
Occupation 
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APPENDIX C 

RECODING INSTRUCTIONS FOR THREE-DIGIT S.I.C. 



Mr. Frank Gallagher 
Special Surveys 
Jean Talon Building 
3rd Floor, Section C 
Tunneyfs Pasture 
Ottawa, Ontario 

Dear Mr. Gallagher: 

268 

June 18, 1979. 

Dr. P. C. Pineo and I have recently been awarded a small grant by the 
Department of Labour to fund my dissertation research entitled, "Sector 
Effects on Earnings Determination." The data for this study will largely 
come from the July 1973 Labour Force and Job Mobility studies. The pur
pose of this grant is to allow the purchase from Statistics Canada of a 
recoding of a small number of variables on the Labour Force Study and 
the release of a new limited variable tape of data from both the Labour 
Force and the Job Mobility studies. You will rec~ll that in a letter 
dated May 23, 1978 Dr. Pineo requested information on the possible cost 
and the feasibility of a recoding on industry of occupation on the LFS 
(see request 1) and you responded (June 2, 1978) with a request for more 
information. This letter is a more detailed request for a cost estimate 
of the work to be done by Statistics Canada and for a date by which this 
work could be completed. 

Enclosed are specifications of the work required. While detailed 
directions can be sent to you at a later date, this constitutes a full 
description of the nature of the work required. I would like to assure 
you that every precaution is being taken on our part to ensure that the 
alternate collapse of the variables satisfy your concern with the issue 
of confidentiality. I am attempting to construct the new codes so that 
sufficient numbers of individuals fall into each category. And, to this 
end, I am also requesting the release of a limited variable tape which 
omits the variables that are not needed for the analysis of the data. In 
addition , you may also consider changing the identification numbers of 
the new data tape so as to limit comparability across data tapes. 

If you require more information, please phone me at home (519-623-
6694) or at McMaster (ext 2021) up to July 8th and after July 28th. 
While I am on vacation, Dr. Pineo will be happy to supply any additional 
information that you may require. And, too, there are limited funds to 
allow me to travel to Ottawa to facilitate, in any way that I can, the 
work to be carried out by Statistics Canada. 

I await your reply. 
Sincerely, 
(Ms.) Margaret A. Denton 
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DETAILED SPECIFICATIONS OF THE WORK REQUIRED FROM STATISTICS CANADA 

1. A Recoding of Three Variables on the July, 1973 Labour Force Survey 

1 LFS Industry Codes, SIC 1970, Question 17, position 29-30. 

Industry of occupation was originally coded into three-digit SIC 
codes for the Labour Force Study. I would like an alternate re
coding of the three-digit SIC codes into 18 categories. Directions 
for collapsing this data will be sent to you and follow this 
general format. 

5IC,1970 

001 

Ne\'1 Code 

002 

039 
etc. 

1 
1 

2 

2 Primary Sampling Units 

I would like a regrouping of the primary sampling units into 7 or 
8 categories based on their delineating economic activity. Again, 
directions for recoding will be sent to you and will follow the 
above format. 

3 Subprovincial areas, position 11 . 

If possible, I would like a regrouping of subprovincial areas to 
six categories rather than five, as currently coded. 

2. Variables that would be deleted from the new data tape 

1 From the Labour Force Survey 

Position on the 
Micro Data Tape 

13 
14 
15-16 
17-18 
19-20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25-26 
31 
32 
33-39 

Name of Variable 

Marital Status 
Labour Force Status 
Age - Group A 
Age - Group B 
Hours Worked Ouring the Reference Week 
Duranion of Unemployment as of the Reference Week 
Looking for Full-time Work 
Full-time and Part-time Worker 
Reasons of Absence 
The 1961 Occupational Classification 
Class of Worker, Group A 
Class of Worker, Group B 
Final Universal Weights - Labour Force Survey 
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2 From the Job Mobility Study 

Question 
Number 

Q7 
Q7 
Q8v 
Q9 
Ql3 
Ql4 

Ql5v 
Ql6iv 
Ql6iv 

Ql6v 
Q32 
Q33 
Q34 
Q35 
Q35 
Q36 

Q37 (a) 
Q38iv 
Q38v 
Q43 
Q45 
Q51 

Name of Variable 

Year Entered Armed Services of Canada 
Year Left Armed Services of Canada 
For Managers: Number of Personnel 
Language Spoken on First Full-time Job 
Did you return to work for a period of 7 months or more 
Year that you returned to work for a period of 7 months 

or more 
For Manager: ~umber of Personnel 
(B1ishen) Occupation Code for the job held ten years ago 
(Pineo-Porter) Occupation Code for the job held ten years 

ago 
For Managers: Number of Personnel 
Province or Country of Residence at Age 16 
Number of Moves Between Cities Since Age 16 
Number of Moves Between Provinces Since Age 16 
Place of Father's Birth 
Place of Mother's Birth 
Period Father Immigrated to Canada (if born Elsewhere than 

Canada) 
Living with both Parents at Age 16 
If Father was a Farmer - Number of people he employed 
Father's Class of Worker Status when Respondent was Age 16 
Respondent's Ethnic or Cultural Group 
Language First Spoken by Respondent 
Total Personal Income from all Sources in 1972 

I am aware that the occupa.tion question ("present job") in the 3MS 
is significantly different from the solicited occupation question (job 
for reference week) in t he LPS. Since I plan to use the industry or 
occupation from the LPS, it would be desirable to have some measure of the 
overlap between "present job" and job during the reference week. I would 
like Statistics Canada, therefore, to create a new variable which would 
answer the question: Does the 1st two digi ts of the C.C.D.O. code from 
the LPS equal the 1st two digits of the C.C.D.O. code for present job on 
the JMS? 

Yes = 1 
No = 2 

The work required from Statistics Canada is despite this lengthy 
request, rather simplistic, requ~rl.ng, in essence, a single pass of the 
micro data tape and the original (raw) data tape through the computer. 
During this ~xn, the recoding of industry from the three-digit SIC, the 
collapsing of the primary sampling units into eight categories, the re
coding of subprovincial areas and the creation of the new occ~pation check 
variable would be done. In addition, the variables not required for my 
analysis could be deleted from the micro data tape. From this run, a new 
and sharply reduced data tape would be produced. 
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In order to be able to run this new data tape at McMaster, the tape 
must be set up according to certain specifications. I have obtained 
these from the computer center and will enclose them for your information. 

McMASTER TAPE SPECIFICATIONS 

Dens i ty - 9-track 1600 or 800 bp 
or 7-track 556 or 800 bp 

All data must be charact ers - no packed, binary , etc. 

8-Bit ASCII or EBCDIC code C6-bit BCD for 7-track) 

Fixed-length blocks and records CFB format) 

Block length 5120 characters preferred. 

Unlabeled tape only . I f more than one file, separate by one tape mark 
af ter each. 

Covering letter (not computer printout) specifying all above choices , 
plus record and block l engths and number of records for each file. 
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(a) APPENDIX C 

RECODING INSTRUCTIONS FOR I~~USTRY, S.I.C. 1970 (REFERENCE WEEK) 

COLLECTED JULY 1973 LABOUR FORCE SURVEY 

Industry Industry Industry 
Number New Number New Number New 

(S.I.C.) Code (S. I. C. ) Code (S.I.C.) Code 

001 all 106 061 259 041 
003 011 107 052 261 062 
all 011 108 042 264 042 
013 all 109 042 266 062 
01S 011 151 031 268 054 

017 all 153 033 271 054 
019 011 162 043 272 034 
021 011 165 061 273 043 
031 012 1 --, ... 1- 033 274 052 
039 012 174 062 286 062 

041 011 175 042 287 061 
045 all 179 052 288 051 
047 011 181 031 289 043 
051 024 182 052 291 033 
052 022 183 042 292 033 
057 023 184 032 294 043 
058 024 185 031 295 032 
059 023 186 044 296 032 
061 024 187 041 297 033 
064 022 188 031 298 042 
071 0"'--...) 189 054 301 043 
072 022 231 051 302 053 
073 021 239 061 303 062 
079 023 243 063 304 053 
083 022 244 063 305 054 
087 022 245 061 306 062 
096 021 246 064 307 062 
098 021 243 042 308 061 
099 021 249 042 309 063 
101 043 251 063 311 044 
102 052 252 042 315 062 
103 052 254 062 316 044 
104 052 256 051 318 031 
105 032 258 042 321 033 
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Appendix C (continued) 

Industry Industry Industry 
Number New Number New Number New 

(5. I. C.) . . Code . (5. I. C. ) Code . (5. I. C. ) Code 

.311 044 392 053 617 101 
315 062 393 042 618 101 
316 044 397 063 619 101 
318 031 399 041 621 101 
321 033 404 073 622 101 

323 034 406 071 623 101 
324 043 409 071 624 101 
325 044 421 073 625 101 
326 034 501 083 626 101 
327 034 502 084 627 101 
328 061 503 084 629 101 
329 032 504 093 631 112 
331 043 50S 094 642 111 
332 034 506 091 652 111 
333 051 507 092 654 111 
334 032 508 094 656 111 
335 042 509 083 658 III 
336 043 512 091 663 111 
338 034 51S 091 665 111 
339 042 516 081 667 III 
351 043 517 091 669 111 
352 034 519 091 673 111 
353 061 524 092 676 111 
354 042 527 093 678 111 
355 052 543 093 681 111 
356 033 544 083 691 111 
357 034 545 082 692 11 1 

358 033 548 084 694 111 
359 033 572 083 695 111 
365 032 574 093 696 112 

369 041 576 081 697 111 
372 032 579 081 699 111 
373 042 602 101 701 121 
374 052 606 101 703 121 
375 052 608 101 705 121 
376 031 611 101 707 121 
377 041 612 101 715 121 
378 043 614 101 721 121 
379 051 615 101 735 121 
391 042 616 101 737 121 
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Appendix C (continued) 

Industry Industry 
Number New Number New Code 

(S.I. C.) Code (S.I.C.) 

801 131 873 141 
802 133 8t:T4 141 
803 131 876 141 
804 131 377 141 
80S 131 879 141 

806 131 881 141 
807 131 883 141 
809 133 884 141 
821 132 886 141 
8"''' .. - 132 891 141 

823 141 893 141 
824 141 894 141 
825 141 895 141 
8Z6 141 896 141 
827 133 897 141 

828 131 898 141 
831 141 899 141 
841 141 902 151 
842 141 909 153 
843 141 931 154 

844 141 951 153 
845 141 991 153 
849 141 000 999 missing 
851 141 never 169 853 141 worked 

855 141 not in 

861 141 the labour 179 

862 141 force 

863 141 
864 141 

866 141 
867 141 
869 141 
871 141 
872 141 



(b) 
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A comparison of the two digit C.e.D.O. codes of the job held during 
the reference week (f rom the July L.F.S.) and the present job (from 
the job mobility questionnaire) 

Same = 1 
Different = 2 
L.P.S. missing = 3 
J.M.S. missing = 4 
Never worked = 5 
Not in the labour force = 6 
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VARIABLE LABEL 

PPCAT4 
VAR095 
VAR096 
PPCATl 
PPCAT5 
NVAR032 
VAR042 
SQVAR042 
NVAR029 
AGESQ 

CAREER INTERRUPTIONS 
EXPERl 
EXPER2 
EXPER3 
EXPER4 
EXPER5 
EXPER6 
EXPER7 
EXPERO 

UNIONIZATION LEVEL 
VAR1021 
VAR1022 
VAR1023 
VAR1024 
VAR1029 

MARITAL STATUS 
VAR061SI 
VAR061M 
VAR061SE 
VAR061D 
VAR061W 
VAR061NA 

SECTORS 
CORE 
PERIPH 
STATE 
SECTORO 

VARIABLE NAHE 

Status of Current Occupation 
Weeks Worked per Year 
Hours Worked per Week 
Status of First Occupa t ion 
Status of Father's Occupation 
Years of Education 
Years in Labour Force 
Years in Labour Force Squared 
Years of Age 
Years of Age Squared 

No Interruptions 
Returned 10 years ago 
Returned 5-10 years ago 
Returned 2-5 years ago 
Returned 0-2 years ago 
Never Returned Full-time 
Never Worked Full-time 
Career Interruptions Missing 

Low Unionization 
Medium Low Unionization 
Medium High Unionization 
High Unionization 
Union ization Missing 

Single 
Married 
Separated 
Divorced 
Widowed 
Missing 

Core Location 
Periphery Location 
State Location 
Missing 
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